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The Beautiful Heloise
The cover of The F.tude for March is a portrait of
“the beautiful Heloise,” made from a valuable original
oil pointing by the French artist Henner. She is the
heroine of one of the most noted romances in History.
Pierre Abelard (real name de Palais), her famous lover,
was one of the first of the philosophers of the Renaissance
to merit wide attention. He was a musician, grammarian,
orator, logician, poet, theologian and mathematician. His
work as a teacher is immortal. After he founded his school
in Paris his fame became so great that other schools found
their pupils deserting in bodies. Among his pupils was
Pope Celestin II.
•At the height of his scholastic success Abelard fell
violently in love with Heloise, the niece of the canon of
the church. Deserting his dearly-won position he ran
away with Heloise, but owing to the machinations of her
uncle their marriage was prevented and Abelard entered
the Monastery of St. Denis, while Heloise took the veil
at St. Argenteuil. Abelard became abbot of a monastery
in Brittany, but later was imprisoned for doctrinal reasons.
Then while on a trip to Rome he met Peter the Hermit
and was reconciled. When he died irn 1142 Heloise begged
for his body and it was given to her to be interred in the
convent where she was abbess. Seven centuries later their
ashes were brought to Paris where they are interred under
a memorial chapel—a monument to one of the world’s
greatest love stories.

“A COLORED SUPPLEMENT’
Painted bv Edward V

Brewer for- Cream of Wheat Co.

Copyright 1916 by Cream of Wheat Co.
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can completely control the time and modu¬
lations, blending the piano tones with his
voice, and producing an artistic whole.

Emerson Piano Company
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Sir George Grove’s

EASTER MUSIC
SOLOS IN SHEET FORM
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Immortal Accomplishment
Considered

entirely apart

from

its

musical

sig¬

It was accomplished by a famous scholar who began

V

ARYING weather conditions and continued re¬
hearsals are hard on the voice and throat. There
is one sure way to prevent and relieve these troubles
take Smith Brothers’ Cough Drops. These little healers
will put your voice and throat in better condition. The
pure medicinal oils in S. B. Cough Drops make them
beneficial all the time and especially at this season. Always
have a box handy. Far better than medicine.

the work at the ripe age of S3 and who
* the
love-work of his life. He thought nothing of traveling
a thousand miles and spending months in verifying his
materials, as indeed he did when writing the biography

Containing only Pure Cane Sugar and Pure Medicinal Oils

Your Grandpa Knows Us
Makers of Lasses Kisses and S. B.
Chewing Gum—“ The Gum with
the Cough Drop Flavor.”
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ZATEK Cocoa knows that

:

ZATEK

its unusually delicious flavor
sets it apart from all others.
ZATEK Cocoa is the very

-

-

•: “Sxss ■“
g~

finest that skill and science

COCOA

—^vy:,itisnotthe

. Order ZATEK Cocoa from
your

‘ I

grocer today.

Give

each of the family a steam¬
ing cup for dinner tonight.

Johannes Brahms and Sir Arthur Sullivan worked
side by side with him in gathering material m V lenna
for his famous life of Schubert (included in the

SIR GEORGE loved his work and it was that love
and enthusiasm that makesthe book as interesting to
all amateur musicians as it is

SMITH BROTHERS
of Poughkeepsie

Sort.,^twVo£c:;s:

If You Like Cocoa
This Will Captivate You

of Schubert.

Dictionary, about 25,000 words in length).

S.B. COUGH DROPS
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nificance the Grove Dictionary of Music and ¥usiciai^s
is one of the greatest monuments to human industry,
persistence and scholarship in existence.

ETUDE
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They’re sure to note the dif¬
ference in flavor and taste.
LhdatA^rs0.ms:...(f.°.pi;ano
CAROLS IN OCTAVO FORM
: bay31® .B6llS °f Eas10
"heeler. • Welcome Happy
n. Message of "the Beils. ^
M°™.«

ZATEK Cocoa is packed
in

pound,

half-pound and

ten-cent tins.

Keep a pack¬

age always handy.

indispensable to the

It is the

most economical, delicious

professional.

and strengthening beverage
your family can drink.

The Great Grove Dictionary

PENNSYLVANIA CHOCOLATE
COMPANY
Pittsburgh, U. S. A.

At a New Special Price
Owing to the immense editions of the Grove
Dictionary now being put out by the Theodore Presser
Company of Philadelphia, the price (which for three
decades was #25.00) has been reduced to #15.00.

in

THE

4 MONG people
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1

PIANO

who love good music,

This is the very latest edition, in five volumes, identical
with the latest London edition, but with a more attractive binding
in red cloth. Sir George Grove’s great masterpiece of musical
scolarship demanded the work of 184 renowned specialists over
a period of 16 years.
There are over 4000 pages and over
5,000,000 words.

who have a cultivated knowledge

x of it, the BALDWIN PIANO is
recognized everywhere as the best.
In
such an atmosphere it is happily at home and with
every day endears itself more and more to its

Sectional
Music-Room Furniture
Incorporates
Correct Filing
Principles in

High

Class

Cabinets.

Special Monthly Payment Plan
$3.00 Down—$1.00 a month for only 12 Months

owners.
The same is true of the

“Salimtm Hmtttaln”
the successful unification of the most artistic piano
with the most scientific player action made in the
world.
There is absolutely nothing better, nothing
more perfect on the market, neither as a piano nor

Send Three Dollars Now and we will open a
special account with you, permitting you to
pay the balance in twelve months at the rate
of one dollar per month, making the total
cost $15.00.

£g:|;a

In One Year you will own the great Grove Dictionaries you
have always wanted, but possibly have felt were beyond your
reach at the old rate of $25.00 cash.

as a player piano.
Contemplating the purchase of either a piano

Few teachers will hesitate to take advantage of this

or a player piano, you should not fail to examine
these instruments.
Prices and terms will suit you.

Theo. Presser stands behind the transaction every way.

exceptional offer when they remember that the house of
about fo rty
yer Rolls.

Write for catalogs
Send your order direct to the

Cincinnati
Indianapolis

Manufacturers
Chicago
New York
Louisville
Denver

St. Louis
San Francisco

THEO. PRESSER CO.
SOLE AGENTS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The i/MCompany
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The Quickest

Mail

Order Housi
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For Music Buyers Everywhere
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progressive music teachers

TWO MODERN BUILDINGS
with over 30,000 square feet of floor space
are devoted to our business—with an incomparable stock, unequaled in variety and completeness.
All is placed at your command
through the services of over 200 thoroughly
trained music clerks. No order is too small
to receive our most careful attention and
none too large to overtax our facilities.
No matter where located, this big mail order
music house offers precisely the same facilities and
economies as though the purchaser came to us in person.
The parcel post bridges all distances from your studio
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need the Theo. Presser Co. Our chief
„
publish and supply promptly every possible need m a
musical education.
In all graces, from the moat
elementary to advanced virtuosity, we are equipped
for all demands. Primers, methods text books sheet
mUsic, (including teaching, recital and exhibition
pieces) exercises, studies and technical works. Inaddition our stock includes all that is best and most
available from other publishers, as well as everything
use(l in music teaching—metronomes, satchels and
roi]3_ musical pictures and post cards, reward cards,
blank music paper and books, record tablets, music filing cabinets, music stands, jewelry for music lovers, etc.

j THEO. PRESSER CO. “ON SALE” PLAN
i guarantees satisfaction. A stock of music on hand
t all times to select from, for every purpose, the same
arge discount as though the music was purchased outj right, and a guarantee of satisfaction if you will but
; name a few pieces or studies, so that our information
; will be of a comprehensive nature. Send your order,
j no preliminary correspondence is necessary. You pay
: for only what you use and return the remainder. Music
ot used is returned to us but once a year. Settlements
re to be made at least once a year, preferable in Jur
r July.
; NEW MUSIC AND NOVELTIES ON SALE
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CATALOGUES THAT ARE
CLASSIFIED GUIDES
j
j
•
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of musical works, including Singer’s Hand Book,
Piano Study Guide, Hand Book for Violin Music,
Hand Book for Pipe and Reed Organ, Choir and Chorus
Hand Book, Hand Book for 4, 6, 8 and 12 Hands,
Catalogue of Juvenile Musical Publications, Thematic
Catalogues and complete Catalogues of Vocal and Instrumental Music will be sent to you on request, without obligating you to buy. Our Octavo Catalogue
is extensive and comprehensive, continually increasing
with many notable accessions. We publish anthems,
. choruses and part songs, all styles, and in all degrees
: of difficulty. We aim to assist in every way possible
the busy organist and choral director.
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A selected list of the most
OUR USUAL LIBERAL DISCOUNTS APPLY
PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES—Continued
KOHLER, L. First Studies, Op. 50
$
“ 12 Little Studies, Op. 157
“ 12 Preparatory Lessons, Op. 151
11 Very Easiest Exercises, Op. 190.
'• Small School of Velocity, Op. 242.
KUNZ, K. M. Two Hundred Short Two-Parl

PIANO INSTRUCTORS-Continued
KOHLER, LOUIS. Practical Piano Method, Op.
249, Vols. I and II, each. $
LANDON.C.W. Method for Piano. Board bind¬
ing. Introduces Mason’s system..
“ Foundation Materials for Piano.

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES-Confc

used works

in music education

SENT ON EXAMINATION TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES
PIANO COLLECTIONS
ALDEN, RUTH. Wha They Do in Wondertowi
BACH, J. S. Album o
BEETHOVEN. Selecl
“ Easier Piano Con
BRAHMS, J. Hunger

PIANO COLLECTIONS—Continued
MODERN DANCE ALBUM .
MODERN DRAWING-ROOM PIECES .
MODERN SONATINAS.
MOZART, W. A. Sonatas, 2 vols., each
“ Sonatas, Complete.
PARLOR and SCHOOL MARCHES .
PIANO PLAYER’S REPERTOIRE OF POPULAR

PIANO COLLECTIONS—FOUR HANDS—Con.
$

1
1
1
2

WOOD, D. D. Musical Zoo. Melodiout
and pupil. Words.
YOUNG Dl
PLAYERS (Harthan)..
VOCAL METHODS AND STUDIES
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IVERS ffPOND PIANOS
Whatever Your Piano-Need
there’s an Ivers & Pond to fit it.
In type, size de¬
sign, finish and tone quality the completeness of our
line offers the discriminating buyer a broad choice.
Embodying half a century’s experience and preferred by
over 400 prominent American Educational Institutions
and nearly 60,000 homes, the

Ivers & Pond

occupies a

leading position among this country s best pianos.

In

ultimate economy and intrinsic value it stands un¬
surpassed.
A catalogue describing our complete line
of attractive grands, uprights and players mailed free
on request.

Write for it

today.

CANT musical information of importance has come from Europe during the past month, although concert giving in
England and upon the Continent has continued with surprising activity.

How to Buy
If we have no dealer near you, we can supply you from
our factory as safely and satisfactorily as if you lived near
We make expert selection and guarantee the piano to

The World of Music

S

Mark Hambourg, who is now contribut¬

ing a valuable series of articles to THE ETUDE, has been meeting with the greatest successes of his career in London,
where he has played repeatedly, to standing room only, in a series of recitals.

In America the musical event of most in¬

terest for the month will be the performance of Mahler’s Eighth Symphony by the Philadelphia Orchestra, which will
be given for the first time in this country on March 2.

Over a thousand performers and singers have been engaged in

rehearsing this work under the direction of Leopold Stokowski for over one year.

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
141 Boylston St.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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Once For All

We knew a man who took great pride in claiming that for
twenty years he had regularly gone through the entire forty-eight
Wohltemperierte fugues, all of the Beethoven Sonatas, all of the
Haydn Sonatas, the Mozart Sonatas, the famous works of Chopin,
Schumann, Mendelssohn, etc.
For twenty years he had system¬
atically pushed himself through the better known parts of the
pianoforte literature with the idea that he was doing something
particularly noble. Yet he was a very inferior pianist indeed. Noth¬
ing that he played was really very well done and we are quite sure
that much that he passed through on the twentieth year was quite as
new to him as it was on the first year.
It never seemed to occur to this man that it is possible to learn
certain things once and for all time. If he had heard a man of his
years reciting the multiplication table solemnly he would have thought
him an idiot. He did not go through the great masterpieces with
the idea of absorbing their beauty but purely for perfunctory reasons.
In all music study there is entirely too much unnecessary repeti¬
tion. We know an able linguist who made a practice of learning a
certain list of words so thoroughly that he could destroy the paper
upon which they were written and depend upon his well-trained
memory to keep those words fresh in his mind and ready for use at
all times. There are certain passages in music that demand continual
practice before they can be mastered, but there are others that are
purely a part of thorough understanding and good memory. The
wise student is the one who will divide his work into sections so that
he will know what to practice and what to master without practice.

>

Victor Records bring you not only the actual living voices
the world’s

greatest

opera

stars, but

the

art

and

personality

of
of

concert singers famous the country over.
These talented

artists who

charm

thousands

of

music-lovers

on their concert tours are also the delight of countless other thou¬
sands who know them mainly through their Victor Records.
Victor Records

are the actual artists absolutely true to life—

ever ready to entertain anyone at any time.
There are Victor dealers in every city in the world who will gladly give you a
complete catalog of the more than 5000 Victor Records and

play any music you

wish to hear.

Important warning. Victor Records
can be safely and satisfactorily
played only with Victor Needles or
Tungs-ione Stylus on Victors or Victrolas. Victor Records cannot be
safely played on machines with
jeweled or other reproducing
points.

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each month

Under the sandy wastes of Mesopotamia men are still digging
and groping for relics of that marvelous civilization of the Assyrians.
In that territory which saw the world’s earliest recorded Monarchy,
we find to-day relics of human traits of but slight elemental difference
from those of our present civilization—or, if you please, lack of
civilization. Most interesting to musicians are the bas-reliefs now
in the British Museum showirlg how highly music was regarded.
Here is a procession of musicians and singers greeting the con¬
queror returning from battle. When the age-old sculptor hacked
this out of the solid rock he was putting down a part of the
biography of his race which shows us that music has ever been just
as human a need as bread and butter.
The harps with the strings of varying length show that there
was probably some kind of primitive scale long before the era of
the Greek scales. The basrelief shown here is prob¬
ably from 2,500 to 3,000
years old.
As the im¬
agination gropes back
through the centuries to
such a remote date we
realize that music, with
which we. are all proud
to associate ourselves, is

really quite as ancient as sculpture and literature.
The call for
music was never more insistent than at this moment—not to greet the
blood-stained conquerors fresh from the slaughter of their brother
human-beings, but to emphasize that there is something higher and
nobler than war, something better than waste, something grander
than destruction.
The imperial grandeur of Asshur at the courts of Ninevah is
gone as is the music which heralded his returning soldiers. Dig
deep in the sand and dust if you would view the city in its grave.
Which is better for mankind, dear friend, the music which 'exalts
men’s souls or the cannon which some day might bury all for which
we have struggled in the dust of Ninevah?
The world is getting a new perspective upon the things that
count. Music is one of the great things in life. The soldier glories
in his uniform. How much more should the constructive workers of
the world take pride in the art which will go on making the world
more and more beautiful forever and a day?

“Who So Blind?”
Who is so deafe or blinde as hee
That willfully will neither hear nor see?
John Heywood—1565.
• u ^HE
Pe°P]e
^lc worl(l are by no means limited to the
sightless. Helen Keller, to whom all outward communication with
mankind has come from the sense of touch in her finger tips, has
proved herself to possess one of the most unusual intellects in the
history of human culture. Immured from sound and light, condemned
to a life of darkness, her wonderful soul has broken forth to enrich
and encourage the whole world. Have you the vision of Helen Keller ?
Can you say with her:
“Deafness and. blindness do not exist in the immaterial mind
•which is philosophically the real world, but are banished with the
•material senses. Reality, of which visible things are the symbol, shines
before my mind. While I walk about my chamber with unsteady steps
my spirit sweeps skyward on eagle wings and looks out with unquench¬
able vision upon the world of eternal beauty”?
Ask one hundred intelligent teachers of music the chief fault
with most of their pupils and they will tell you, “Lack of vision.”
Pupils do not see the simple things right in front of them. They wait
for the teacher to point them out. They grope around blindly until
they stumble on this or that, but never seem to open their eyes wide
enough to show that they see for themselves.
Take a page of
Beethoven and put down on a slip of paper all that you see on
that page.
When you have finished and find that you have
recorded only the visible printed marks upon the page you have
not even raised yourself to the position of a Helen Keller, for
you have not yet seen.
Open those eyes which
reveal, not alone those
Which look.
There are
still things to be seen.
Behind the notes is the
thought of Beethoven.
What is that thought?
What message does it
convey to you?
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What ETUDE DAY is and How to Conduct It
The Etude will contain every month a series of questions sim¬
ilar to the following with sufficient space for writing the answers right
in the issue itself. Answers to the questions will be found in the
reading text.
This enables the teacher or club leader to hold an Etude Day
every month as soon as possible after the arrival of the journal.
The pupils assemble and each is provided with a copy of The
Etude, or, if the teacher so decides, the copies may be distributed in
advance of the meeting.
On Etude Day the answers are written in The Etude in the
proper place, thus giving each issue the character of an interesting
text book, insuring a much more thorough and intelligent reading of
the journal itself, giving the student a personal interest in his work
and at the same time providing the class with the occasion and the
material of a most interesting monthly event. The questions may
be taken all at one meeting or in groups at separate meetings.

After the session the teacher may correct the answers and if she
chooses award a suitable prize for the best prepared answers. Under
no circumstance will The Etude attempt to correct or approve
answers. Such an undertaking would be too vast to consider. How¬
ever, if the teacher is interested in securing a prize or series of prizes
suitable for these events. The Etude will be glad to indicate how
such prizes may be obtained with little effort or expense. Address
your letter to the Editor of The Etude, Philadelphia, Pa.
Some years ago when The Etude started the Gallery of Musical
Celebrities we were immensely helped by friends who wrote us tell¬
ing us what they thought of the idea.
Will you not kindly write us
and let us know how you propose to use this page and how it could
be improved to better suit your needs.
Make your letter short and
to the point. We shall appreciate it.
State particularly whether
you like the idea of having this page a regular feature of The Etude.

ETUDE DAY—MARCH, 1916
A Monthly Test in Musical Efficiency
The answer to each question is to be found upon the page indicated
in parenthesis. Write answers in pencil.

3. What is the best e

s for nervousness in playing in public?

(Page 179.)

I—QUESTIONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY
1.

Name ten famous musicians born between 1809 and 1815.

2.

Who is recognized as the greatest master of Finland?

3.

What did a great author think of Liszt as a man?

(Page 181.)

(Page 17!

(Page 173.)

:ured in scale playing?

5. Why are arpeggios more difficult than scales?

(Page 175.)

(Page 175.)

G. Can children memorize music better than adults?

(Page 176.)

7. Should a student try to compose before studying harmony.

(Page 184.)

Ill—QUESTIONS ON ETUDE MUSIC
In tffhuTJ8 *he °pening portion of each one ot the twenty-four pieces
section.)
H°W many are maj°r and h°W many are minor? (Music
7.

"What was the blindness of Bach due to?

(Page 184.)
e known centuries before
2. What is meant by a patrol?

(Page 186.)

3. What does the “bolero'’ rhythm consist of?

t form for piano did Mendelssohn create?

(Page 172.)

II—QUESTIONS IN GENERAL MUSICAL INFORMATION
1.

How is the student to be guided in what touch to employ.

(Page 186.)

^ °f the '‘uiazurka^-rhythm?

5. In which piece is a native AmericarT~]ldiy^

(Music

(Music section.)

(Page 171.)
Which pieces afford the best opportun itvT f,
chord practice? (Music section.)
*

nger practice?

;—; ~
Which for

A Misapprehension
“During recent years I have had occasional opportuni¬
ties to express myself upon certain phases of pianoforte
study and pianoforte instruction. The main object of
my remarks has been to point out that much of what
many people seem to think is necessary at the key¬
board in the way of technical or (to use the term in
vogue some years ago) ‘mechanical’ exercises may be
dispensed with to advantage. Unfortunately some of
my remarks have been misunderstood and I have been
placed in the position of saying that work was not
essential in pianoforte study. This is an indication of
how one’s best intentions may be distorted by garbled
reports. No one with any experience or judgment
would fail to make clear to the student that work is
first and foremost among the indispensable elements of
success. Nevertheless, the report is spread that I do
not work at technic at all. As a matter of fact I have
worked just as hard as anyone I know but I have
worked differently because I have in a large measure
devised my own technical exercises from the compo¬
sitions I have been working upon.
“This I have heard said was an excellent plan for one
who was gifted but a very bad plan for the average
student.. Singularly enough I have never had a piano
teacher in the sense of having someone to tell me what
to do and what not to do. This must not be construed
into meaning that I have not had a great deal of help
from friends who have criticised my playing. When
I was working with Pa’derewski, playing second piano
parts to his concertos, I could not help absorbing a
great deal. There is a French quotation which runs:
‘On ne peut apprendre que ce qu’on sait dcja,’ a trans¬
lation of \Aich is: ‘One can learn only that which one
already knows.’ But one can of course constantly
learn new things in pianoforte playing from others.
Unfortunately the average pupil is not called upon to
learn new things but is continually being forced through
old technical forms that have little significance to him.
The Sense of Beauty in Pianoforte Study
“The sense of beauty belongs to intuition and does not
correspond to anything in reason at all. This is clearly
shown in an infinite number of cases of individual
artists and students. According to the old pedagogical
formulae one could sit solemnly down and make a
deliberate study of the principles of beauty and accom¬
plish everything by rule. How utterly absurd? One
might as well take some printed plan showing how one
might become a humorist and hope to produce wit
thereby. Beauty is a still more subtle thing than wit.
There are certain canons of good taste in different
styles with which the student should be familiar pre¬
cisely as the student of literature and architecture and
indeed of all the arts should be familiar with the great
orinciples of Unity, Variety and Proportion. Bpt the
.iinate sense of beauty is so largely an intuitive sense
in music as in all other arts that any modern method
of pianoforte construction that does not take into con¬
sideration its proper development must fail in the long
“The development of an intuitive sense is accomplished
by training that sense by means of the materials which
naturally lead to its higher sensitiveness to outward
impressions. Accordingly the pupil whose ear drums
are continually assailed with nothing but the din of
the ordinary technical exercises, who has no opportunity
to absorb consciously or sub-consciously the real beauty
of music, is not being educated to produce beautiful
results in his art.

“The innate sense of beauty possessed by the public
at large is an indication of this principle. I remember
that years ago I elected to play the Brahms’ Concerto
in B flat before the public in an American city because
I was convinced that the work had a rich human appeal.
I then found that a critic had been writing about this
concerto in such a manner ‘that the public might be
prejudiced against its beauties. The work is one of
the greatest pinnacles in music. It is delightfully lyric
at times and again is powerful and dramatic. When
the public heard the work it was delighted. There¬
upon the critic had the audacity to reproach the public
for appreciating a work that he had found uninterest¬
ing. It should be the critic’s mission to define the
intuitive sense of beauty which is common to man in
his various stages of development and help the public
to a better understanding. Unfortunately the opposite
is often true and the critic obtrudes his individual and
sometimes eccentric opinions in such a manner that
little but confusion can result.
Develop Original Expression in the Pupil
“The teacher often shares the same shortcoming I
have attributed to the critic. Instead of developing
original methods of expression upon the part of the
pupil the very opposite is true. The teacher will hand
out an imperious ruling without ever attempting to
analyze the pupil’s own sense of beauty. In the case
of the Brahms’ Concerto I had never heard the work
played and had no knowledge of its traditions. The
last movement was generally considered weak. To me
it appeared the contrary and that movement became to
me the most successful part of the performance.
“There are cases in which it would be deplorable not
to resort to long established traditions and there are
other cases where it would be disastrous to follow cer¬
tain traditions blindly. How can one develop one’s
sense of the beautiful in music? By the realization of
beauty, stimulated all the time by every possible means.
It would seem to me that the elementary teacher should
make every lesson a continual endeavor to bring the
beauty of music more and more to the child’s inner
consciousness.
“Judgment takes one just so far. The inner sense of
beauty, the intuition that comes only with genius, real
and great, takes one above preconceived lines. Intui¬
tion with the artist is a kind of soul perception that
brings the artistic image before the pupil before the
reality is executed. The pupil must see and hear and
feel. If the student is making a picture he must know
from the first moment his brush touches the canvas
how the whole is going to look. If he is making a
piece of music he must hear how it is going to sound
before one note is struck. If it is a poem he must
have his artistic images constantly before him. This
is as true in interpretation as in creation.
“The student must have, for instance, an intuitive per¬
ception of the appropriate touch, the appropriate shad¬
ing, the appropriate phrasing. As long as the teacher
continually points out certain things to observe and
lays down those things like laws without endeavoring
to awaken the pupil’s own manner of thinking, just so
long will the pupil lag behind and fail to attain original
or interesting results.
Motion and Physical Gesture
“Freedom in pianoforte playing will never be attained
by following stilted pedagogical rules. When a rule
is laid down it should be a guide, not a hindrance.
Musical sound is not an exotic. I have a feeling that

the bndeavor to get the right sound carries with it
a corresponding physical gesturea gesture of expres¬
sion that is quite as intuitive in its conception as the
expression that comes to one’s countenance as different
thoughts pass through the mind. This explains much
of the mystery of the touch which some pianists employ
at the keyboard. While every pianist of intelligence
has spent hours and hours in the consideration of appro¬
priate touches there is still something which distin¬
guishes the great pianist from the mediocre performer.
“In speaking, certain gestures come as naturally as
the movements of the tongue. The less conventional
the people the more frequent and expressive are the
gestures. Every thought brings about a corresponding
movement of the arms. The gesture that naturally
accompanies the free expression of a musical thought
affects the touch more than has been previously ad¬
mitted. This may soutid extravagant to many but onlv
because they have not attempted to get beyond the
ordinary, the conventional, in musical expression.
‘ Thus to my thinking, every note has an imperceptible
gesture if not a perceptible gesture. The heroic charac¬
ter of such a work as the first part of the B flat minor
Scherzo of Chopin would demand a heroic gesture.
Convey this thought to the keyboard and your touch
cannot be far astray. Gesture makes touch and touch
makes tone. Again such a work as the E flat Nocturne
demands a delicate caressing gesture.
“I trust that I may be spared misunderstanding upon
this point; it is a difficult thought to put into words. The
thought of making the natural expressive gestures affect
the touch must not be distorted into license to make
all manner of unnecessary gestures at the keyboard.
Indeed it is a dangerous game to play and one which
must be played with great good sense or not at all.
Sincerity is after all the keynote. If your gesture is a
sincere expression of your musical thought it will mean
something, if it is not it will make a clown of you.
Many gestures can be made which result in nothing
because they come from nothing. Any unnecessary
show of gestures invites ridicule, as well it may. Ges¬
ture made for the sake of making gesture,—gestures
that do not come from one’s own intuitive sense of
beauty are an abomination.
“If you were an opera singer and were called upon to
sing such an imperious theme as the following from
the Liszt Concerto, you would not do it in an attitude
of supplication.
Outward Expression of Inner Moods
“Allowing that outward expression depends upon in¬
tuitions, it is interesting to observe the attitude of
pianists upon the subject. De Pachmann, who cannot
be accused of restricting his gestures, was once about
to go upon the stage to play the B flat minor Sonata.
I ventured to tell him a funny story hut he stopped me
with the remark:
“ ‘Do not tell me anything funny now as I am going
to play the Chopin B flat Minor Sonata and I must
get myself in the proper mood.’
“After all we are not playing for blind people and
the personality of the pianist upon the platform may
of course be veiled behind, a kind of iron mask of
assumed reserve. However if that reserve is nothing
but a pose of what advantage is it? Is it not far
better for the artist to take the sensible middle course
and be himself,—allow himself free play in the matter
of gesture? What indeed would we think of an actor
who came upon the stage, recited his part like an
automaton and then walked off in stilted fashion?
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Would we call it dignity? Would we call it poise?
Would we not be far more likely to call it stiffness?
There was a time when this was prized. I once heard
Rubinstein play. His face was as sphinx-like as though
it had been carved in stone. Paderewski on the con¬
trary allows himself free play after the custom of the
time.
Tone at the Keyboard
“What makes tone at the keyboard has been a moot
point among pianists for years. Possibly it is a ques¬
tion that will never really be settled in the minds of
many people as the terms are so loosely defined and
so much has been written upon the subject that is
obviously nonsensical.
“As I see the matter personally, the quality of the tone
apart from the actual vibrations of the string is affected
only by what we may term the percussive factors.
There are strictly four noises which may accompany
every tone when a key is struck at the piano and it
is these noises which make the different qualitative
varieties of tone. The following diagram indicates
whence these noises emanate.

1. Represents the noise of the finger touching the
surface of the key.
2. Represents the percussive noise when the key
reaches the key rest; that is, when it strikes the
felt at the end of its downward journey.
3. Represents the percussive noise of the hammer
striking the wire (not the sound of the wire
itself).
4. The musical vibrations of the wire itself.
“Many of the critics have attacked me for in¬
sisting that a piano wire had one quality and one only.
The only change is a quantitative one, that is the sound
may be softer or louder but its quality cannot be
ordered by different touches at the keyboard except
through the percussive noises described above and by
the use of the pedal, These noises seem to my ear to
play a very important part in the character of the
sound I hear. For instance, if the fingers are allowed
to rest upon the keys and then the keys are pressed
down so that there is little or no noise when the key
touches the bottom, two of the noises are removed and
the effect is wholly different from that hard tone pro¬
duced when the key is forcibly struck.
“Because the one color of the piano is such that no
amount of coaxing will make it sound like a violin, a
’cello, a trumpet or a flute except in the imagination
of the player, is no reason why the player should not
seek a variety of touches suited to the needs of his
art in making his playing beautiful. But these touches
must depend very certainly upon the vibratory and per¬
cussive sound making limitations of the instrument.
Yet these sound materials may be used to produce
exceedingly beautiful effects.
“People are coming more and more to the idea of
making the piano sound beautiful. Any casual observer
may see this if he will look closely. No matter whether
the movement may seem glacial in its progress it exists
nevertheless. It is particularly noticeable in America.
The difficulty at the outstart with many is in defining
‘beauty.’ Beauty is certainly not the mere saccharine
tone quality. It depends upon the intuitive musical
sense of design, dynamics and color. The pupil who
practices as though he were conducting a continual
artistic exploration is the one most likely to achieve
beautiful results and the one who will progress most
rapidly.”

THE ETUDE
The Remarkable Pianoforte Arrangements of Franz Liszt
By Edwin Hughes
To do full justice to the achievements of Liszt, the
most illustrious of all arrangers, a complete monograpn
would be necessary. His compositions number some
twelve hundred, of which over seven hundred are ar¬
rangements of either his own or other composers
works. If we pass over the early Italian and Frencn
opera transcriptions, which, in spite of their super¬
ficiality, served the purpose of bringing before the con¬
cert audiences of the time tonal and technical possi
bilities of the pianoforte hitherto little dreamed of,_ we
come to the more serious transcriptions of Liszt, which
were made not for any trivial purpose of trashy effect,
but with a far more serious end in view. Stimulated,
perhaps, by the popularity of these frothy operatic
arrangements among his audiences, Liszt conceived the
idea that the highest creations in the art of tone could
be made popular among the masses of music-lovers by
publishing them in piano transcriptions of real artistic
worth, just as the greatest masterpieces of painting
have become known to the majority of people through
the medium of excellent photographic or engraved re¬
productions. Nowadays we have our player-pianos and
our talking-machines which play a great role in the dis¬
semination of musical appreciation, but in Liszt’s day
“canned” music and a piano which could be played by
working the feet were undreamed of, even by the
wildest fantast, so that the medium of the pianist who
plays with his fingers was the only possibility which
presented itself.
Thus arose those striking transcriptions of serious
orchestral works in the larger forms; the Beethoven
symphonies, the scintillating effusions of Berlioz, the
Weber overtures, and later, the Wagner transcriptions.
The performance of the Beethoven arrangements by
Liszt is said by those who themselves were auditors to
have fully justified his attempting the seemingly im¬
possible. Through his playing of the Berlioz works on
his recital programs (the performance of the Syttuphonie Fantastique lasting no less than an hour!)
Liszt brought the compositions of the French romanti¬
cist for the first time to the attention of Teutonic audi¬
ences rendering here a service which was only one of
the many performed then or later for Wagner, Peter
Cornelius, Franz, Raff and many others in the name of
progress in creative art.
Of Liszt’s own symphonies
and symphonic poems there appear transcriptions by the
composer, mostly for two pianos, intended to serve
the same purpose as the above-mentioned arrangements.
His piano transcriptions of Beethoven, Schubert,
Schumann, Franz, Mendelssohn and Chopin songs, as
well as some of his own compositions for voice, are
for the most part art works of a very rare order, which
retain fully the spirit of the original composition while
presenting the inherent ideas in the delightful Lisztian
piano idiom, If we except the priggish judgment of
purists and pedants, who shall say which is the most
beautiful, Schubert’s Hark, Hark, the Lark in the
original or in the Liszt version, Chopin’s Maine Freuden as song or as piano poem freshly created by the
master maker of transcriptions? Liszt’s own setting
for piano of his 47th Sonnet of Petrarch belongs, from
a purely pianistic standpoint, among the finest composi¬
tions ever written for the instrument. The climax
which he creates in this transcription, quite apart from
the hammer and tongs sort, is one of overwhelming
tension, and for connoisseurs of the instrument these
pages have their place among the most genuinely idio¬
matic in all pianistic literature.
In addition to his song transcriptions. Liszt tried to
out-Paganini Paganini, by rewriting that Mephistophe¬
lean violinist’s caprices for the piano, demanding hith¬
erto unheard of feats of virtuosity from the performer.
The sixth caprice in the Liszt series is a set of varia¬
tions on the same theme as that used by Brahms in his
Paganini Variations.
But Liszt was not merely a transcriber of works for
piano. He arranged, in collaboration with F. Doppler,
six of his Hungarian Rhapsodies in most effective
orchestral garb. (The late Rafael Joseffy, of New
York, possessed the original manuscript scores of these
arrangements), orchestrated the piano accompaniments
to seven of his finest Lieder, and arranged for orchestra
and for piano with orchestra various works of his own
and of other composers. Besides, there are transcrip¬
tions for organ, for violin and organ, and for violin and
pianoforte.
And among all this mass of material there is a sur¬
prisingly small amount of hack work. On the contrary,
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there is on every side abundant evidence of the hand
of the master musician, of a high intuitive perception
of what permits of arrangement with the hope of artistic
results and an unequaled grasp of the process of the
restatement of musical ideas with new mediums of
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eXThere°are few piano transcriptions that one can place
side bv side with those of Liszt save those of his illus¬
trious pupil, Tausig. Notable are the Strauss waltz
transcriptions Nachtfalter and Man lebt nur ttnml,
forerunners, by-the-bye, of all later arrangements of
the Strauss waltzes, and themselves inspired by Liszt's
own delightful Loirees de Vienne, which rescued from
oblivion some of the most charming inspirations of
Schubert in three-four time. Tausig's splendid settings
of the Schubert March Militaire and of one of the
Bach organ fugues with Toccata in D minor belong to

The Artistic Origin of Mendelssohn’s
Songs Without Words
By John Francis Barnett
(The follozving is republished from an article in the
London “Musical Record.")
The pianoforte has a distinctive tone unlike any
orchestral instrument, not even excepting the harp, and
yet it takes upon itself to imitate orchestral effects,
and, strange to say, in many cases with most successful
results. It even attempts to liken itself to the human
voice. Considering that each note produced by the
piano is the result of a blow struck by a hammer, it
would seem to be hopeless to the pianist to endeavor to
approach in effect the sustained notes of the voice; and
yet, by the aid of the cautabile touch, often assisted by
the sustaining pedal, the piano is made to sing a melody
in a manner that causes one to forget that it is an
instrument of percussion.
All the great composers have recognized the effec¬
tiveness of a simple melody of a cantabile character.
In their slow movements especially, this is in evidence.
But a melody requires accompaniment to interpret its
meaning, and much depends upon the manner in which
this is carried out. Beethoven generally employed some
form of figure to accompany his melody, as he fully
recognized that notes in movement gave more contrast
to the melody than simple chords. In the slow move¬
ment of his “Sonata Pathetique” he employs semi¬
quavers for his accompaniment to the charming melody
given to the upper notes. These semiquavers, if an¬
alyzed, form two parts of the four-part harmony em¬
ployed, the other parts being the melody itself and the
bass. Schubert in his rnelodious Impromptu in G, Op.
90, accompanies his theme on the same principle. In
this case it is written in six-part harmony, three of the
parts being represented by the triplet quaver figure
which he uses throughout the piece.
It will be noticed in these examples that, in addition
to the melody, the figure is played by the right band.
This really was an advance upon the method in use
in Haydn’s and Mozart’s times, where the accompany¬
ing figure was almost exclusively given to the left
hand in close arpeggio.
The limitations of either of these methods must have
struck Mendelssohn forcibly when he conceived the
idea of giving a more realistic imitation of a voice
accompanied by the piano than had previously been
attempted. He therefore ingeniously divided the ac¬
companying figure between the hands. This device
placed at his disposal a far greater number of modes
of accompaniment than was possible under the older
methods. And as the effect produced closely resembles
a voice accompanied by the piano, the title of “Lieder
ohne Worte” (“Songs without Words”) was very
appropriate.
Tt is very remarkable that Mendelssohn’s “Lieder
ohne Worte” were at first received coldly by the
musicaj public; in fact, the sale of the first book publisned in England only amounted to 114 copies in four
years. As time went on they became very popular.
.Notwithstanding their success, strange to say, their
style has found few imitators. Tschaikowski’s “Chan¬
son sans Paroles” in F, Op. 2, No. 3, is very charming
and a great favorite, yet it can scarcely claim to be
a song without words. The same remark applies to
some songs of Thalberg, transcribed for the piano by
All this goes to prove tha* Mendelssohn, in
his Lieder ohne Worte,” discovered a new mode of
presenting melodies on the piano that lie did his work
111 s° thorough and efficient a manner that he left nothing
further to be accomplished either by his cotemporaries
or his sucrpgfirvrc

The novel had passed through many phases of de¬
velopment before the musician appeared in its pages,
but upon his entrance there, and for years after, he
was depicted as half madman, or the victim of uncon¬
trollable emotions. If George Sand was the first to
treat him as a sane, responsible being and the first to
write of the musical art with intelligent appreciation,
it remained for Balzac to sound the art to its depths
by his insight into musical problems and character,
unsurpassed, perhaps, by any novelist of today. His
Human Comedy contains a mine of musical informa¬
tion and a whole gallery full of different types of
musicians treated with the same thorough scientific
analysis to which he brought , his studies of society,
money and politics. Conspicuous among those that
deal with music are Cousin Pons, Gambora and’Beatrix,
in the last of which Liszt appears.
Balzac, like so many other of his colleagues, often
took his friends or acquaintances as models for his
books. He was well prepared both by observation and
taste to portray the great virtuoso. They mingled in
the same brilliant society of the Paris of 1830, that
included such musical celebrities as Berlioz, Meyerbeer,
Rossini, Auber, Chopin, and two other prominent
figures in this novel, George Sand and Countess
d'Agoult.
After a visit to George Sand at Nahant, Balzac
wrote to Madame Hanska, his future wife: “Apropos
of Liszt and Countess d’Agoult, George Sand has given
me a new subject for a novel.” The latter proved to be
Beatrix; for obvious reasons Balzac avoided exact
portraiture, but the main facts are taken from life, as
regards Liszt’s connection and elopement with Countess
d’Agoult as well as the intimacy of George Sand,
Countess d’Agoult and Liszt. Liszt, however, is de¬
picted not as a pianist, but as a singer, with all the
same brilliant qualities, of technical skill and magnetic
and dramtic power.
The Arrival of Camille
The scene of the novel, which is laid in Brittany, is a
study in contrasts between the old and the new regime
in France. To the Breton town of Gueranda, the
stronghold of all the conventions and customs of pre¬
revolutionary times, there comes to live Camille Le
Touche (George Sand), a scoffer at all the conven¬
tions. One of the priests of this pious town said:
“That ungodly woman has come here to ruin many
excellent things—a writer for the stage, squandering
her money among painters, writers, musicians—in short,
a devilish society.”
Soon after her arrival Camille becomes of absorb¬
ing interest to the gossips of the town, as the young
and handsome Calyste, the son of one of its oldest
and most distinguished families has fallen a victim to
her fascinations, and has heard at her house for the
first time “the surpassing music of the nineteenth cen¬
tury.”
Early in the story Calyste and Camille are presented
seated together. The latter recounts the history of
her expected guests, Conti (Liszt) and Beatrix (Coun¬
tess d’Agoult), telling of their return from Italy. They
had eloped two years previously, Beatrix having given
up fortune, children and husband for him. Conti is
now growing weary of her love, full of regrets at
having allied himself so publicly with her. Beatrix, in
turn, is suffering anguish, having found that she is
not alone in Conti’s heart. “Beatrix met at my house

a man with whom I expected to end my days, Genaro
Conti, an Italian singer and composer of brilliant
mind.”
“As a composer Conti has talent enough, though he
will never attain to the first rank. Without’ Rossini,
without Meyerbeer, he might be taken for a man of
genius. He has one advantage over these men; he is
in vocal music what Paganini is on the violin, Liszt on
the piano, Lagliom in the ballet. His is not a voice,
my friend, it is a soul.”
Balzac on Liszt
Here Balzac is voicing the opinion of his time in
regard to the creative gifts of Liszt, which were more
or less obscured by his brilliant executive ability. He
endowed Conti with the vocal gifts of Rubini, the
greatest tenor of his day, but he .modeled him after
Liszt in musical interpretation, creative ability and per¬
sonality. “The Countess conceived the maddest pas¬
sion for hint and took him from me. The act was
provincial, I will allow, but it was all done in fair
play. Before the end of the year Beatrix whispered
into my ear, ‘We start for Italy to-morrow.’ I said:
You don’t know into what a gulf you are plunging.
Lou are the Perseus of a poor Andromeda. You
release me from my rock. If he loves you so much the
better, but I doubt if he loves any one but himself.’ ”
Camille then acknowledges to Calyste that, although
she had sounded all the meannesses and weaknesses of
Conti’s character, she,could have been faithful, to him.
“Conti was transported to the seventh heaven of pride.
I was not a Countess, nor a Casteran, so he forgot me
in a day. I gave myself then to the savage pleasure
of analyzing that crafty nature.”
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She speaks of his irresistible attractions of manner,
his love of elegance, his vanity, his desire for applause;
his magnetism that makes people adore him, hut
asserts that “underneath all are abysses of insincerity
and humbuggery.” “I saw in one week countless
exhibitions of sham sentiment. He knows that I know
him and he hates me for it. If he could stab me with
safety to himself I should not be alive two seconds.
He insinuates now that I am communicating my sad
knowledge of him to Beatrix. But he has no belief in
the feelings of any human being. He is even playing
a part with me—posing as a man who is wretched at
having left me. I pushed indifference so far as to
receive them into my house and kept Paris, that most
perspicacious of societies, ignorant of the affair."
“Conti was wild with happiness, the happiness of van¬
ity alone. ‘That’s what it is to love truly,’ he said.
‘How many women are there who would sacrifice their
lives, their fortune and their reputation for a man?*
‘Yes, she loves you, but you do not love her,’ I said.
He was furious. I remained calm and lent him money
for the journey.”
Upon the arrival of the beautiful Beatrix, the sus¬
ceptible Calyste proceeds without delay to transfer his
affections to her. Conti appreciates the situation, but
determines to assure himself more fully of its truth.
Though tired of Beatrix, he will permit no rivalry.
At dinner lie indulges in many sarcasms, at the ex¬
pense of both Camille and Beatrix; he expatiates in
glowing terms upon the constancy of women, who in
times of adversity will sacrifice all for man. Later,
left alone with Calyste, after a few glasses of cham¬
pagne, he worms out of the unsuspecting youth the
secret of his love for Beatrix. “We can talk frankly,”
he says, “I have not come here suspiciously. Beatrix
loves me, but the truth is I have ceased to love her
and you will do me a great favor in taking her. I am
here to break off our relations and leave her the
honors of the rupture.” But no sooner had the naive
young Breton closed the door behind him to go home
than Conti called for the servants to pack his bags—
“by dawn both Beatrix and he had gone forever.” “You
have been duped by Conti,” said Camille the next morn¬
ing to Calyste.
Was Liszt Vainglorious?
This scarcely edifying portrait of the “wily musician"
in Ms love affairs is a fit companion piece for Balzac’s
delineation of Liszt in his professional role. Here also
he is full of insincerities, full .of desire for applause
and display that tempted him to sacrifice much to bril¬
liancy; he knew with scientific accuracy how to play
to the gallery. He was often the musical mountebank,
with his handful of trielcs, upon which he could always
count upon bringing down the house—“that impas¬
sioned artist is as cold as a bell rope. Bearing his
hearers to heaven on'a song he casts an ecstatic glance
upon them—he is examining their enthusiasm and is
also thinking, T ate too much macaroni today.*
■“In his art he has that deep Italian jealousy which
led the Cartone to murder Fiola and stick a stiletto
into Paisiello. Terrible envy lurks beneath die warm¬
est comradeship. He knows his weakness and culti¬
vates an appearance of sincerity, and vanity prompts
him to play at sentiments far removed from fa's heart.
He smiles at Meyerbeer, when he would fain tear him
to bits.”
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Liszt’s tendency to take up with every new fad is
ridiculed, particularly his connection with the Saint
Simonian movement, which held among its tenets that
artists were the real high priests' of humanity. ’ He
represents himself as receiving his inspirations from
heaven. Art is something sacred and saintly to him.
Listen—the artist is a missionary. Art is a religion,
that has its priests and ought to have its martyrs. Once
started on that, he reaches the most disheveled pathos
that a German professor of philosophy 'ever sputtered
to an audience.”
Balzac’s personal opinion of Liszt was that he was
ridiculous as a man; that he indulged in much highflown talk; that he had an exaggerated style of ex¬
pression in conversation, to which Balzac, in his meet¬
ings with the great virtuoso in society, was forced,
perhaps, at times to listen. We find this same hyper¬
bole in much of Liszt’s literary work.
Balzac has taken this love of display as the domi¬
nating note in Conti’s characterization. He has made
it the consuming passion of his life, from which the
insincerities in his art and life emanated. He has exag¬
gerated these weaknesses, he has allowed the Italian
singer scarcely a redeeming quality, treating him, no
doubt, from the standpoint of the realistic novelist’s
creed. No account has been taken of Liszt’s many
noble qualities, his generosity to his colleagues, his
championship of Berlioz and Wagner. But as to Conti’s
relations with women there is slight exaggeration,
compared with our own Abbe Liszt’s peregrinations. “I
love them all,” he used to say, “but they will not
believe it.” We all know how they loved him. What
man was ever more sought after by women? The
attentions received from women by Errany, the pianist
in The Concert, that amusing play of a few reasons
ago, pale into insignificance beside the richer a-id more
varied experiences of the fascinating Liszt. Women
strewed flowers in his pathway before his concerts;
four of the most beautiful princesses in Europe were
photographed as caryatides carrying his bust on high;
and Countess d’Agoult is said to have taken the initia¬
tive in their elopement. It is said that Liszt shortly
before the event saw with alarm her ardor and tried
to cool it, but without success.
“She was,” Camille said, “one of those women who
prefer the celebrity of a scandal to a quiet life of
tranquil happiness. Her talents (she was known as a
novelist under the name of Daniel Stern), beauty and
fortune had not given her the notoriety she craved,
nor had they enabled her to reign supreme over a
salon.”
Balzac has painted in Conti, however, a musician of
flesh and blood, and has added a real masterpiece to
the gallery of novelistic musicians.

Practicing with One Hand
By Philip Gordon
The usual reasons for practicing with one hand are
well enough known to need no repetition. There is,
however, one reason which is generally overlooked,
despite its importance. It is that practice with one
hand in any act of manual skill improves the ability
of the other hand to perform the same act of skill.
This has been proved again and again. It has been
shown, for instance, that learning to catch with the
right hand alternately each of three balls while the
other two were in the air improved the ability of the
left hand to do the same act.
Applying this knowledge to music, one may believe
that continual practice with one hand for several
weeks in correct position, or in evenness and pre¬
cision, or in any of the many problems of piano play¬
ing, will make the learning of the same feat by the
other hand much easier, besides reducing the time
that will have to be spent in this second learning.
It is not necessary to tell the experienced teacher
that a saving in energy and time is highly desirable.
That much time and energy are lost because we try
to attain a particular accomplishment with both hands
at the same time is manifest.
An interesting experiment is to test the ability of
the left hand in a certain point of skill, then to give
the right hand some two or three weeks of practice
in the same point, then to re-test the left hand. The
increase in ability is always considerable, even though
the left hand had no practice whatever.
As a result we have a fine degree of skill in the right
hand and the capability of the left to attain the same
degree of skill in about one-third the time given to the
other hand.
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Clara Schumann’s Debt to
Johannes Brahms

Shakespeare’s Music the
World Over
Shakespeare died three hundred years ago this
year and his admirers all over the world have
planned elaborate ceremonies in his memory. Even
when the great Elizabethan poet did not concern
himself with the tone art, there is a melody in his
words that seems lost to the poets of to-day. It
remained for the Bard of Avon to call Music the
food of Love. The word music is mentioned 14°
times in his plays. There are many excellent books
upon the music of Shakespeare’s, plays but none
more interesting than that of Mr. Louis C. Elson,
unless it be the delightful collection of extracts from
the plays put in calendar form by Sir Frederick
Bridge. The following are from one hundred and
forty references to music in the plays:
“If Music be the food of Love, play on.”
—Twelfth Night.
“Music oft hath such a charm
To make bad good, and good provoke to harm.”
—Measure for Measure, IV, i.
“When love speaks, the voice of all the gods
Makes Heaven drowsy with the harmony.”
—Love’s Labor Lost, IV, Hi.
“Music to hear, why hear’st thou music sadly?
Sweets with sweets war not, joy delights in joy.”
—Poems.
‘In sweet music is such art.
Killing care and grief of heart
Fall asleep, or hearing, die.”
—Henry VIII, III, i.
“The nightingale, if she should sing by day,
When every goose is cackling, would be thought
No better musician than the wren.
How many things by season season’d are
To their right praise, and true perfection!”
—Merchant of Venice, V, i.
“How sour sweet music is
When time is broke and no proportiop kept!
So is it in the music of men’s lives.”
—Richard II, V, v.
“Come, let’s away to prison:
We two alone will sing like birds i’ the cage;
When thou dost ask me blessing, I’ll kneel down.
And ask of thee forgiveness: So we’ll live.
And pray, and sing, and tell old tales, and laugh
At gilded butterflies!”
—King Lear V, iii.
“ ’Tis strange that death should sing.—
I am the cygnet to this pale faint swan
Who chants a doleful tune to his own death
And from the organ-pipe of frailty sings
His soul and body to their lasting rest.”
—King lohn V, vii.
“The setting sun and music at the close,
As the last taste of sweets is sweetest, last;
Writ in remembrance, more than things long past.”
—Richard II, II. i.

When ii i 1854 the necessity arose for placing Robert
Schumann in an asylum his wife was naturally heartbroken With her little brood of seven children, the
inevitable financial drain upon her resources, to say
nothing of the immeasurable distress and horror over
the tragic fate of her beloved one, Clara Schumann
was never more in need of a friend. This friend she
found in Johannes Brahms. Shortly after Robert’s
death she paid the following tribute to the young
genius in a message to her children, published in Berthold Litzmann’s Clara Schumann; An Artist’s Life.
“To every man, no matter how unhappy he may be,
God sends some comfort, and we are surely meant to
enjoy it and to strengthen ourselves by its means. I
have you, but you are but children. You hardly knew
your dear father, you were still too young to feel deep
grief, and thus in those terrible years you could give
me no comfort. Hope, indeed, you could bring me,
but that was not enough to support me through such
agony. Then came Johannes Brahms. Your father
loved and admired him, as he did no man except
Joachim. He came, like a true friend, to share all
my sorrow; he strengthened the heart that threatened
to break, he uplifted my mind, he cheered my spirits
when- and wherever he could, in short he was my
friend in the fullest sense of the word.”
To this glowing tribute she added further testimony:
“He and Joachim were the only people whom your
dear father saw during his illness, and he always re¬
ceived them with evident pleasure so long as his mind
was clear. And he did not know Johannes for years,
as I did. I can truly say, my children, that I never
loved any friend as I did him—it is an exquisite har¬
mony of soul. It is not his youth that I love, there
is no flattered vanity in my affection. I love his fresh¬
ness of mind, his wonderfully gifted nature, his noble
heart, which I have learned to know as others cannot.
“At times he may seem rough, and the younger musi¬
cians feel his superiority of mind—who likes to confess
that to himself or to others? Therefore they do not
like him, and Joachim alone openly expresses his ad¬
miration, for he is his equal as an artist. They look
up to each other with respect. It is an ennobling
spectacle such as is seldom to be found in this world.
Joachim, too, as you know, was a true friend to me,
but I did not live near him, and so it was Johannes
alone who supported me. Never forget this, dear chil¬
dren, and always have a grateful heart for this friend,
for a friend he will certainly be for you, too. Believe
what your mother tells you, and do not listen to petty
and envious souls who grudge him my love and friend¬
ship, and therefore try to impugn or even cast asper¬
sions on our relations, which they cannot, or will not,
understand.”

As in a Looking Glass!
By L. D. Andrews
It is a fact patent to all that an object looks very
different when viewed from above than when viewed
from a point on the same level as the object itself.
The player at the piano views his hands from above,
and adjusts their position to accord as closely as pos¬
sible with his idea-—or his teacher’s idea—of a normal
hand position.
Yet the one who actually judges
whether or not the hand position is correct generally
views the hands from the side.
In order that the pupil may see for himself how his
hands look from the side—and how his body looks
too I have used a little device for accomplishing this
result. On the wall, by the side of the piano, I have
hung a mirror at such a height and angle that the
player sees himself as does a person sitting several
feet from his side. Since he gets a side view of him¬
self, any errors in position—round shoulders, too low
or too high seat, poor hand position, et cetera—are far
more glaringly apparent to the pupil than they would
otherwise be. When a closer view of the hands is
desired, I adjust a small mirror, about six inches by
three inches, on the end of the piano so that the hand
itself is seen.
This way of examining one’s self has several advan¬
tages. On account of its novelty, it appeals to most
■pupils. They are more anxious to do things correctly
since they see themselves as others see them—perhaps
the'r Pr!de and vanity assert themselves somewhat.
And though they actually see their hands, they do not
torm the inconvenient habit of gluing their eyes on
the keyboard.
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Muscular Mastery of the Keyboard
Third in an Important Series of Instructive Technical Articles by the Famous Virtuoso Pianist

MARK HAMBOURG
Written Especially for The Etude

fPew virtuosos have had so long and thorough a training
as Mark Hambourg. He has always been celebrated for his
prodigious technical achievements. In the present series of
articles he shows how results may be obtained from the
simplest means. Etude readers will find In this and In
the succeeding articles in the series some of the most useful
and practical information ever presented in the journal.—
Editor op The Etude.]
Even Tone is another most difficult object to strive
for in playing scales. For the human hand is physically
so constituted that certain of the fingers are weaker than
the others. Namely, the fourth and fifth, are the weak
ones, and the first, second and third the strong ones.
From this fact ensues the natural consequence that the
notes struck by the first, second and third fingers are
liable to be louder and firmer in tone than those upon
which fourth and fifth fall. This weakness can only be
corrected by pressure from the forearm transmitted to
the fingers, as I have already insisted upon when speak¬
ing of the articulation in five-finger exercises. The
pressure is here used as an equalizer, in this fashion,
that the conscious habit of the pressure having been
established by practice, it works upon the mind and
forces the performer unconsciously to give an extra
compensative pressure to the weaker fingers, according
as he detects by his ear that they require it. This equal¬
izing of the tone by pressure serves again to illustrate
how the theory of its administration through the fore¬
arm, working upon the fingers, establishes absolute con¬
trol of the muscles, not so much by its direct action on
the fingers as by its indirect stimulus to the mind, which
through it becomes conscious that it has work to do,
and is alert to command the muscles properly. The
principle is similar to that of the well-known physical
trainer Sandow, in advocating the use of springs inside
the dumbbells'his pupils, work with. It is not the press¬
ing upon the springs themselves which is necessary to
obtain a good result, but the action on the mind while
doing so, which excites it to think during the work, and
prevent what is being exercised from being merely
mechanical action. Later on it will be seen how vital
a part of piano technique this control of the muscles by
the mind is, constituting, as it does, the principle upon
which is based the imparting of light and shade, grada¬
tions of expression and tempo, in fact the life which
changes the sounds of the mechanical instrument into
Daily Scales and Arpeggios
Scales should be played every day and in all tonalities*
Upon the black notes the fingers may be slightly ex¬
tended, as it will be found difficult to keep them quite
as rounded as on the white ones, owing to the lack of
space. Finally, it is important in practicing scales that
they should be played absolutely correctly, therefore it
is always best to practice each hand separately.
In some ways smoothness is even more difficult to
master in arpeggios than in scales, as in them the in¬
tervals necessitate wide jumps, which have to be
negotiated. I will take the arpeggio in the common
chord of C major in the right hand, to illustrate first,
the method which I have found very successful with
students.
The idea is the same as in the scale. The problem
which presents itself is how to smooth over the jump
between G and C. On the accompanying diagram I
attempt to show, by the small lines underneath the
notes, how the finger which falls just before the thumb

(in this case it is the third, on G) is raised from the
wrist and inclined towards the direction to which the
hand has to proceed. Thus:

Right Hand ascending, i©->C.
E. ^ G.
C.
E.
(1).
2,
Thumb.

3.

(1).
2.
Thumb.

G.

C.

3.

(1).
Thumb.

on E, so as to show relative position of the fingers
used.
The movement of the wrist makes for smoothness at
the jump and helps to prepare the hand for the next
position. The principle is similar in both hands as in the
scales, only reversed in the left, that is to say, when the
left hand ascends the thumb is lifted by the wrist and
placed one and a quarter inches from the end of the
key, while going down it is the third or fourth finger
which assumes that position, the thumb falling on the
key at the quarter inch from the end of the key, as in
the ascending right hand arpeggio.

This third finger should be placed upon the note ex¬
actly one and three-quarter inches length away from
the edge of the key, towards the back of the keyboard,
and the thumb should fall underneath it upon G, just the
length of its own nail away from the key edge, that is
about a quarter of an inch. Thus:

Arpeggio. C Major. Left Hand ascending, begin¬
ning with the thumb on C, so as to show the relative
positions of the other fingers.

Arpeggio. C Major. Right Hand ascending, showing
relative positions of the thumb and fingers.
Coming down the position is reversed, as follows: The
thumb falls upon the note at the one and three-quarterinch position from the edge of the key, when it is lifted
up by the wrist movement, and the third or fourth
finger, as the case may be) then falls over the thumb
on to the note below, about one-quarter inch from the
edge of the key. Thus:

Arpeggio. C Major. Right Hand descending (start¬
ing from right of diagram), beginning with 2d finger

Arpeggio. C Major. Left Hand descending (starting
from right of diagram), beginning with the 4th finger
on E, so as to show the relative position of the fingers
used.
Exactly the same rules apply in all the varieties of
Arpeggio Playing.
It is absolutely imperative for students who wish
to acquire any proficiency in pianoforte playing to
practice a good amount of scales and arpeggios every
day, for these difficulties are the A, B, C of the piano,
without which no one can get on." Therefore, he who
starts his work regularly and thoroughly every morning
with a course of scales and arpeggios will gradually find
a fine easy technique coming to him and a mastery over
the keyboard which will be efi inestimable advantage to
him when he starts investigating the treasure house of
pianoforte literature.
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Everyone Can Memorize Music

^

Way

Misleading Musical History

That is, if Everyone will Work Hard Enough, Long Enough and
Editorial
The normal memory should remain unimpaired until
Here is an article from a teacher who wishes to hide
mental decline sets in.
. .
behind a nom de plume. It is not always the great
On the whole girls excel boys in wmorW.
name that makes an article great, and this discussion
Practice improves the memory. That is, the deliver
of memorizing coming from one whose identity is con¬
ate and intelligent use of the memory not only' acc0™cealed will bring real help to a great many who con¬
plishes the purpose of memorizing but strengthens th
tend that they cannot memorize.
memory just as a muscle is strengthened by use.
The tight-rope performer walks with apparent ease
Memory is influenced by:
over the great gorge at Niagara. Yet what seems a
i. The character of the initial impression,
pastime to him would be suicide to another. This is
z. The number of attentive repetitions.
often the case with the person who has no difficulty
3. The nature and number of associations.
in memorizing. It all comes so easily that there is
The first repetitions are the most valuable.
nothing to explain. Here is a writer who has found
Repetition is of little value unless there is a very high
memorizing a real crux, and who now tells for the
degree of attention.
.
_
Illness and fatigue affect the memory immediately.
benefit of others how success was attained.
We confess that this seems to us about as laborious
This same author goes on to say that the most eco¬
a method of memorizing as could be devised. Yet it is
nomical method of learning a poem is to read the whole
intended for incurables as a last resort. There are
poem through from beginning to end and re-read it
thousands of such people. We are sure that if they
through in the same manner until it is learned. That
give this method a thorough trial, results will be forth¬
is, it is better to consider a poem as a whole than to
take it verse by verse and learn it in that way. This
coming.
would seem to contradict the whole purpose of the fol¬
Native Chinese education is based largely upon a sys¬
lowing article, but it is here that music differs from
tem of memorizing preposterous in its extensiveness.
poetry. In poetry one depends in a large measure upon
Western ideals are Quite different in all arts except
the association of ideas expressed by the words and
those of the stage and music. However, so long as
not upon the words themselves. In music one learns
memorizing is the fashion musicians will be compelled
the terms of expression, the symbols without associated
to memorize whether they are fond of it or not.
ideas. The writer, however believes deeply in the
While giving our readers the following minute direc¬
need for memorizing the musical content of a piece
tions for a detailed form of memorizing we wish to
apart from all keyboard memory or notation memory.
present them at the same time with some vital facts
That is, the student should hear the music in all its
upon memorizing taken from one of the latest psycho¬
parts without thinking of his means of expression but
logical works (Outlines of Educational Psychology, by
as though the music were beautiful streams of sound.
William Henry Pyle). Doing away with quotation
Nevertheless, routine is unquestionably valuable. The
marks these facts are in substance.
editor in memorizing long programs for public perChildren do not memorize better than adults.

By
formance found that tn order to gain a feeling 0f
absolute security it was very necessary to have a posi.
conviction that the piece was really memorised.
• y taking a section and playing if over
This
least eight times in succession mlhout
from memory
HU
making „ single error. If an error was made in on,
bhase of the interpretation the senes was started 030111
with a first repetition. In some especially intricate pas¬
sages this was carried up to forty or fifty times so that
the performer could rely upon himself to produce on
accurate execution of the work with very little chanci
of a breakdown. Then the whole piece was played
eight times in succession from memory from beginning
to end Before adopting this method of testing the
memory and fortifying it, slips in public performance
were not uncommon, but after adopting it they were
extremely rare. It is merely a matter of efficiency in¬
telligently applied. The succession plan compels atten¬
tion as it carries with it the penalty of beginning all
over again. Greater than all this, however, is the in¬
tellectual grasp which takes in the big meaning of the
work as a whole, making it a real part of the per¬
former’s artistic self.
In selecting pieces for memorizing it is always better
at the outstart to take those which are "pianistic” or
as the Germans put it, Klavierm&ssig. There are cer¬
tain compositions for the piano that lie easily under
the fingers; others force them into very unnatural and
difficult positions. Pieces with “unklaviermdssig” pas¬
sages compel stumbling and nervousness. This delays
successful memorizing and discourages the student.
The Etude has several excellent manuscripts upon
various phases of memorizing which it will present
during the coining year.—The author of the following
assumes the nom de plume “Leger Line/’

Thoroughness in Memorizing Music
9th. Play them three times without tone.
Most articles on the subject of memorizing music
are written by persons to whom such memorizing is
(This makes seven different ways to get them in
perfectly natural and easy; this article, however, differs,
your mind before playing).
being the experience of one to whom memorizing
10th. Play them three times or more with tone.
seemed almost impossible but by whom, through de¬
(Sometimes in very difficult and long measures I only
termination and effort, it has been successfully achieved.
learn half of the measure at a time in this way.)
There are many persons who are very musical and
11th. When you feel that you absolutely know this '
play well, yet cannot memorize without great effort.
one measure of the left hand, take the right hand and
Clara Schumann could never memorize, which seems
memorize it in the same way.
almost incredible, and it was the cause of much unhap¬
12th. Play hands together three times without tone,
piness to her. To be able to memorize easily is not a
slowly and thinking every note.
sign of special musical ability, for some people memorize
13th. Play hands together three times or more with
very readily but are far from being artists, so do not
tone, thinking every note.
be discouraged and think you are not musical simply
14th. Take the next measure in the same way.
because you do not memorize well. Go to work and
15th. Play your two measures three times or more.
find out why you do not and what will help you.
16th. Add a new measure in the same careful way
The following rules are from my own experience, and
will prove helpful to others if carefully followed. It and so on, always going back and playing the pre¬
viously
learned ones with the newly learned measure
is, however, a slow, hard and tedious way, but to myself,
added.
I said, “Anyway so long as I memorize,” I do not mind
17th. After the entire piece is learned, make a score
the effort:
of as many pages, lines and measures as the piece has.
1st. Never learn to play your piece with the notes;
your object now is to learn to play without notes. Place Write the piece all out' by skipping about. For example:
the music at the side of the rack or on a chair, or Write the second measure of third line, first page for
left hand; with the fourth measure of second line, third
somewhere near but not in front of you.
2d. All first practice must be so slow that you think page, for right hand, etc., until you have written your
entire piece correctly. Do this more than once. Also
absolutely, every note, mark, etc.
test yourself by saying the piece out loud in this way.
3d. Say aloud the name of the piece, the opus, com¬
18th. When you awaken in the morning make your¬
poser, key and time. This makes you start out in¬
self see your piece entirely through before you arise,
telligently.
or as much as you have committed Some will say that
4th. Take the first measure of the left hand; read
such
memorizing is not memorizing to play, for what
every note and its value out loud; say them over and
good does it do to be able to say or see all of your
over until you know them by heart.
notes when what you really want to do is to play
Sth. Look away and see if you can see these notes,
them. Well, to those not gifted in memorizing, some
then say them again, seeing them in your mind.
different method must be pursued from that used by
6th. Close your eyes and see the notes in your “mind’s
the talented, and if you can say your notes out loud,
eye,” and say them out loud.
close your eyes and see them, see them with your eyes
7th. Take a blank score and write the notes.
open, play them without tone and write them correctly,
8th. Look at the keyboard and see the keys where
you will very shortly be able to play them from memory.
these notes belong.

Sometimes it may take an hour for three or four meas¬
ures, but that is better than never to get them.
Then you must study your own deficiencies. What
is the matter that you cannot memorize? Is it lack
of concentration? What prevents you, is it the har¬
mony or melody, fingering and so on? I found in my
case that it is my left hand which caused me to forget.
My right hand remembers very well, but I have to
keep my mind and eye on my left hand all the time
or there is trouble. Of course the study of harmony
is a great help but I had studied harmony and yet until
I worked according to the above, I never knew a piece
without notes. One should find all the measures which
are alike, and if you have studied Form and Analysis
this will help you in grasping your selection intelligently.
Perhaps on your second morning you may not he
able to play what you learned before. Just go over
it all in the same way. At first, I could scarcely learn
a page in a week.
After a composition is memorized and well practiced
and you are working up speed, you cannot think atlfl
see every note as in the beginning—now you must
thinking ahead, and, as some artist said, “remember
by guide posts.” Find your changes, the danger places,
etc.; have little stations along the way.
Playing by ear is very helpful and to transpose your
piece by ear is good, but for the struggling one, for a
long time I believe to memorize from the very first with
every movement, every crescendo, diminuendo, the
fingering, etc., and even the pedal, is best; just as near
as you will play it later on, as you can.
The teacher of Helen Keller says her success in get_
ting her education has been her wonderful patience,
there is nothing too difficult, and she goes over and over
and over her work until, to the world, she is like a
miracle. So with the poor memorizers: with great
patience, hard work, thinking, concentrating and not
simply aimless and endless repetition, we can succeed
and thus be able at many times to give pleasure to our
friends and be a pleasure to ourselves.
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the Eminent English Critic

JOHN F. RUNCIMAN
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Wav^ Propa}andaJin Europe. Mr. Runciman’s originality and individuality have no7
only made hithe same time have demanded the attention and respect af all thoughtful musicians. The serious
character 0} Mr. Runcman s aim m the following article is enhanced by his characteristic and novel outlook.
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In prehistoric days, when men were agile as cats,
and seem to have possessed as many lives and almost
as much sense, no one necessarily knew what his neigh¬
bor had for dinner or how late he came home o’ nights.
Mankind changed all that some thousands of years ago—
the interviewer arrived. He prepared the foundations
for the art of history. He found out what his neigh¬
bors ate and what they thought: then he wrote down
just what he pleased. Later came men who read his
writings and the writings of his contemporaries and
successors, and by boiling down the contents of say fifty
sheets of parchment until it could be got into one
sheet gave the world the first crude history. But as
the ages passed, and habits and customs changed, and
perhaps races and religions perished, mere barren ac¬
counts of the doings of the wise and brave of old, fierce
or cowardly or silly, did not satisfy. Explanations were
needed and asked for, and out of the endeavor to give
them grew our modern art of history.
I know this sounds purely platitudinous, but wish to
emphasize two points at the outset:
The Basis of History
(1) The basis of a history is an accurate account of
facts;
(2) This account only becomes a history when the
obscure is made clear when tangles are un¬
raveled, when we are shown the significance
of obsolete customs, habits, rites: when, in a
word, the historian enables us to enter into
the life of a past time, whether that life be the
life of a nation, a man, a religious sect or
what not.
Now, of recent years a vast quantity of musical his¬
tory has appeared in print, the stories of musicians’
lives combined with studies of their achievements (crit¬
ical biographies) and works of wider scope, such as
accounts of schools or periods; and I regret to have
reluctantly to say that the preliminary task of securing
an accurate basis is being more and more neglected,
while from a number of causes the explanations, the
interpretations of facts, seem to me to he hopelessly
wild.
It is best to state this in a general way. If I specified
particular books it would'be necessary to justify my
charges by going into more detail than can be done
in the present article. Some good and trustworthy
books have been issued: I am dealing with the bulk
and the growing tendencies revealed in the bulk. .The
first one is a disastrous desire to weigh evidence with
regard to facts by counting noses. That is, if a dozen
“authorities” agree that the truth is so-and-so, while
only three insist that it is something else, we are told
that the evidence is overwhelming in favor of the ver¬
sion of the twelve. Two instances come to my mind
at once. Hawkins states explicitly that Purcell’s death
was the immediate result of his intemperate habits.
Purcell’s daughter protested, but in vain; Hawkins is
supported by a score of musical histories, and so
far he has prevailed. Another case is that of Chopin’s
birth-year. Some say 1809, others 1810. How the
result of the nose counting stands at the present time
I neither know nor care; but I do know that not long
ago I read an article in which the question was sup¬
posed to be settled, one way or the other, by nose¬
counting. Now this pretty game is not unknown in
legal circles, and it was played out ad absurdum in a
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notorious criminal trial in London in 1895. The judge
laid it down that unsupported evidence of a certain
witness could not be accepted, but as a second gentle¬
man, of the worst possible character, corroborated it
the jury must believe it. I am no lawyer, thank heaven,
and it seems to me this ruling amounts to this: that
if one man tells a lie on oath he is a perjurer and
must not be believed, but if two men on oath tell the
same lie they are honorable persons and their testi¬
mony may send an innocent prisoner to jail. I hope
I am neither so brutal nor so ill-mannered as to com¬
pare any of my fellow-scribes with such gentry, nor so
silly as to fancy any of them as stupid as that judge.
Hawkins is the only biographer who ever took away
the character of a dead musician; Purcell is the only
composer whose memory has suffered because thought¬
less people corroborated Hawkins. Chopin committed
no crime in coming into the world in 1809 or 1810.
But the principle of estimating evidence in this way
is in every case preposterous, and mainly for this rea¬
son : that those who are reckoned to have corroborated
Hawkins did nothing more than simply copy him, and
those who defend 1809 or 1810 as the correct date for
Chopin’s birth largely rely upon one another. It is
a point on which Dr. R. R. Terry and myself, amongst
others have insisted, that we cannot treat a number
of biographers as independent witnesses unless we
know each has made original investigations. Most his¬
tories of music are bare-faced compilations, and these,
the most, favored in our music schools, are at best un¬
illuminating and at worst, especially when the earlier
composers are dealt with, thoroughly misleading.
Original Research Needed
One can understand, even sympathize with, the com¬
pilers of text-books to be used in schools and for the
preparation of hapless students for examinations. Com¬
piling is thankless work, and if you are a lazy manwhy it is easy to turn up Grove’s Dictionary, and Haw¬
kins, and Burney and the rest, and get your dates, etc.,
from them, supported, as they are, by a thousand “au¬
thorities” who merely stole from them. It is far from
easy, however, to grasp the state of mind of the most
slavish of copyists, who continue to this day to repeat
the opinions of their predecessors. A few volumes
of music can without too much mental strain be read
or played through; but that this fearful task has not
been attempted is demonstrated by the wonderful una¬
nimity of the majority of the historians in putting
Palestrina, Byrde, Bach, Haydn and Beethoven in their
places, and the even more wonderful identity of lan¬
guage employed with regard to Mendelssohn’s perfect
form and polished workmanship, to Schumann’s eccen¬
tricities and Schubert’s lack of a solid foundation of
sound counterpoint, to Wagner’s lack of melody and
ignorance of the laws of form as laid down by Haydn
(who, by the way, laid down no rules). Why, one
exclaims, if a historian has no original insight and’must
needs say only what has been said before, surely he
might devise a new form of words to say it! Alas,
no: the same false criticism uttered in the same stale
phrases is placed in the hands of the successive gen¬
erations of pupils in the schools. Woe to the candidate
at an examination who utters one original view: the
professors- will say he is “wrong”: he will be trium¬
phantly ploughed, and Grove, Banister & Co. will re¬
main impregnable.

History that is not History
So far the kind of history I have referred to is
not history at all, but at best the bones of history.
When we come to the attempts at true history, the
kind mentioned in my second paragraph, we -find it
to be largely vitiated by theories that lead to hopeless
misinterpretations of the data. Sir Hubert Parry is a
sincere student of history who has dispelled many of
the misconceptions of previous academics. But he is
obsessed by the theory, the tacit assumption, that music
is progressive in the sense that science is progressive,
that modern composers necessarily write finer music
than , did the sixteenth and seventeenth century polyphonists because in certain respects they know more.
Let us apply an analogous test to poetry. Every school¬
boy to-day knows more about the world we live in
than Aeschylus and Sophocles—perhaps he may be more
profoundly learned in the grammar of the language
they used. Would Sir Hubert suggest that the boy’s
exercises could ever approach in grandeur arid beauty
the work of those benighted mortals? We are better
acquainted with the earth and the English language
than Shakespeare; we could tell him lots he never
learned about Africa and America and the derivations
of words. Could we write the plays? If so, it is a
pity we don’t. This theory of the progressiveness of
music leads Sir Hubert to overlook a simple truth:
that nothing can be more beautiful than a perfect work
of art. After a certain point, bigness alone counts for
nothing, and during quite an early stage in early music
that point had been reached. In grandeur and nobility
of structure and outline the models of Sweelinck, Byrde
and Palestrina have never been surpassed; and a little
more than a hundred years after those men we have
the choruses of Bach and Handel, vast, magnificent
designs, not since approached. Of course Sir Hubert
would admit this in theory; in practice he is guided
by his obsession and regards perfect works of art as
mere attempts marred by defects due to inadequate
knowledge and an unripe technique. The polyphonic
school he looks on as inferior to the harmonic which
temporarily succeeded it—“temporarily,” I say, for we
are as far away now from the structural form based on
key and employed by Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, as
we are from the modes of Byrde and Tallis. Where
the line should be drawn I cannot guess. If music
“progressed” from Palestrina to Beethoven, then it has
progressed from Beethoven to Scriabine and Ravel—
which I am not prepared to concede. That need not
worry us. The musical history of to-day is being made;
once made, later men will write it: the men who make
history rarely try to write it, and they never succeed.
I. deplore Sir Hubert Parry’s hallucination because pre¬
cisely that prevents him seeing what growth in music
really means, prevents him seeing why successive gen¬
erations of composers were driven to widen the bounds
of their art, prevents him realizing and proclaiming
that the difference between the beauty and expressive¬
ness of Byrde’s music and those of Beethoven’s is one
of kind and not at all, or not necessarily and inevitably,
a difference of degree.
Another hallucination, a literary one, is- in a sense
the reverse of this. No history can be written if we
interpret the deeds of our forefathers purely in the
light of our own ideals, ambitions and motives. We
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a r,i1 nf schools; gives him a frame into which
fit more detailed knowledge. But we want no
hC
//inflations of stale and false history, no more
fflore
P repetitions of Burney’s opinion of Handel
7„“ or tb»r™n«r, of
o, .nyMj
Jo want all the stories and supposed facts to be
„„ci„ checked, and the preposterous forthwith
Xw, *1. . -tic™ Of ,h. older
t f view of to-day, not the point of view of
IE: eighteenth or early nineteenth century. The “progress’ of music hallucination must be cured; the his¬
torian must not allow his set^e ^^P^ ^over;
master him. Then ' : shall have a history that will
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want to know not only what they did but why they
did it; and to learn the real reason for any of their
when it will already be old.
actions we must be able by sympathy to enter into the
History and Biography Inseparable
thoughts of bygone times. In that sympathy, intuitive
No apology should be needed for treating h.story
but easily developed, lies the beginning of the true
historical wisdom. Without it the most ludicrous blun¬
and biography as complementary. They a
the
one and the same thing. The history of music is the
ders are possible. I have by me an old book on Purcell
in which the author refers to that composer’s scorn
record of the doings of a few great men-that and jus
for “the frivolous French school.” He confused Sulli
a very little more. A biography is one
0 far
with Offenbach—and used to teach musical history in
history amplified into a book. Such b° 8 . .
more useful and stimulating than any particular chapter
our music schools. His mental attitude was fatal; but
of a history. Still, a history, if only someone wouid pu
I don’t know that the sense of history, based on a
together a good one, has its uses: it affords the pupil
feeling for the past, is much better unless guided,
be worth reading.
a general, a bird’s-eye, view of the past, of the rise
checked at every step, by reference to indubitable fact.
Unchecked, it hurries us to erroneous conclusions. Let
me illustrate this by briefly recounting an experience
of my own. When I began to study the polyphonic
Sibelius and the Music of Modern Finland
music with some thoroughness the spell of the old world
his comprehensive training, however, he has nothing
overcame me. There was the beauty of melodies twin¬
•
ru. D..oo;-.n
even flip
“Finland,” observes the writer on “Song in Grove s
common with
the
Russian rvr
or firman
German;: and
and .even
the
ing round each other in wondrous order amidst the
Dictionary, “is ‘the land of a thousand lakes, vast
Swede and the Dane are foreign to him. He u
seeming confusion, each moving independently towards
stretches of moors, deep, silent woods and long, aarx
Finnish all through. It is inevitable that a composer
its definite goal, and every moment giving rise to sweet
waters. These elements and scenery are reflected in
should be known most widely through his shorter
concords or sweeter suspended dissonances. Interfused
the gloomy, mystical, fantastic yet monotonous poetry
works, and to most people Sibelius is known only by
with this beauty of time and harmony I felt strongly and music of the in-dwellers." Finland has always
the short but beautiful Romance or the weird Valsi
the strangeness, mystery and sadness attached to all
been a bone of contention between Sweden and Russia,
Triste His chief works, however, are the two sym¬
human things that are gone forever. An evening at¬
and since 1809 has been under the control of the Czar
phonies in E and D, The Swan of Tuonela, the over¬
mosphere always surrounds ruined castles and deserted
Previous to that Finland was Swedish territory, and
ture
and suite Rare lie, En Saga, Finlandia, and the
churches, and that atmosphere I chiefly felt in the
indeed owes much to its Scandinavian neighbor.
incidental
music to Kuolema (from which the Valu
music. The clash of the harpsichord, the phantom
Christianity was brought to Finland by the Swedes
whisper of the clavichord, at once transported me into between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries. Never¬
^roustooTwinge, PerLasson (1859-83), raised great
forgotten centuries. A fugue of Bach—say, so entirely theless, Finland has always maintained certain tradi¬
hopes by his beautiful songs and piano compositions,
an eighteenth century one as the F minor in the second
tions and ideals of her own, born of her thousand
but died when quite young. The Christiania Theater has
book of the Forty-eight—might call up a vision of an lakes, and these are strongly reflected in the national
now been closed and its performances transferred to
old courtyard, with a fountain splashing, and a chill
music of the people.
.
the newly-erected and more convenient National
wind blowing out of a lowering gray sky. A motet
“The true national period of Finnish music, con¬
Theater, the conductor of which is Johan Halvorsen.
of Josquin de Pres or Sweelinck might be less mourn¬
tinues the above-quoted authority, “begins with
The majority of operatic works performed at the
ful; but all the old stuff, from that of Bach’s time R. Kajanus. Imbued with the classic-romantic tradi¬
Christiania Theater and National Theater have been
back to the earliest we possess, was to me the voice,
tions, yet heart and soul a Finn, Kajanus drew his
foreign masterpieces, but several original native music
not of Bach or Buxtehude, Ockeghem or Byrde, but inspiration from the Kalevala, and did much to brigidramas have been brought forward. Among these may
of the dead centuries calling feebly and plaintively from nate and stimulate interest in his country’s music. But
be mentioned The Cossacks, by Catharinus Elling.
the further side of the grave, sweet, pathetic, remote.
the actual representative of Finnish music is Jean
Another prominent
representative of Norwegian
So far I had learnt nothing about the old music- Sibelius. His art reflects the grave and austere beauty
dramatic music is Gerhard Schjelderup, whose services
in fact I was terribly mistaken about it, so far as I
of Finland’s scenery and poetry, and expresses the
to music in Norway have been recognized by the Nor¬
had any positive ideas at all. One day I learnt better.
inner life of the people—the despairing and passionate
wegian
Storthing
in
the
form of an annual pension.
Sweelinck and Byrde did not, any more than Purcell and
struggles and yearnings, the childlike simplicity and
An account of Norwegian music would not be com¬
Bach and Handel did, look upon themselves as mrnirn- proud meiancholy. Hence the worship Sibelius evokes
ful figures moving in the twilight of the past. They
among his countrymen, and his power and influence plete without mention of the male choirs, which have
played a very prominent part in musical life. The
would have repelled with laughter, contemptuous or over his young disciples.”
great epoch-making awakening in this domain took
merry, the suggestion that they were living and putting
Sibelius was horn at Tavastehus, Finland, 1865, and
place when Joh. D. Behrens (1820-90), in the middle
their souls into their music for the benefit of strangers
was originally a law student. He later placed himself
of the forties, founded the Students’, the Mercantile
yet unborn. Doubtless in turn each, like Whitman,
under the instruction of Wegelius at the Helsingfors
and the Artisans’ Choral Societies in Christiania.
reckoned himself the acme of things accomplished.
Conservatory and afterwards studied with Becker in
Behrens had many eminent co-operators, including
Their voices may echo strangely, almost weirdly, in
Berlin and Goldmark in Vienna. He is at present
our ears down the long corridors of time: to the singers
F. A. Reissiger and O. A. Grondahl.
director of the Helsingfors Conservatory. In spite of
themselves, be sure, they sounded fresh, cheery, merry.
Those old men dwelt healthily, with noble energy and
ambition, with strength and gaiety of soul, not in any
Teaching Pupils the Musical Alphabet
cloistral gloom but in the bright sunlight and the free
air of heaven. When one has learnt to feel this in
By Harold S. Clickner
the music the moment has arrived for beginning to un¬
derstand, beginning to see' what each man added to
his art, how he influenced and was influenced by others;
trouble in this, but it is very valuable exercise. After
e quite satisfied merely in
A great many teachers
and this understanding, combined with a knowledge
continuing the study until perfection is attained, the
n letters of the alphabet
telling pupils that the first
pupil is ready for the next step, which is to have him
of dates and base facts, constitute true history, even
_used to represent musical sounds. They do not
give you readily the third above or below any given
though it remain in the mind and never be written.
show just how this series of seven letters can be used,
letter. This gets him to be just as quick in thinking
nor how they may be found in music. Ask a young
It is remarkable that the people who regard.the ar¬
downwards as upwards. 1
pupil to recite the first seven letters of the alphabet and
rival of the harmonic school—e.g. Haydn to Beethoven,
The second and third inversions of triads employ the
he will do so rapidly enough, without error. Ask him,
as marking the last step conceivable in music cannot
interval of a fourth, and it is therefore necessary to
however, to say them backwards from the letter G, and
add a simple accompaniment to a folk song without
have the pupil able to reckon up his alphabet in fourths
he will almost inevitably hesitate and make mistakes.
turning it into a thing at once modern, colorless and
in
the same way as thirds. It is well also to let the
The
following
plan,
giving
drill
in
the
use
of
the
alpha¬
vulgar, while others, dominated by the old-world emo¬
pupil hear how these intervals actually sound in music.
bet letters used in music, will go a long way toward
tion, sentimentalize and devitalize it by employing
making pupils good sight-readers, and will in addition
Let us now see what can be learned by gaining this
what they consider archaic harmonies. In such mat¬
pave the way to more thorough study of harmony.
familiarity with the letter names of notes. Take the
ters there is no “golden mean,” but only a right way
After telling the pupil that the first seven letters of
alphabet in thirds, as follows, and it will he found that
and a wrong. Another point to be noted is: those
the alphabet are used in music, have him start with
knowledge has been acquired which will serve as a
who will have it that the masters of the past were
each of the letters in turn, and go through the scale
foundation for many things:
only experimenters cutting a way for our noble selves,
until he again reaches the letter he started with: A, B,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
who fear to concede anything to the mighty dead,
C, D, E, F, G, A; B, C, D, E, F, G, A, B; C, D, E, F,
ACEGBDFA
are equally timorous regarding the future. Stupid old
g' a, B, C, etc. Have him continue this drill through¬
The first four letters represent the spaces on the sta
Macfarren misunderstood the past and—heaven for¬
out the musical scale, until he has thoroughly mastered
in
the
bass.
give us if we laugh derisively!—was “extremely suspi¬
it. Having done this, let him carry out the same drill,
The second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and sevent
cious” of Wagner and the moderns. Men like Doldownwards: G, F, E, D, C, B, A, G, etc. Next make
letters represent the lines above the staff, bass clef.
him say the letter above and below any given letter, and
metsch, who have taken the trouble to comprehend the
Third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh letters repre¬
keep this up until the pupil can answer readily and
music of the ancients, their thoughts, aims and actual
sent
the lines of the treble staff.
promptly.
achievement are receptive to the attempts of the most
Fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth are the lines
The next step is to have the pupil recite his letters
daring innovators of to-day. Of course there are
of the bass staff.
skipping by thirds, such as we find in triads, and chords
devotees of the old whose enthusiasm makes them turn
Fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth are the spaces above
of the seventh, ninth, eleventh, etc. Start from each
a deaf ear to the new. But generally speaking a man
the bass staff.
letter in turn and build up a ladder of thirds, A, C, E,
whose originality and mental energy drive him to
After having mastered the system mentally, it should
G, B, D, F, A, etc. Follow this in reverse order also,
re-create the old and find in it a new field for artistic
from’ each letter in turn. The pupil will have a little be worked out in notes on paper.
pleasure is likely to open his ears wide when the new

“Nervousness” versus “Karma
A Much-needed Parable for Timid Performers

By CONSTANTIN von STERNBERG
Have you ever been afflicted with what an I risk wit once called uFootlightphobia?" Are you suddenly stricken with palsy when you
are called upon to play? Then Mr. Sternberg's article with a remedy based upon common sense will help you immensely.
Among the parables illustrating the Buddhistic doc¬
trine of “Karma" there is a beautiful one which teaches
a fine lesson to those who feel embarrassed when play¬
ing before an audience. This lesson, well worth learning
in many respects, may justify the telling of the parable
here. The story goes that the Buddha, while visiting
the infernal regions, was entreated by a grave sinner
to save him from his eternal torments. He added that
he had fully repented of his wrong-doings, whereupon
the Buddha replied: “You repent to-day what the stress
of circumstances may cause you to repeat to-morrow.
If you wish to free yourself from Hell: forget Self,
for, then you will need no help from me; a spider’s
thread will be strong enough to hold you as you climb
out.” Just then a spider came down on its self-woven
gossamer-like' thread. The sinner, half doubtfully, took
hold of it, began to climb hand over hand, and, lo, the
fine strand held him well. After a little while it began
to give a little and looking down, the sinner saw that a
number of other sinners were climbing after him. Fear¬
ing that the load may be too heavy for the slender
thread, he called down: “Get off, you, this is my
thread!” when—snap, the thread broke and the sinner
fell back into Hell.
The application of this pretty parable to those who
play before an audience is almost too obvious to need
explanation, were it not for the circumstance that those
players very often deceive themselves in the same man¬
ner as the poor sinner does in the parable. He evidently
thought that to “forget Self” required nothing more than
the resolving to do so; he was not aware that it means
a complete change of heart toward his fellow beings
and that such a,complete mutation of a habitual atti¬
tude of mind is not possible in one direction alone, but
must affect the whole being in all the numberless rami¬
fications of life.
In playing to an audience, people flatter themselves
with the thought that they are doing something “for
others” while frequently they only woo applause and
gratify their desire for being the center of attraction
and attention. They do not admit this “human, all too
human ’ failing of vanity—of course not—and when
they afterwards feel that they have not done full jus¬
tice to themselves, they plead embarrassment, unac¬
customed environment and, more than anything else,
“nervousness,” that maid-for-all-work in our language
which, like charity', is supposed to cover a multitude of
sins. Yet, their real fault is: that they cannot or do
not “forget Self.”

this mild form many people are afflicted who in other
phases and situations of life are the very personification
of unselfishness, liberality', tolerance and generosity.
Think of What You Are Doing
In suggesting a cure nothing would be easier than
to say: forget Self and think of the composition you
have to play; but our thoughts have a way of asserting
their independence; they defy our commands sometimes;
they come willy-nilly and nothing seems to be able to
control them. Still, there is something to which they
will yield; it can be put into one word: poise! But this
would be like telling a hungry beggar to buy bread,
when he has no money wherewith to buy it. What is
“poise”? Physically, it means a state of equilibrium;
psychically it denotes equanimity of mind. Now, there
is no absolute separation between the physical and men¬
tal or psychical; they are overlapping zones of life and
must he understood to he so, before any thought of a
cure of self-consciousness can be entertained.

The Witches’ Dance of Fear
When they go upon the platform there begins a per¬
fect witches dance of seemingly disconnected thoughtfragments in their mind: there sits that girl. Miss A.;
she never liked me; she whispers to her neighbor; it is
surely something about me. Oh, if only the piece would
Constantin von Sternberg
go as well now as I played it at home an hour ago. I
wonder how the audience will like my playing, I am so
The spiritualists and occultists in general talk a great
excited, I can hardly see the keys, I, me, my, I, I.—this
deal about the “power of mind over matter.” I have
is the connecting link between the seeming chaos of
no intention of starting a controversy about it because
thoughts and it would be wrong to ascribe this condi¬
to a certain limited length of the way I go with them,
tion to a want of power of concentration because in all
as
everyone does who ever had occasion to control his’
the turmoil of seemingly disjointed thoughts there
really was a concentric point and this point was: "I”! utterances when suffering from a toothache. But they
overlook the fact that the relations between mind and
This does not mean that the people who cannot forget
™tter ^ reciprocal and that either can control the
belt when on the stage are necessarily selfish. Selfishother. When a brick drops upon our head and makes
ness is too great a vice to charge these harmless people
us unconscious for hours or days, it surely demonwith, for it is the result of a bad character and dis¬
strates that there is a “power of matter over mind/’
position. No greater injustice could he committed than
Hence, the point upon which the sufferer from selfto accuse these innocent people of selfishness. There
consciousness must fasten his attention is the control
are, however, many ailments, of body as well as of
of his Physical being and then let his body act upon his
mind, that appear in two forms of which one is malig¬
mind.
Whether this is or is not possible, the reader
nant and the other is mild. There are, as we know,
may ascertain by a single experiment in the following
small-pox and there are also chicken-pox. Selfishness, manner.
(
ic malignant form, hurts others directly and the
Stand up and strike an attitude of the utmost horror
afflicted one indirectly while the mild form “Self-conwith tlie arms raised above the head, the fingers
sciousness hurts only the sufferer himself, and with
stretched out, the eyebrows contracted, every muscle

of the body in the utmost tension, as if the house were
afire, and the stairs burnt away, the flames beating into
your room and all escape from a certain and torturous
death cut off. While in this bodily attitude, try—without
changing your facial expression—to say in a sweet tone
of voice: Molasses! You will find it impossible; either
your bodily attitude or the tone of your voice will not
be convincing. By long practice you can produce that
division of mind necessary for the “dualism”-—but who
would waste his time on such a useless thing 1
Try also the reverse of this experiment: sit down
in an arm chair and assume the bodily attitude of the
utmost comfort; as if you had come home after a day’s
hard work and gave yourself up to a full enjoyment of
home comfort. Rest your hands upon the arms of the
chair, the feet on a hassock, the head upon a cushion
that is placed just right, every muscle of the body and
face relaxed in the utmost repose and then—without
changing a muscle in your face—cry at the top of your
voice: “Fire”! Your experience will be the same:
either will your bodily pose look forced and lose its
naturalness or your voice would not convince a blind
person that you mean what you shouted.
The deductions from these experiments are:
(1)
that your bodily attitude and your audible utterance
influence each other mutually: it matters not whether
your utterance is made directly by the voice or in¬
directly through the fingers, because in piano playing
the fingers represent your voice as much as the singing
voice is but an idealizing representative of the speak¬
ing voice; (2) that, when you enter the stage, your
control of the body is much easier than your control
over the mind, since the mind skips about from thought
to thought against your will; (3) that the assuming of
a bodily attitude of graceful ease will soon affect your
mmd so as to make it participate in that poise, balance,
equilibrium, equanimity or whatever we may call the
condition of perfect ease.
Entering the Stage
Therefore, when entering the stage or approaching
the piano in a parlor do not rush at the piano and as
soon as seated, start at once to play; if you'do, you will
make your whole audience nervous. Take your time!
Walk in a comfortable tempo to the piano. Arranoe
your seat until it is just right. Glide lightly with one
hand over the surface of the keys- to make sure that
there is no moisture of any kind upon them. Deposit
your handkerchief in the left corner over the keyboard
Take pleasantly smiling, a look at your audience to
see that all conversations, which might not have been
ended when you came'in, had a chance to finish. Now
with a slight inclination of your head, think of your
piece, how it begins, what the mood is at the start
how you will work up your climax and-resolve to
make your audience like the piece (for, if they like the
piece they will also like your interpretation of it) —
and by this time your audience will believe you to be
perfectly at your ease; hut, what is more, you, yourf’
bebeve
t00' because the quiet motions of
your body, the outward attitude of ease and comfort
will have reacted upon your heart, through it upon your
circulation and thus you will have come hy^physical
means into the proper psychical and mental condition
I his is no faith cure; it is based upon reason. It may
not succeed quite fully at the first trial, though even
this first trial must show some results; but it is quite
sure to succeed by repetition. The secret lies in thistou to d J rklng °f th°Se littIe th!n^s which I asked
tfflnk i1 before;y°\start to play, you had no time to
think all those silly thoughts which prevent you from
vJufm ^ ,Sff' , THe -th°UghtS 1
to occupy
your mind before beginning to play are not deep • thev
are as flimsy as Buddha’s spider thread, but th^ wifl
carry you out of your so-called “nervousness” if y,
let them occupy your mind to the exclusion of Self
'
.■ . Your technic, of course, must be in good order
otherwise your nervousness” is only, a euphemism for
a bad conscience and, therefore, quite justified
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The Penalty for Missed Lessons
Experience or the Big Name—Which?

By Charles W. Landon

By Harriette Brower
Railroad engineers will tell you that every time a
• st0pS at a station it takes just so much more
no experience, but desired to secure such a posi¬
Two young wSmen applied for a piano teacher s
tion, as it would give her the necessary experience.
energy to start the train again. Energy means ex¬
position in the music department of a large school.
Of course, this answer did not satisfy the ex¬
pense That is one of the laws of ex.stence Can’,
The post in question was one of importance; the
aminers. She was given a class of children to
vou see what the application is to the missed lesson?
teacher must know the repertoire of her instru¬
teach (during the examination), as a test ox ne
Teachers all over the country are fighting to make the
ment, must be able to arrange concerts and musiability. While she acquitted herself valiantly at
public realize that it is the necessary custom of the
cales, must take charge of a harmony and ear-train¬
this trial, and came off with flying colors, yet her
profession to charge full price for lessons missed jus,
ing class, and be fully capable of managing pupils
fatal lack of experience went against her, and she
as though they had been taken. Allowing that the
of various kinds.
was unable to secure the wished-for post.
teacher gets the full price and the pupil sustains the
The first applicant had just returned from
This girl was made of the right stuff. She re¬
loss that does not by any means measure the pupil's
Europe, where she had spent four years in study.
turned home, kept right on with her class of PUP“®>
loss as a whole.
,
,
She had been a diligent student and had made good
her organ and her singing. Not an opportunity did
The loss in interest is hard to calculate, but it is
use of her time. Her masters were foremost in
she let slip to broaden herself, to make herself
nevertheless very great. When we do a thmg as well
their profession; they had been pleased with her
more efficient—to gain all the experience she could
as we can no matter how disagreeable the job is, we
progress, and had given her excellent credentials.
under the circumstances. At several different times
are always interested. The boy who goes along the
The second young woman had no foreign pres¬
she came before this board of examiners in the
street of a village vaulting over every hitching post
tige to aid her, for she had never studied music
musical metropolis; she learned to ignore their
instead of quietly going on the sidewalk gets to the
out of her own land, nor had she testimonials from
harshness and brusqueness; and finally was able to do
end of the road before he knows it and has a fine time
this or that fashionable professor, with a high
her best. Though the lack of experience in the
getting there. The pupil who goes eagerly to every
sounding foreign name. She had been instructed
department of public school music militated qgainst
lesson never missing one, is the pupil who has the
by capable women teachers who knew their busi¬
her, account was taken of her record as piano
secret’ of real progress. The boy vaulting over the
ness and were up-to-date and thorough. Early
teacher, pianist and organist, and she received an
posts wouldn’t think of missing one. In fact he would
thrown upon her own resources, this girl began
appointment to an important post.
„o out of his wav to get an odd one across the street
teaching when very young. Even then she seemed
What is to be done in order to gain this coveted
to have the “knack” of imparting what she knew.
He is making a game of it. Why not make a joyous
experience which is such a valuable asset in the
Soon she had a large and promising class. She
game of your music lessons?
young
musician’s
career?
organized classes in ear-training and analysis, and
The difficulty is that few pupils have any idea of the
gave frequent pupils’ musicales, besides keeping up
real value of time. Gladstone said “Thrift of time will
Help Yourself
her own study and practice. She took organ les¬
repay you in after life with a usury of profit beyond
First: We must do all we can for ourselves.
sons also, and played the organ in the home church.
your most sanguine dreams.” Goethe said “Every mo¬
Suppose, for the time, our lot seems to be cast in
With seven years of experience behind her—with
ment is of infinite value, for it is the representative of
a small town, where there are but few musical ad¬
enthusiasm keen and fresh, ever striving to advance
a whole eternity.” A missed lesson means relaxed at¬
vantages. Shall we sit down with folded hands,
and improve herself—this girl applied for the post
tention, relaxed attention means relaxed effort and re¬
and give up the game? Not at all. If we are really
above-mentioned, not at all sure of winning it, but
laxed effort is the certain road to artistic failure. Not
in earnest in our desires to improve, to broaden
anxious to try. I hardly need add that she secured
until every pupil realizes how serious is the loss that
ourselves, to gain experience, we will be on the
the position without the least difficulty, on account
comes from missed lessons will this evil abate.
alert to enlarge our class of pupils, to make our
of the experience she had had. It was American
teaching more effective, thus making our pupils
training plus experience against foreign training
more interested in their work. We will improve
minus experience.
every opportunity that comes our way; if they do
It is quite likely, on the other hand, that if the
The Spur of Competition
not seem to come, we will entice them—more than
girl with the European training could have shown
this, we will go out and seek them.
that she had taught with success for six or seven
By Mrs. A. M. Colville
Second: Enlarge your repertoire. You can al¬
years, she might have carried off the coveted post,
ways be at work, learning new compositions, be¬
but it would have mainly been due to her previous
All
life
is
a
race
for goals and the teacher may em¬
coming
familiar
with
the
best
that
has
been
written
experience. School directors will not engage teach¬
ploy the spur of competition every day in putting pupils
for your instrument. There is no need to settle
ers without experience.
Many young musicians
ahead. Among those of my pupils, who are also
back with indolent contentment, when you are
have suddenly come upon this stumbling block, as,
school girls, was one interested in everything but music.
ignorant of the Fantasies, Rondos and Sonatas of
with high hopes and artistic aims, they prepared
Mozart and Haydn, the early Sonatas of Beethoven,
She couldn’t find time to practice, she didn’t like
to start out and enter the profession. Perhaps
the compositions of Mendelssohn, Schubert, Chopin,
to practice, nor did she like the things she was sup¬
they have already begun to give a few lessons in
Schumann and Liszt.
posed to practice.
their native town. Having grown up with the peo¬
Third:
Books
about
music.
There
are
so
many
The only decent thing left for me to do was to
ple, and played about in private musicales in earlier
of these, and the number is constantly increasing.
write to her parents, telling them I could teach her
days, they now find it difficult to command an
Lives of the great composers, their letters and
no longer. Then my waiting room came to the rescue.
adequate price for either playing or teaching in the
essays; analytical and critical studies of the works
One day this unsatisfactory young lady, not having
home town. When possible they leave home and
of the great composers, history of music, all these
been at school, came early for her lesson, and had
go to a music center for a couple of years, where
will prove of deep interest. While we speak of
to wait some fifteen minutes. The pupil I was teach¬
they take a course in some musical college or con¬
books on music, let us not forget the musical maga¬
ing at the time, a hard working, conscientious giff
servatory. Returning, they believe it will be an
zines,
so
full
of
helpful
and
progressive
ideas.
No
was playing a sonata of Haydn and playing it well
easy matter to start again in the home town; but
wide-awake teacher or student can afford to do
After dismissing her, I called Miss Rebel in, but giv¬
alas, the results are almost the same as before; it
without these aids to progress. If the teacher lives
is uphill work, with insufficient pay.
ing me no time to speak, she asked:
in a small, out oh the way town, it is all the more
“What was Ethel playing?”
imperative for her to have the uplift of these help¬
What Are Your Qualifications?
Upon my telling her, she said.
ful
monthly
or
weekly
visitants.
“I want to learn it too.”
They now grow restive, these young people, who
Reach
out
to
the
suburbs
of
your
town—or
be¬
Telling her it was more difficult than anything she
are so eager to make a living out of music. What
yond them—and broaden your field.
Bring the
had attempted seemed only to add fuel to the flatue
is to be done next? They apply for positions in
message of harmony to those who are not as for¬
of her ambition, so having a copy on hand we set to
schools and institutions away from home. But the
tunate as yourself. You may chafe because you do
work. Then came a surprise. I fancied she would
first questions that confront them are: What are
not live in a music center; you may think your life
tire, but not at all. She worked like a Trojan at les¬
your qualifications? What experience have you
narrow, because you fill it with a round of lesson¬
sons and at home. Difficulties were overcome, and
had?
giving. Do not forget that while you are teaching
not a word said of lack of time or inclination to
A case of this kind was that of a talented young
those
pupils,
you
are
helping
yourself;
you
are
the
practice. Practice periods jumped from an uncertain
teacher, who had studied the piano for years. She
one who is gaining the much-wished-for experience.
half hour, to two and a half hours a day. Then the
also broadened her horizon by taking up the organ,
Finally, when you have improved to the utmost
voice and harmony. She had a small church organ
reason for this remarkable reformation came to lightevery opportunity which can be grasped in your
At school, this girl and Ethel were rivals for supremacy
to play, and drilled the choir of the church. Wish¬
environment, the way suddenly opens for you to
ing to understand public school music, she took a
in their grade.
obtain
a
larger
environment,
a
wider
horizon.
two year’s course in this branch, and then applied
This gave me an idea which served me well. Once
Do
not
lose
a
moment,
then,
but
begin
to
gain
for a position. To the question as to experience,
a month I invited the girls whose music was about
your experience To-day!
she replied that in this particular line she had had
the same grade to my house for an evening. They
brought their fancy work, and it was understood each
was to play once. Between numbers they discussed
the pieces, composers and each other’s interpretations,
with an appalling frankness. Criticism delivered by
“Experience keeps a dear school but fools will learn in no other.” Benjamin Franklin
me in the same way would have evoked floods of tears,
could well say this because his whole education, right up to the day of his death,
but a word of mine, dropped into these discussions,
was in the school of experience and what American was wiser than "Poor Richard”?
helped to a better understanding, and eventually I had
the satisfaction of knowing that music lessohs were
studied and discussed as earnestly as school work.
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Prospect and Retrospect
A Critical Survey of To-day and Yesterday in Music
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Did you ever stop to think what a musical galaxy
came into the world just about one hundred years ago?
There were
Mendelssohn .1809-47
Chopin .1809-49
Schumann .
1810-56
Liszt .1811-86
Wagner . ...1813-83
each one of whom was doing some of his most wonderul work in the forties. I leave out of consideration
...1811-85
Henselt ..
...1814-89
...1815-88
Haberbier .
...1813-69
Doehler ...
...1814-56
Dreyschock
...1818-69
Kullak ....
...1818-82
Thalberg ..
...1812-71
Herz .
.. .1806-88
Moscheles .
.1794-1870
Lachner ...
...1811-93
Litolff
..1818-91
Bertini
.1798-1876
all of whom, with many other talented ones, were active
at this time. And yet the people of that period looked
back into the past to find anything worth while in the
realm of music.
Many people seem to have eyes in the backs of their
heads, so that it is much easier for them to look back¬
ward than forward. We all know that something
very unusual happened to Lot’s wife when she gave in
to the impulse to look backward, but that does not deter
them. How secure we feel in the past and how most
of the world, especially the well-to-do part, likes to go
on. reproducing its past to the end of time. How sure
we feel of Bach (1685-1750), Beethoven (1770-1827),
Mozart (1756-91) and even Brahms (1833-97) now,
and yet these men were all pioneers, “anarchs” as
Huneker puts it, men who dared to stand alone, men
of faith, not faith in the past but faith in themselves
and the future. Now; the question is, have we to-day
worthy successors to Beethoven, Schumann or Brahms
and their kind, and, if so, who are they?
Masters of To-day
It is safe to say that if we have any such masters
at this time we are not aware of it, at least I see no
reason for us to flatter ourselves that we are more dis¬
cerning in this regard than the generations that have
preceded us, including the very last one, which was
certainly as far off the track as any in its estimate of
I believe we have with us at the present moment as
great musicians as ever lived at any one time. Further¬
more, I feel certain there never were more talented com¬
posers than now at any one period. Every generation
has entertained angels unawares. I believe we are
doing the same now as in the past in our lack of appre¬
ciation. of what is around and about us and with us.
If you will now lend me your imagination for a mo¬
ment we will see if we cannot get a little further light on
this interesting subject. We will now suppose the an¬
nouncement is made that Handel, the great immortal
Handel (1685-1759). is to conduct his Oratorio of The
Messiah, or Bach (1685-1750), John Sebastian Bach, is
to give an organ recital the coming season. Let’s go a
little further and imagine that Mozart (1756-91) is an¬
nounced to conduct his opera Don Giovanni, or
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Beethoven to conduct his ninth Symphony. Mendels¬
sohn is to conduct his Oratorio of Elijah, or Wagner
to conduct Lohengrin or Die Meistersinger, or it is
learned that Chopin, the beloved Chopin, and Liszt,
the incomparable pianist of all time, are to give piano
recitals, or Liszt to conduct his Dante, or Faust
Symphonies or Oratorio of Christus or St. Elizabeth—
what do you suppose would happen? Wouldn’t the
musical world stand on its head, and wouldn’t it be
all agog as never before? Wouldn’t it be wild with
excitement, even to the point of hysterics, with anticipa¬
tion if any one of these things were to happen, and yet
when these and similar events did occur there was no
hysteria and often no undue excitement, which shows
that it takes time to appreciate the true greatness of
a real master.
Saint-Saens says, “When we have passed over the
fashion of extreme modulation, when we have ignored
the strivings after effect and complication we may
come back to strong simplicity.”
I venture to say, however, that this “come back” will
not take place until we revert to the romantic days of
the stage coach and the tallow candle, not to mention
innumerable other milestones, which have been passed
and left in the rear for all time. This reminds me of
what Bargiel once said anent Mendelssohn, when some¬
one remarked that he thought Mendelssohn’s star was
on the wane, that he had seen his best days; Bargiel
replied with much warmth, “Mendelssohn seen his
best days? My dear sir, I tell you Mendelssohn’s day
has not yet dawned.”
“Moscheles (1794-1870) disapproved of Chopin and ,
Liszt.” Yes, and so did practically every one else, at
that time, although Chopin’s greatness as a composer
was recognized before Liszt’s. Moscheles considered
himself the equal of Beethoven. And why shouldn’t he
have thought so when practically every one agreed with
him in this estimate of his powers?
Madame Moscheles’ Fund
Madame Moscheles, you know, left a fund by which
her husband’s memory was to be kept alive. The stu¬
dent who plays one of his concertos in the best manner
is to benefit by this fund. I believe the contest is an
annual one, but who would think of playing or studying
a Moscheles’ Concerto to-day unless he were paid
for it? Moscheles was a more imposing-figure in his
day than even Paderewski, let’s say, is to-day, but what
of it, what’s left of'him now? Moscheles was born
in 1794, but passed away as recently as 1870. We read,
“He was undoubtedly for some considerable time the
greatest executant of his age. For a concert given by
Cramer he wrote his famous Hommage a Haendel, a
duet for two pianofortes which afterwards became a
lasting favorite with the public.” Yes, it used to be
played much even twenty odd years ago, but has it
“lasted?” How many of you have heard it or have
played it? “He was recognized from end to end of
Europe as a virtuoso of the highest rank.” Moscheles’
most important compositions are his Concertos Sonatas
and Studies, Three Allegri di Bravura. He also wrote
a Concerto for two pianofortes, and orchestra which
he first played from manuscript with Mendelssohn in
London, in 1829. We all know his twenty-four studies
Op. 70. Of these he might well be proud; they form
such a valuable connecting link between Cramer and
Chopin studies. The oblivion into which the rest of
his work has fallen would make him very sad if he

were to return to earth now. He wouldn’t understand
it at all, after all his truly magnificent success as com¬
poser, pianist and teacher of so recent date.
And what about Hummel (1778-1834), who was on
most intimate terms with Mozart and studied with him
for two years? He also studied with Haydn in
Vienna. “He was considered by many the leading
musician of an age in which Beethoven was in the
zenith of his power. The orations offered to him were
unprecedented.” His compositions are numerous and
comprise almost every branch of music. He wrote
several operas, two grand masses. And this is Hummel
whose Sonata in F sharp minor, Concertos in A minor
and B minor and Septet were, a comparatively few
years ago, rated by many as high as anything that had
ever been written. Up to twenty-five or thirty years
ago even Hummel was a figure in the world of music.
One of the critics of the Beethoven-Hummel period
wrote about as follows:
“This man Beethoven has talent, undoubted talent, but
he seems to be constantly straining after new effects
His music is more or less bizarre, dissonant, unmusical
and erratic. If he would only write in a sane and
normal way, like his great contemporary Hummel, for
instance, much might be hoped for his future as a
composer.”
Reger and Debussy
Look at the cases of Reger (1873) and Debussy
(1862), for instance, at the present time, and see how
history repeats itself. You see it’s somewhat like this:
The young pianist of forty or fifty years ago just as
naturally studied Hummel and included him in his
repertoire as the young student of to-day takes up, not
Hummel, but Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms and
Debussy. The Carl Baermans, Perabos, Carl Reineckes,
William Masons as young men took up Hummel (17781837) and carried him along with them through their
lives just as the younger pianists of to-day are taking
up Debussy, etc., and leaving Hummel to his fate
That means in a few more years, in spite of his bril¬
liant career of a few decades ago, Hummel will be en¬
tirely forgotten, lost in oblivion.
I have taken these two figures, Hummel and Mos¬
cheles of two generations ago, to throw light on mu¬
sical conditions and show what happened at that time
as regards contemporaneous criticism.
Matthew
Arnold says: “To ascertain the master current in the
literature of an epoch, and to distinguish this from all
minor currents, is the critic’s highest function; in dis¬
charging it he shows how far he possesses the most
indispensable quality of his officeHustness of spirit.”
What I wish to make clear to you is the fact that no
generation has ever been able to size itself up correctly.
Emerson says, “To be great is to be misunderstood.”
He might have gone further and added not only mis¬
understood but often to be hated, despised and rejected
of men. It is worthy of note that all composers of
significance have been instrumentalists, usually pianists,
although a few who leaned toward the violin, notably
Haydn, Spohr, Dvorak, Kalliwoda and Joachim, also
did fine work. No vocalist has ever written anything
of consequence. Study your list of composers and see
how true this is.
I well remember attending a Liszt piano recital in
Berlin, in 1872, in commemoration of the fiftieth anni¬
versary of Liszt’s appearance before the public, given
by Franz Bendel. Liszt was not much thought of as a
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composer in those days. There were only about one
hundred and fifty in the audience. Bendel, some of
you will remember, came to this country to play in the
great Peace Jubilee of 1869 in Boston.
But what of Reger, Max Reger, the most imposing
figure in the world of music to-day, it seems to me,
without doubt? If reincarnation is true and John
Sebastian Bach is back on earth again he has certainly
returned in the person of Max Reger. Ask Franz
Kneisel what he thinks of Reger, of his String
Quartet in E flat, for instance, one of his latest, if
not his very latest, quartets. Ask concert master Theo¬
dore Spiering, of the New York Philharmonic, what
he thinks of Reger’s sonatas for the violin alone.
As for Debussy, I think that from now on Chopin
will have to divide honors with him. Eventually
Debussy will be as dominant a note in the realm of
music as Chopin is to-day. De Pachmann, with his
Chopin recitals, is already a thing of the past. Notice
the avidity with which the younger students are taking
up the study of Debussy. The older musicians, those
of authority, wise and experienced, as always, have
come to a standstill. Their attitude toward the new,
as represented by Reger, Strauss and Debussy, is one
ranging from indifference to downright opposition and
ridicule. I know of one most scholarly musician, for
instance, who would not allow a note of Debussy to
be played on his piano. But the progressive party of
music is growing visibly. The followers of the new
light in the musical heavens are increasing in numbers
daily.
Just as the last generation gave us Brahms and Liszt,
and from the one before that we received Schumann,
Mendelssohn and Chopin,, so now we have Reger,
Strauss and Debussy as our contribution to the musical
riches of the world. Their halos are hardly visible yet,
but I believe in due time none will shine more brightly
than these three who are with us now.
“Many writers who make a profound contemporary

impression , disappear at the horizon. And some who
are made nothing of while they are here find their
earthly sunset the sunrise of their immortality,
y
Horace Traubel in the Conservator.
Every pianist knows that no matter how great his
pianistic triumphs, even if they equa those ot a
Paderewski (1860) or Liszt, when his last concert >s
given, when his last note has been struck, he has already
begun to be of the past, to fade from the memory of
the present.
Faith and Accomplishment
No great work was ever accomplished without great
faith. The Great Masters all had this faith, the fruits
of which are now our common heritage. The more l
think of it the more I see what faith it takes to throw
down the gauntlet to tradition and convention and
push on along into yet untrodden paths. How much
easier to use the old formulas, believe the old truths,
and work in the old paths. I believe that our progress
in every direction, moral, spiritual, material, philo¬
sophical or scientific, has been in proportion to our
faith as human beings. Raff (1822-82) and Rubin¬
stein (1829-94) are the two greatest examples of com¬
posers of modern times who appeared to be fixed stars
in the musical firmament, but proved not to be of this
calibre.
What of Rubinstein. I don’t think any one ever
tried harder than Rubinstein to stand in the front
rank as a composer. Now Rubinstein had every reason
to be encouraged in regard to his greatness and im¬
mortality as a composer as far as the favor and en¬
thusiasm of the public was concerned. • Rubinstein was
constitutionally orthodox as a composer and so was
decidedly opposed to the arch heretics, his great con¬
temporaries Wagner, Liszt and Berlioz, and yet the
lustre of these three has grown steadily brighter, while
Rubinstein’s glory has almost faded out.
His
symphony in C major, the Ocean Symphony, was re¬

ceived with great acclaim. The whole conservative
world of music hailed him as the musical Messiah fM
whom it had been waiting. His ambition to be a composer of the first magnitude grew as the years went on.
One work after another, great and small, just poured
from his pen. The ink was hardly dry on one composition before another was begun; numberless so„gs
and piano pieces, quartets and sonatas, overtures, concertos for piano, violin and ’cello, symphonies and
fifteen oratorios.
Raff and Tschaikowsky
A word about Raff (1822-1882)
I well remember
when on the music committee of the Philharmonic
orchestra in the late seventies there was such a clamor
for his Leonora Symphony that we had to give it twice
in one season. His symphony In IValde was also re¬
ceived with acclaim and enthusiasm. His name was
seen on programs on all sides. His concertos, es¬
pecially the one in C minor, was often heard. But all
this has passed. All there is left of Raff is a few
piano pieces which still linger with us, and so with the
glorious lion-like, invincible and uncomparable Rubin¬
stein, all there is left is the Kammenoi, Melody in F,
False Caprice and D minor concerto to tell the story
of former grandeur. All this reminds me so much
of Tschaikowsky (1840-93) to-day. His Symphonic
Pathetique bears the same relation to our time that
Raff’s Leonore bore to the public in his day, a com¬
paratively few years ago. There are those who see
greatness and immortality in Tschaikowsky just at it
was predicated in Raff’s case. I believe they are mis¬
taken. The elements of greatness and immortality are
not present in Tschaikowsky’s case more than in that
of Raff, and as time goes on I feel very certain this is
the way it will work out.
Are we looking forward? Have we eyes in the front
of our heads?

Helpful Ideas in a Nutshell
Plain English for Children
Never use long words when teaching children. They
do not always ask the teacher to explain, but wait till
they get home where they can “ask mother.
Mothei
does not always know. Never tell a child his wrist
is “rigid” when you mean stiff. “Have a loose wrist
is better than flexible or pliable. At the same time
longer words may be used by degrees, after the simpler
one is thoroughly understood so that the words in
current use are gradually acquired. Music has enough
complications as it is, without adding the complications
of the English language. One mother taught her child
to go to the dictionary with the result that the. child
always went instead of asking her mother. This did
not prove an unmixed blessing, however, since diction¬
ary explanations of words are not always simple enough
for children to understand. Children often appear to be
stubborn or stupid, when the trouble really is that they
are puzzled by the use of words which for them are
without meaning.—Miss J. O. Y.
Using the Material at Hand
If you travel during the summer and visit various
cities while on your vacation, instead of buying the
cheap articles offered to tourists as “souvenirs pur¬
chase a good piece of music or a book, writing on *it
your name, the place where you bought it and the date.
You will soon have a “souvenir” collection of good
music that you will greatly appreciate.
I have obtained double service from my Etude since I
adopted the following plan. I keep a little notebook
handy while looking through each new issue, and when I
come to an article that will be of future help to me, I
make a note of it in the book as follows, How Classi¬
fication Helps in Music Study, Jan., 1915, page 19. I
also keep on hand a supply of postal cards and answer
such advertisements as appeal to my possible needs,
receiving catalogs and literature informing me of new
publications, new aids for teaching and study, and
musical supplies in general, essential knowledge to a
teacher’s success.
At a recent recital the children came in costume sug¬
gestive of the piece of music they played, which added
considerable noveltv to the affair. In cases where this
could not be applied they might dress in costume of the
country in which the composer was born.—G. J. F.

“Go Catch a Gray Goose”
Go catch a gray goose is a game which my little folks
like very much. On a table I place a number of cards
with staffs, each bearing one note. I stand at the piano,
one of the older children is at the blackboard, and the
others line up across the room from the piano. A note
is drawn on the board; as soon as each child recognizes
the note he runs to find it on the piano; as soon as he
finds it I speak his name, and then he runs to find the
card bearing that note on the table. The first child to
find the card brings it to me for verification, the “gray
goose” which he has pursued and caught. When one
child has four cards, he or she is “out,” thus giving the
slower children a chance. Not more than ten or a dozen
should play this game, or roughness and confusion will
result.
M. D. Minn.
For the Forgetful Pupil
A little pupil of mine seemed incapable of remember¬
ing what her next lesson was to be. Next time I went
to town, therefore, I bought a little blue pad of paper
about two and a half by four inches in size. Each time
she comes, her lesson (and the date it is given) is writ¬
ten out for her on a sheet from the pad, and this is fas¬
tened with a small clasp on the page of her exercise
book. As each lesson is completed the little blue sheet
is fastened in the back of the book, for future refer¬
ence. By this means the pupil’s book is kept more tidy,
prevents forgetfulness, and keeps a record of past
work which is often very useful.—M. D.
To Systematize Practice of Pieces
Draw on a piece of paper a number of squares—as
many as there are measures in the section of piece
being studied. At the same time number the measures
and squares to correspond. Then carefully go over the
piece, and in every measure where a mistake appears
mark with a pencil a cross in the corresponding square.
Then, as you overcome the mistakes, erase the crosses
until a clean sheet is shown. Thus at a glance you
may see what you have accomplished and avoid the
mistake of practicing too much on familiar phrases and
neglecting those which are unfamiliar.—G. F.

Memorizing Contests
Whenever I give a children’s recital, all have to mem¬
orize their pieces. In order to have the pupils memor¬
ize their pieces quickly and well, I pin up in my studio
a list of the names of those who have finished first. All
work hard not to be last. After all have memorized
their pieces I pin up a list as follows:
Perfect
(Names of Pupils)
Less than five mistakes
(Names of Pupils)
More than five mistakes
(Names of Pupils)
More than ten mistakes
(Names of Pupils)
This always makes the pupils try very much harder
than if they do not know how the rest are progress¬
ing—R. J. R,
Caution
After ten years spent in teaching many small pupils
I found my right shoulder quite a little higher and
my left lower. This is not a condition to cultivate, but
it was caused by leaning over so much with the pupil
on one side. The remedy is to form the habit of sitting
upon alternate sides of different pupils at different
lessons. That is, with one pupil sit upon the left side
of the pupil and with the next pupil sit upon the right
side.—N. W.
A Studio Bulletin Board
When in Vienna studying I stayed at a pension that
had a musical custom we, in this country, ought to
adopt. In a very conspicuous place in the general
hall a bulletin board held up to our notice posters of all
the forthcoming musical events. In this way we knew
exactly what was coming, when it was due and our
memories were wisely jogged in time to get good seats.
As a result' of this I have now in my studio an an¬
nouncement board upon which I post concert notices
and urge all pupils to attend. It helps create that so
much talked-of European musical atmosphere.—L. R< C.
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Sentiment and Sentimentality in Music
By the noted blind Piano Virtuoso

EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
I think it safe to assume that no professional
musician or critic will dispute the general proposition
that the possession of a certain amount of some kind
of sentiment or emotion is absolutely essential in
interesting and successful playing or singing and that
the training and development of the student’s capacities
along this line are an important part of a teacher’s
work.
There is much difference of opinion and much bitter
wrangling in regard to the best means to be employed
to obtain the desired results and as to the amount and
■ kind of sentiment which it is requisite or even per¬
missible to express. Some stand for an exact unwaver¬
ing adherence to and reproduction of what are sup¬
posed to have been the ideas and feelings of the com¬
poser, as indicated by the often faulty and always in¬
adequate marks of expression on the pages of music.
This they term a scholarly objective interpretation, a
laudable fidelity to the composer’s intention, though
it may be and usually is as cold as a refrigerating
plant, as dry as a last year’s cornstalk and as uninter¬
esting as a rail fence.
Exaggerated Sentimentality
Others demand free rein for the individuality of
the player and clamor hotly for the dominant personal
note or as they express it, the putting of one’s self
into the music wholly, irrespective of the fact that one
may be at the time or for that matter at all times,
completely out of harmony with the composer’s temper¬
amental and intellectual attributes and the particular
mood he is voicing.
I once heard a pianist play Schumann’s Des Abends
fortissimo and presto throughout, because as he said
he felt it that way. He might as well paint a soft
summer afternoon with screaming scarlet and funeral
black, because forsooth the scene reminded him of a
personal tragedy which drove him to despair
and made him see red.
Some players insist that all music should
glow and throb with passionate fervor, all
else seeming to them tame and dull; while
still others talk learnedly of classic repose and
modest, dignified self-restraint, claiming that
it is indelicate to reveal one’s own feelings
or to wear one’s heart on his sleeve.
So the conflicting theories and ideals are
bandied about and discussed pro and con until
the poor student of music knows not where
he stands or which path to follow, too often
trying a different one with each new teacher
and arriving nowhere.
However, while the precise quality and
quantity of sentiment permissible and the limits
within which it may be expressed, without
violating the sacred laws of artistic decorum,
are points on which hardly two agree, on one
thing all seem unanimous, at least as far as
the piano is concerned, namely, that the one
unpardonable sin is sentimentality. This ab¬
horred and much-feared word, loaded with
the accumulated scorn and contempt with which
decades of misuse have weighted it, is con¬
stantly being employed as a club to beat out
the life of the nascent musical feeling and ar¬
tistic enthusiasm of a host of luckless students,
to force them to forswear their best though
undisciplined instincts and become mere piano
playing or rather piano pounding machines.
This club is wielded with greatest energy
and effectiveness by the numerous class of
music teachers and critics who have them¬
selves no ^ntiment or emotion and so can
express none and cannot understand or tol¬
erate it in others. They seem to have for¬
gotten that music is primarily and chiefly the
language of emotion or sentiment, the terms
are practically synonymous, and also to have
forgotten that, as one of our Boston critics
aptly expressed it, the piano was once
sidered a musical instrument.

For such musical art seems to consist of but three
elements, noise, speed and endurance, and the piano
is merely an ingenious piece of mechanism devised
for the purpose of displaying digital dexterity and
muscular development. Hence their insistent clamor
for technique and always more technique. Unfortun¬
ately this attitude is to be found in high places in the
profession, among those often whose opinion and ex¬
ample carry weight, to the detriment of musical prog¬
ress and interest among the masses of the public and
tending to render the piano the most unpopular of in¬
struments.
It must be remembered that sentiment in art, like
many of the highest things in life, such as love, honor,
truth, fidelity and generosity', are sneered at and re¬
viled only by those who are incapable of feeling them.
I am prepared to assert unreservedly and to maintain
against all comers that there is and can be no ex¬
cess of sentiment, or what is known as sentimentality,
in piano playing, though the lack of it often bores us
to extinction in what is otherwise a faultless per¬
formance. I say performance advisedly. It is that
and nothing more, interesting if at all merely from
a mechanical standpoint, for lack of just that muchdecried sentiment.
It is absurd to claim that an artist can have too
much of it as to say that a locomotive or an auto¬
mobile can have too much power. It is only when
the power is misused or uncontrolled that it becomes
dangerous. Emotion is the motive energy, the first
essential of all really artistic achievement. Only when
misguided and improperly expressed does it interfere
with the highest success.
What is called excess of emotion is simply lack of
taste and training in its manifestation. When we
hear an amateur or an underdone, inexperienced , pro¬

fessional producing all sorts of exaggerated and in¬
artistic effects, by extreme and unwarranted changes
of tempo and tone power, by excessive use of the
rubato, by sudden thunderous outbursts and surprising
mysterious whispers, not in the least called for or
indicated in the music, by delirious accelerandos and
soul-splitting retards in the wrong places; in a word,
by the misuse Of all the recognized means of expres¬
sion, it does not indicate an overabundance of emotion¬
ality in the player, but simply that his emotions are
undisciplined and chaotic, his taste crude, and above
all his means of expression defective.
What he needs is not the stamping out of all feel¬
ing, the scorching of sentiment from his soul with
the searing irons of ridicule and sneering criticism,
but the careful and considerate guiding and training
of such feeling as he possesses, help in the fuller and
deeper appreciation of true sentiment and above all
help in perfecting his means of self-utterance. He
needs to have his taste refined and educated, his sense
of proportion awakened, his musical intelligence broad¬
ened, till he can, grasp a composition as a whole, with
all its inter-related parts taking their proper place and
importance with regard to each other and the complete
work, not as a succession of incoherent fragments. It
is not sentimentality that ails him but lack of balance
and clarity of insight and the ability to express him¬
self properly.
We may be very sure that the writer of any compo¬
sition which has survived the hour of its birth had
plenty of fervor, if he were not in a “fine frenzy.”
Had he been in the mood which some musicians would
have us preserve while playing and produce in an
audience, most certainly he would never have been
striving to express himself in the language of tone. He
would have been reading a newspaper or taking a nap.
. If a public speaker rants and raves, gesticulates
like a monkey, shouts his conjunctions and
whispers his verbs, stops at the end of a wouldbe impressive sentence for rhetorical effect long
enough for the audience to go out and get a
drink, and rushes through the next few sen¬
tences so fast that the words are unintelligible,
we do not say that he has or expresses too
much emotion, but that he is devoid of sense and
has not the rudiments of really effective deliv¬
ery. He is not sentimental but uneducated.
The laws governing declamation and musical
interpretation are practically identical and if
they are duly regarded, the effectiveness of
both will be in exact proportion to the intensity
of the emotion- back of them.
The Great Performers
1 once heard Liszt say at a lesson “If you
would agreeably warm your audience, you
must yourself be white hot.” The most suc¬
cessful players of every generation have been
those of greatest emotional power, supple¬
mented of course by an adequate technique and
cultured taste.
Why then should we fear to be called senti¬
mental? It is really the highest of tribute,
although the term has been abused till it comes
to us charged with unjust opprobrium. It is
derived from the French verb sentir, to feel
and means only that we are capable of feeling’
and feeling is the soul of all true art, the im¬
pelling force of all high action and must ante¬
date both.
Let us have sentiment then by all means, in
preference to hide-bound pedantry and frozen
stolidity. To my thinking the greatest man
is not he who can accomplish the most in a
practical way, nor even he who can think most
clearly and profoundly, though I duly honor
these, but rather the man who is emotionally
most highly endowed. It is the small b '
gifted class of such men which has given
the world its poets, its composers, its
and patriots and its religious leaders.
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on a scale of ten: on technique, which is, rough’y

^ it is arranged in this order not as an ironand lt.
.
-followed in detail with each pupil,
rule that must bs®a^ard to which all experienced and
but
simply teachers
f hers uner.enced
unconsciously
adhere,
which1thea
competent
^
safe,yand
follow

younger and
Tbese courses will prove a special
mode1 and g d e dass of tcachers, and already they
which is simply the approximate rendition of the com
are°be?ng enthusiastically received by them.
poser’s thought or emotion.
No arbitrary, dictatorial or narrow spirit, and no
Then let each member of the committee average th^
Perry here deals with those. ..„ which have
No arDlt
nl be discovered in these courses,
..trials issued by many
. the plan of employing
percentage and finally take the three se so
accUrate
mercenary
*
d ^ ^ WQrk is s0 br0ad, inclut publishers. The scbemi > foist the works of one
average them. The results will be a fiairly accura
on of all others has the
but
it will b
tha(. it will fit all pupils and all
-Editor op The Etude.]
estimate of the work done, even if sometimes incorrect
contempt of
tedchersf yet so carefully planned and prepared that
It must be remembered that marks in thems^®s a
A movement is being strongly agitated in Kansas City
of no real value or importance; but as somethmg
and some other of the most progressive centers of edu¬
iprove his work by following it.
definite to be striven for, as a stimulus to e
’
improve
cation in the west to inaugurate a system of credits or
Hill_s_
No particular.publisher,
author,_ method 0 school
as mile-stones on the path of progress, to be reached
marks, to be given to pupils who seek them, correspond¬
y .
i • a these rnurses,
courses, and there is absoand pasbed by those who can only see a mile ahead, th y
has been favored
ing to and identical with those given for work in other
o anyone connected
lutely no expense of any kind
.
,
studies. Such credit marks are not merely for work, are of vital significance.
The plan suggested if adopted would raise
with their use.--done in the school under the regular teachers and
standard of music and its estimation in the community,
musical supervisors, but also for legitimate and inte Ten Commandments for Young
help the students to do better work, and make ior
ligent study under private teachers out of school hours,
general culture, of which we alas have at present very
Composers
who have a good and recognized standing in tne
little in our practical America of to-day.
1 Don't try to break into print with mediocre stuff.
profession. .
...
This is an encouraging sign of the times, and tne
I did it, and it took a while to live it down.
value and importance of such a system cannot be too
2 Don’t try to compose “highbrow” things before
The Kansas Study Credit Plan
strongly emphasized. First, because it places the
you’ve mastered work in the smaller forms.
serious study of music on a par with other lines of in¬
The preceding article by Mr. Perry indicates the need
3 Don’t call the publishers fools for rejecting your
tellectual effort and development, as an equal factor in
for credits for musical work. The plan followed in
first manuscripts. They are human, they often make
education and the acquirement of culture; second, be¬
Kansas has resulted in issuing between two and three
Shakes, but they are ANXIOUS to accept works
cause if would stimulate both pupils and teachers to
hundred certificates of accreditization to teachers, l ne
which “get across.” Remember that!
make it really such by forcing them to treat music
plan followed is outlined in a Blue Book recently pub¬
4 Don’t try to market orchestra works and chamber
seriously, to put into it the same mental effort and con¬
lished by the Kansas State Music Teachers’ Association.
music until those who have exploited your works have
centration which they have to put into other studies to
The Kansas teachers have wisely avoided falling into
really made a success with your more unpretentious
pass examinations successfully, and giving them the
the mire of commercialism, which might easily have
efforts. Were they to break this rule they would soon
same definite standard to work toward and for instead
been the case had they adopted one proprietory system
lose caste with Dun’s and Bradstreet s.
of regarding it as merely a superficial and pleasureto the exclusion of all others. The school book scandals,
5 Don’t try to set to music The Night Has a Thou¬
giving accomplishment; third, because so far as instru¬
which have been some of the ugliest examples of graft
sand Eyes and The Sweetest Flower That Blows.
mental music is concerned it is the best manual training
legislation in our country, have been due to the
Other composers have succeeded with these poems, and
nefarious plan of permitting publishing firms to make
known.
... .
your own effort might precipitate an anti-climax.
Why teach your boys to use tools and your girls to
the use of their books compulsory.
6. Don’t send in a manuscript to a publishing house
make baskets? Are you training them all to be car¬
carelessly prepared.
Missing sharps and flats quite
penters and basket-makers as a vocation? Or are you
As system is behind every successful business enter¬
often prejudice an editor. Your stems turned the
simply teaching them to use their hands intelligently
prise, so it is also essential in studying and teaching,
wrong way or your penmanship with an unprofessional
and dexterously, to establish the correlation of brain
he it music, theology, medicine, law or any other branch
twist may keep you from becoming a member of the
and muscles?
,
.
of learning. This fact is not one that has been dis¬
firm.
It is hard to make some school men realize that the
covered in recent years, as all successful universities,
7. Bbn’t (if you are doihg songs) set to music any¬
proper study of music is an education, not a pastime,
colleges and other places of learning, many of them
thing but singable English. Many poems are highly
and the most exacting and intensive education of every
centuries old, have demonstrated. Our public schools
literary, but miserably unvocal.
faculty and capacity, mental, emotional, nervous and
are based on system, and every successful private school
8. Don’t try to compose before you’ve had a good har¬
muscular. They say or feel that one studies music to
and private teacher has a system. System is not a cutmonic foundation. This may be inborn and it may be
be able to play or sing a'few little pieces more or less
and-dried formula to which pupils are attached, or into
acquired.
satisfactorily. In some, perhaps many cases, this is
which they are forced whether it fits them and they fit
9. Don’t be influenced too much by foreign composers
___
e
properly
only too true, but if teaching and study
it or not, but an intelligent mode of procedure which,
either in style or conception. Endeavor to maintain a
conducted, the results e far more important and farby experience, has been found to bring the best results
decent perspective, but above all try, for heaven's sake,
when applied to the needs of the pupil. The one who
to be yourself!
^Merely learning to play scales accurately and rapidly
gains the most by such a course is the pupil himself,
10. Don’t be jealous of other composers.—Charles
on any instrument demands more exact and instan¬
for there is no longer any danger of haphazard, aimless
Wakefield Cadman in The Los Angeles Examiner.
taneous coordination of brain impulses, motor nerve
experimenting.
transmission and responsive muscular action than any
The superintendents of public schools and principals
form of manual training yet devised. The motions
The Blindness of Bach
of high schools of the state of Kansas have desired for
must be ten times more swift, more exact and more
The fact that John Sebastian Bach went blind to¬
some years to allow credit in the schools under their
carefully controlled than in any kind of basketry or
charge for music study done outside of school hours and wards the end of his life is well known. The blind¬
fancy work ever contrived. It .develops also will power,
under the instruction of teachers not directly subject ness was due, says William Wallace, in his book, The
patience, self-control and especially if done without
to their control. But until some authoritative standard Musical Faculty, Its Origins and Processes, to an
printed notes, as it should be, much discriminating
was set by which it was possible to judge whether or operation for cataract. Bach was operated upon by
intelligence.
, ...
Taylor, an Englishman, who had previously operated
not the instruction received outside the school was of
If any professor of mathematics or physiology doubts
such a quality that it merited recognition by the public on Handel for defective eyesight, with unfortunate re¬
this, let him learn to name, even without sounding the
sults. Taylor travelled through Germany in 1750 and
school authorities, it was difficult, if not impossible
notes in half a dozen minor scales, and he will find that
to decide which pupils should receive credits and 1751. The operation was known as “couching,” by
he is up against a problem a degree or two more diffi¬
which the posterior capsule of the opaque lens was
which not.
cult than any he ever propounded in his classroom, i
The system of credits has been under discussion ruptured so as to permit the lens to fall back into the
have studied all three and know whereof I speak.
among progressive teachers of music all over the United vitreous. The removal of the opacity admitted light
Again, an even fairly creditable interpretation of any
to the retina, and the patient was able to perceive
States,
and
many
state
associations
have
taken
more
or
good composition, however technically simple, requires
less definite action in the matter, while all are agreed objects with the aid of spectacles—which replaced the
intelligence, discrimination, a sense of proportion and
that there should be such a system. The state associa¬ absent lens. The opaque lens, in escaping to the pos¬
the relation and balance of parts, and above and beyond
tion of Kansas at its last two annual meetings dis¬ terior chamber or vitreous, lay against the iris in the
all these the development and control of the emotions,
cussed the matter thoroughly, and the present Blue “danger zone” of the eye-ball. “It is not to be won¬
to perceive and reproduce the composer’s mood and
Book is the outcome of these discussions and the work dered at,” comments Mr. Wallace, “that blindness re¬
intention. This latter is a phase, of education sadly
_
accomplished by the committees appointed for the pur¬ sulted.”
neglected in our country.
pose of drafting the courses. It will be seen that this
But, it may be said, music is an art, not an exact
The Sanctity of Music
set of courses is not the work of a few idle moments,
science. How can the examinations be made scientific
I often think of music as a soul-language; it utters
but the result of experience, deliberation, discussion and
and the marks be accurate or just? Musicians disagree
what words cannot express. Is it possibly that music
earnest labor on the part of people who have devoted,
among themselves. Methods differ. It is true the task
shall be the language of heaven, and that thereby our
and are yet devoting the best years of their lives to the
may not be easy, but it can be accomplished. I have
daily or hourly utterances become praise?
study
of
how
to
teach
music.
It
is
not
claimed
that
had years of experience as Visiting Examiner in
No matter what definition of music we may give, so
this work is original, and that only by following it to
various schools and colleges. I suggest that a com¬
much is sure, that the essence of art is love. It comes
the letter good results can be obtained; but any mu¬
mittee be appointed to pass on the work of all pupils,
from God, hence it leads back to God, and its mission
sician will readily see, that it is assembled from the
consisting of the Musical Supervisor in the schools and
here can only be that of peace.
best and most authoritative sources, and contains the
two or more disinterested teachers of standing in
Let us accept music as a gift, a most precious gift
essence of the output of the most eminent composers,
the city.
,
.
of God; let us study it with reverence; let us practice
arranged in the order which, in the opinion of leading
Let each pupil play or sing a few scales and exercises
it with humility and diligence, so that we may catch
teachers
the
world
over,
is
likely
to
produce
the
best
and two or more compositions of different styles or
and drink in the spirit of love which it breathes, which
results.
In
the
very
nature
of
things
all
teachers
moods. Then let each of the committee mark the work
is of God, and which leads to God.—Carl Mesz.
to°the" best 6Qf his judgment, on three separate counts necessarily use
of this material with all pupils,
By Edward Baxter Perry
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The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted

by

N.

J.

COREY

This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “What to Teach," etc., and not technical problems pertaining to musical
theory, history, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.
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Technique Manuals
“At what stage In the pupil’s progress should
Mason's Touch and Technic be taken up? Can the
Mason or Philipp technical manuals be used with
pupils in the fourth or fifth grades?"
M. W.
Mason intended that the elementary principles of
his system- should be applied from the beginning.
Manuals of technic should not be looked upon as in¬
struction books, but compendiums in which teachers
may find material to use in the treatment of their
pupil’s needs at any stage of their progress. I have
known a number of blundering teachers starting pupils
at the beginning of Mason’s four volumes with the
intention of taking them right through just as they
would a collection of etudes; a fatal lack of under¬
standing. Both systems of technic that you mention are
intended to be used at all stages of a student’s de¬
velopment. The practice of the scales and arpeggios,
in their multitudinous forms, should be employed for
years, not weeks. No pupil in the fourth and fifth
grades can possibly have mastered the scales in double
thirds and sixths, and these are as a matter of course
a part of the study in both systems. Then there is
the treatment of octaves which requires great ad¬
vancement to fully master. You should make abso¬
lutely certain that you thoroughly understand Mason’s
system. If you have no teacher to explain it, you
should read each and every paragraph of reading
matter, not once, but many times very thoughtfully, in
your endeavor to understand the entire meaning.
There are many of the principles that might prove
useless to your pupils if introduced too early in their
development.
Hands and Wrists Level
i hold their
s level, and strike th
the
nnger rotion on the tips, holding the a-st knuckle
firmly, and teaching the various othf touches as
they become more advanced? Some
claim to he teaching the same method am dispute
me and maintain the wrist should he in
N. R.
Your method will ensure a correct beginning for your
students. I have never liked the low wrist position,
for I have seen so many who had been started in that
manner whose hands dragged heavily on their fingers.
They seemed never to be able to acquire supple action,
but always showed a tendency to pull on their fingers
as if the hand were a dead weight. When the hand
and wrist are on a level, and the fingers rounded, it'is
a natural up and down motion that produces the sound,
pressing the keys directly down. Lower the wrist and
make exactly the same natural movement, and the
finger will slide along the surface of the key, showing
that a pulling, or “clawing” motion as some call it,
must be used, in order to depress the keys.
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his parents. If they wish his taste to be developed,
you will have to try and pull him along as best you
may, using as few exercises and etudes as possible.
Quick movements from sonatinas, and pieces oj a
similar character, may be used for study, and will ex¬
ercise an influence on his taste. Some of the follow¬
ing pieces may serve to keep him interested: The Barn
Dance, Sanford; Sailors’ Song and Hornpipe, Koelling;
Badinerie Valse, Horvath; The Monkey and the Ele¬
phant, Marche Grotesque, Farrar; Drum and Bugle
Fanfare, Lerman; Le Carillon, Polka Brillantc, Ringuet ; The Regiment Passing, Schleiffarth; In' High
Spirits, Sartorio; To Springtime, Eggeling; Dance of
the Midgets, Cadman. Pieces like the last two are
good finger practice. In using such music, however,
try and intersperse with it pieces of a higher grade’
so as gradually to lead to something better.
Resuming Practice
■able to employ a tcache

e daily sufficient?
’ "1 slow practice?
find it exceedlngTy difflcuTt?" “y ffiemo,'lzlnS wl,eu 1
“o. Should the little finger be as curved as the
others, and the knuckle joint as high ?
-i. Should the thumb be held straight or slightly
curved ?
F„ C. M.
L If ’you are out of practice it will be well to do
some reviewing first. Czerny-Liebling, Books 2 and 3
will be admirable for this, as well as Heller Op. 46
and 45. See to your finger action in this practice, that
your hands are flexible and loose. Stiffness and strain
will ruin your progress later. Doering’s Octave Studies
may be practiced. . Take up Cramer and then dementi,
selecting the best. Kullak’s School of Octaves may
come later, and Moscheles Op. 70.
2. Two hours of intelligent practice will accomplish
more’than twice that amount in the careless manner of
many students. Whatever you do, practice with active
intelligence.
3. Slow practice at first, and then work up to proper
tempo.
4. A half hour extra spent in memorizing every day
will improve your musicianship wonderfullv. Begin
with simple things.
5. The little finger is shorter and naturallv cannot
curve as much as the longer ones, and the knuckle joint
lies a little lower.
6. The thumb should he straight when the hand is
extended, but in close position the point may turn very
slightly towards the palm.

For the Frivolous
“What pieces and exercises should I give to a
pupil who is fifteen years old, has studied two
years, and is more than ordinarily gifted, hut savs
he cares nothing for slow music, and prefers to
play ragtime? His character is of course light and
flippant, and the ordinary materials would "not be
successful with him.”
m W

Scales in Sixths and Thirds
for fingering scales
in sixths and tti
fourths and fifths?
The books give
ings that it is oonfusing.
“What are the names of the reed and of
stops on a pipe organ ?'”

Such pupils are not at all uncommon, and are often
a problem in more ways than one. Such a boy would
doubtless maintain his rights to be taught that which
he desired to learn, and while he is not old enough
to have an opinion worthy of respect, yet cannot be
won by forcing upon him that which he hates. To
humor such a pupil sometimes works discontent with
others in the class, who may think for the moment
their music is not so interesting as his, especially in a
community where every pupil knows what all
e others are doing. Not to humor him to a certain
'egre.®’ at least may mean that a pupil will be lost,
will be a good plan to have an understanding with'

An earnest pupil who is sufficiently advanced should
attack . this problem bravely, even though it seems
confusing. Do not leave one key until it is thoroughly
mastered, and in the gradual learning of the various
scales all confusion will clear away. Others have
mastered this difficulty, and there is no reason why you
or your pupils should not do the same. Even though
it is a matter of months, if you love your work, the
conquering of each successive scale should be a matter
of satisfaction to you. Isidor Philipp has devised a
uniform fingering that applies to a majority of the
keys, but it has never supplanted the usual fingerings
in common use. There are no scales in either fourths
or fifths. Fourths sometimes appear in combination

with sixths, but this is an effect you can conquer when
you encounter it.
All stops on an organ are wind pipes. You probably
mean flue pipes instead of wind. Sound in reed pipes
is produced by the vibration of reeds; in flue pipes
by the wind passing .through a fissure and striking
against an edge above. Common reed stops are, oboe,
cornopean, trumpet, clarinet and vox humana. Flue
stops, diapason, gamba, flute, melodia, bourdon, dulciana, and innumerable others.

ie scales begins?
“B. How shall I leal with a lazy and ii
n reading his notes in

A. Certainly, preparatory exercises should always
precede that for which they are intended to prepare the
way.
B. I have never known of a cure for laziness having
been discovered through all the ages. Even the scourage
and the lash have never cured, only kept the victims
temporarily employed through fear. Even if such harsh
treatment had ever been known to cure it, it is not
likely that you would be allowed to spank your pupils,
as you might wish to do. When Nature'leaves any
of her works incomplete, it is very difficult to finish the
job. A lazy man is nothing more than an incomplete
effort of Nature. There is no prescription that can be
given. The lazy person never shows true signs of life
except when thoroughly interested in something. With
such a pupil you can only do your best to interest the
boy, and constantly urge him. Beyond this you cannot
be held responsible.
Counting
“What Is your opinion upon using the word ‘and’
for counting in teaching beginners? Is there any
good reason why it should not be done?"
M. H.
Any reasonable assistance .that can he devised for
helping beginners over hard places is perfectly legiti¬
mate.. The French use a system of syllables for teach¬
ing time values, a mental conception of every con¬
ceivable arrangement of notes within the measure be¬
ing first obtained by adjusting the syllables to the
rhythmical groups, and speaking them until the time
is learned. For example, in two-four measure, Ta-Te
(pronounced Tay). If the first beat is divided into
two eighths, the syllables will be Ta-fa. If the first
beat is divided into four sixteenths, Ta-za-fa-na. The
syllable for the third beat is To; for the fourth, Ti
(pronounced Tee). For any arrangement of each beat
when subdivided, the syllables are arranged, to fit ac¬
cordingly. For example, the following rhythmical ar¬
rangement of a measure,

T ^n'~’,.Ta’ T,le use of any helps of this kind
should be discarded as soon as the pupil can play the
time correctly without them. Pupils are apt to give a
full time beat to every syllable, which must be
guarded against. For instance, with the word “and”
in two-four time, they will really make it four-four
time by making the syllable “and” of the same time
value as the counts one and two. Guard carefully
against this and as soon as the piece is learned, drop
the word and,” although it will give them some
trouble.
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INDIAN DANCE-F. HENRIQUES.
Fini Henriques is a contemporary Danish composer
whose compositions are beginning to be very popU,. '
He makes a specialty of teaching pieces. His Indian
Dance recently composed is a characteristic specim
k
his work, which is distinguished by excellence of wor
manship, breadth of treatment and originality ot na monic scheme. This composition must be played in a
very spirited manner and with firm accentuation.
Grade 3/.
MARCHE A LA TURQUE—BEET110VENRUBINSTE1N.
This famous number is to be found in the rep¬
ertoire of every concert pianist. Beethoven's Turkish
March as found in the Ruins of Athens is one of the
most genial and characteristic of the great master s
inspirations. As transcribed by Rubinstein it makes a
wonderfully telling piano solo, affording opportunity
of bringing out all the tonal qualities of the instru¬
ment, from the softest pianissimo to the most pon¬
derous fortissimo. It is treated in the nature of a
“Patrol,” beginning as softly as possible, as though ap¬
proaching from a distance, then working up to a tre¬
mendous climax, and gradually dying away, as though
retreating. It affords excellent practice in arm work
and control throughout. Grade 7.

LOYAL HEARTS—G. N. ROCKWELL.
In this interesting number Mr. Rockwell has em¬
ployed an idealization of the well-known mazurka
rhythm. In this rhythm it will be remembered that
the accent falls chiefly on the second beat of each
measure of three quarter time. This composition
should be played in a pompous and dignified style,
paying due attention throughout to clearness and ac¬
curacy, particularly in the passages in thirds. Grade ..

FRAGRANCE FROM THE GARDEN—M. PESSE.
Maurice Pesse is a contemporary French composer
of high attainments. His piano pieces are just begin¬
ning to be popular. Fragrance from the Garden, is
written in the modern impressionistic style. It will
require lightness and delicacy of treatment throughout,
but the various themes must be made to sing out
clearly against the shimmering harmonic background.
Grade 6.

GAME OF TAG—H. CLARK.
A lively six-eight movement which will require light
and accurate finger work. It should be played at a
rapid pace and with almost automatic precision in order
to obtain the best effect. There should be but little,
if any, variation in the time in pieces of this type.
This number has real educational value; Grade 3.

IDYLLE IMPROMPTU—TH. LACK.
Theodore Lack’s Idilio, which was written some
years ago is still a universally popular piano piece.
His Idylle Impromptu recently composed is an excellent
companion piece to the foregoing number. It is much
in the same style, but a trifle more elaborate in treat¬
ment and with somewhat richer harmonic effects. It
is a drawing-room piece of the very highest class.
It should be played in a refined and expressive man¬
ner. Grade 4.
IN FOND REMEMBRANCE—J. R. MORRIS.
Mr. J. R. Morris is an American composer, who has
a number of successful works to his credit. His In
Fond Remembrance is a lyric piece or song without
words in the style which has been made popular by
Grieg and others. In this number will be found ex¬
pressive themes and considerable richness of harmonic
treatment. In order to gain the best effect the inner
voices must be well brought out. Grade 4.
VALSE BIJOU—E. KRONKE.
E. Kronke is a contemporary German pianist, com¬
poser and teacher, whose work has attracted favor¬
able notice. False Bijou is one of bis most recent
shorter compositions. It is in idealized waltz form,
original in melody and with very interesting harmonies.
It should be played dearly and with full tone, bring¬
ing out all the voices distinctly, with due, attention to
the dynamic effects. Grade 3/2.
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IDYLLE - IMPROMPTU

THOMAS—P. LAWSON.
ThU is an additional number in the operatic series
Mr Lawson. It introduces the celebrated Game
i m Amhroise Thomas’ master-piece Mignon. This
te,T
• perennial popular!.,. Grad, 2.
MAYTIME REVELS—L. A. BUGBEE.
Maytime Revels is taken from a set of pieces by
this well-known writer and teacher, every number of
which has proven a success. Although very easy to
nlav this is a perfect gavotte movement, both as to
style and rhythm. It will afford opportunity for the
practice of the staccato touch and will prove valuable
eithep for teaching or recital purposes. Grade 2.

SCENT OF ROSES—D. ROWE.
Scent of Roses is a graceful waltz movement written
in the modern drawing-room style, but not intended
for dancing. It should be played in strict time, bu,
not at too rapid a pace, with the various themes well
contrasted. Grade 3.

GAYETY—M. LOEB-EVANS.
A taking and useful rondo movement with a run¬
ning passage in sixteenth notes carried out consistently
throughout, the principal theme returning after the
introduction of each nevt' melody. Absolute evenness
in the passages in sixteenths is demanded. This num¬
ber will prove attractive both for teaching and recital
purposes. Grade 3,
GAVOTTE—F. J. GOSSEC.
The Gavotte by Gossec is one of the older classics,
which has been revived, and which for some time has
been popular as a violin number. It makes a very
dainty and effective piano solo also, and we are print¬
ing it in response to numerous demands. It must be
played in a precise and dignified manner, bringing out
the true style of the old-fashioned gavotte. Grade 3.
JOLLY JOKERS—B. R. ANTHONY.
A fascinating little polka movement full of life and
go. Mr. Anthony’s teaching pieces are always appre¬
ciated. In this number, as in most of the pieces by
this composer, the melody in the trio is assigned to
the left hand.
This imparts a pleasing variety.
Grade 2j4.

POPPIES—A. T. GRANFIELD.
A dainty little waltz movement by a composer who
has not been represented previously in our music pages.
This number is taken from a new set of teaching
pieces in the various dance forms. Although primarily
intended for teaching purposes, this waltz might be
used for dancing. Grade 2.
THE FOUR HAND NUMBERS.
Schubert’s Serenade has been arranged for almost
every possible vocal or instrumental combination. It
is one of those undying melodies which carries a uni¬
versal appeal. The arrangement for four hands is full
and effective, following the original harmonies, hut con¬
siderably enriched in the passage work. It is not
unlike the solo transcription by Liszt.
Chas. Lindsay’s Approach of Spring while easy to
play, has all the fullness and brilliance of many much
more difficult duets. This number is full of go and
it should be played in the orchestral manner, stronglyaccented, with the various counter-themes well brought
FROM THE NORTH (VIOLIN AND PIANO)H. D. HEWITT.
This is a very effective Mazurka movement written
in the same style as those by some of the eminent
violin masters, but considerably easier to play. The
“double stops” in the trio section are particularly good
and sonorous, but they are not at all difficult of execu¬
tion. Fire and vigor will be demanded throughout.
ALLEGRO MODERATO (PIPE ORGAN)E. S. HOSMER.
This is a fine and dignified movement in the true
organ style. Good postludes other than march move¬
ments are scarce, but this one will be found ideal in all
respects. It will sound well on an organ of any size.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
Mr. Homer Tourjee’s Since You Turned Sunshine
into Rain is a very attractive ballad with a taking re¬
frain. It strikes us as one of Mr. Tourjee’s best num¬
bers. It will make a good teaching or encore song.
Mr. William H. Neidlinger’s Southern Dialect Songs
have proven extraordinary successful. They are all
true to nature and they are good music, besides. ASingin’ an’ A-Singin’ and Lindy are two of the most
attractive numbers in the series.

Why Do I Not Get Along Faster ?
By Charles W. Landon

It is pot unusual to come across a pupil who has
practiced regularly with the best of intentions but who
fails utterly to get good results from the work. Thisis
due largely to lazy practice. My mother once said
RECOLLECTIONS OF SEVILLE—WM. FINK.
to me when I was a boy “Charles, do you know that
Wilhelm Fink is a veteran German teacher and
lazy folks always have the most work?”
composer, whose compositions have been popular for
Lazy practice is a common curse with many pupils.
many years. Recollections of Seville is an excellent
Lazy practice means practice with the mind half awake
teaching or recital piece, in which the characteristic
and the body moving carelessly in response to the
rhythm of the bolero is employed throughout. _ This
mind.
The pupil who is wide awake every second of
refers to the repeated chords in eighth notes in the
the time, who is fired with the zeal to make every
left hand with the two sixteenths occurring always
movement of every nerve and muscle count, is the one
on the second half of the first beat. This rhythmic
who nivariably succeeds in the end. Here are some
figure must be brought out crisply and with good
tests which may help the reader to find out whether
accentuation, in order to give the real characteristic
his practice is real practice or lazy practice.
effect. Grade 3jli
Do you find your practice hour grow duller as the
moments fly by. or does the work become more and
INDIAN LOVE SONG—C. W. CADMAN.
more interesting so that you hate to give it up like an
Among a number of American composers who have
interesting play or a good book?
been studying Indian music and introducing Indian
Do you blunder over notes on the leger lines without
themes into their works Mr. Charles Wakefield Cadsilting down and learning them thoroughly once and
man has been one of the successful ones. His Indian
for all as you learned the staff in the first place?
Love Song serves to demonstrate how effectively a
Do you “make a bluff” at playing a chord decorated
modern chromatic harmony may be employed as a
with bewildering chromatic signs or do you fix in your
background for a purely diatonic native theme, enhanc¬
mind what the chromatic signs really are?
ing its eloquence wi'bout in any way detracting from
Do you ignore the dots after the notes, failing to
its noble simplicity. Grade 3/.

realize that the dot calls for even more careful atten¬
tion than does the note itself?
Do you “prepare” the position of the thumb in play-,
ing runs or do you let it go hopping and twisting its
way over the keyboard?
Do you make a foot rest of the pedal, instead of
employing it properly to color each changing harmony?
Do you pound away with a stiff arm and wrist never
paying any attention to the harmonies?
Do you listen to the “Piano Slambanger” at the
picture show and pray devoutly that you may not fall
into the evils of his ways?
Do you make mistakes and then permit yourself to
play the piece over and over again without remedying
the mistake?
Do you form an idea in advance of how the passage
should go or do you just “jump in” a piece and flounder
around with the hope that it may all come out right
some day?
Do you strive to read Chopin’s inner thought in a
nocturne as you would strive to read Tennyson's in a
poem?
Do you find real joy in your practice? Remember
George Sand said “Work is not man’s punishment, it is
his reward and his strength, his glory and his pleasure.”
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Pianos I Have Known
By Samuel W. Merwin

Now pianos are not merely the up¬
right boxes you see standing against
walls; they are something more. A real
piano is human, at least it has many
human traits. It pays back when you
pound; it catches cold when you put it
in a draught; it dries out and cracks
when you turn steam heat on it, and if
it is not, properly cared for it runs down
like a neglected person and looks seedy
and abused.
Our neighborhood is filled with pianos.
There is one in every house. I was in¬
vited to meet the brand new grand on
the corner dftly last week. It came in a
moving van, wrapped and boxed, and the
man from the factory was riding with it.
He had his hand on the box and it lay
on its side like some deep sea monster.
There was great excitement when the
van backed up—all the ladies ran out to
meet the new grand—and then there was
much shuffling and lifting to get it into the
front hall. It took most of the morn¬
ing to get it in and then the factory
man came over and asked me “to try it.”
I went in the evening. There was a
high bench before it and I noticed it
faced two large square windows covered
over with lace curtains that were very
starchy. I dared not say anything about
the bench because it came with the
piano and was “thrown in,”, so I sat there
as though I were on top of a stage coach;.
indeed I had the feeling of being hitched
up to something and nothing sounded
right. When I finished they said, “The
case is beautiful, isn’t it.”
Sometimes in the evening I hear a
Bachmann waltz or the Lack “Idilio”
coming from behind those starchy cur¬
tains; but let me fell you that the truly
grand piano was built for Beethoven
sonatas and Brahms’ rhapsodies.
The Piano Down the Street
Then down the street there is a piano.
I know it by sound only, for its keys
wobble; they should be pulled like wiggly
teeth and a new set put in. It jingles
along most of the day, for there is a
persevering lady who sits over those
wobbly k.eys and “picks out” pieces. She
is very patient, and hour after hour the
tunes wobble along until I want to run in
and help her find the sharps or flats that
she has left out, for they lie scattered
over the hours like dead leaves on the
snow. The things she plays never sound
twice the same; one day she plays them
in the bass, then they travel to the treble
and sometimes she hits the middle of the

keyboard. When I think its all over for
to-day she suddenly speeds up and down
the scales, and I know the feeling she
must have when she is doing scales—
. “At last I am doing something!” And
so long as she can’t do anything else then
let us have scales by all means.
Did you ever have your face and hands
sunburned? Well, that scorchy feeling
comes over me when the next door piano
plays. Nothing could stop its noise but
electrocution. It is one of those reck¬
less pianos that scream and shout all day
and up to eleven at night. It has pro¬
digious lung capacity and some way you
feel it is going neck to neck with Lizzie
or Mabel or whoever she is beating its
reckless life to pieces. There is one
thing to remember about such pianos:
they have vitality and they invariably
begin in the morning where they left off
at night, an endless chain of sound. Yes,
indeed, they are rowdy pianos, and I
sincerely hope you don’t own one.

RANICH-ff-BACH

The Rickety Piano
Then I know the demurest little piano,
it has a mouldy smell because the parlor
is seldom aired and its poor insides
rarely see daylight.
There are queer
sounds when you play as though the
jacks and straps were complaining to each
other. That bitter tone goes on and
you wander around hoping to strike
something that won’t squeak, when all of
a sudden the pedal sticks fall out. The
old-fashioned lady thanked me for play¬
ing and said, “It has a sweet tone, hasn’t
it? And to think it hasn’t been touched
for thirty years.” There should be an
honorable cremation for such rattle traps.
Also among my acquaintances there is
a solemn rosewood piano. It has traveled
up and down the country, and looks
worldwise and wicked, for in the evening
when the cover is down its white keys
stick out like snarling teeth and it gives ,
you a vicious lear as if to say, “Touch
me if you dare.” You dare touch it, at
least you will not be baulked by an in¬
animate thing, so you sit down in a low
chair and play all the things you know.
The tone is beautiful, like the voice of
some instrument in the orchestra, and
you play on, thinking of all the places
the piano has been, of its experiences,
and you play better and better until some¬
body says, “You must be inspired to¬
night, I don’t know when you have
played so well.”
Its such a beautifully responsive piano,
a cultivated piano with a wide experi¬
ence. It’s one of my best friends.

Sir George Grove on Schubert’s Appearance
Sometimes artists who paint pictures effect produced is that he is going to
of famous people, and sculptors who write in a large bound book which lies
make statues of statesmen, composers open across his knee.” Then in exaspera¬
and poets, do not always “hit the mark.” tion Sir George demands:
At least Schubert’s statue in Vienna
“What can he be writing a book for?
caused Sir George Grove to write this Why is he in the open air? What can
he be looking up for? Schubert never
wrathful description of it:
“Schubert was a short man.
The sketched in the country or anywhere
statue makes him tall. He is seated on else. He never carried a book. He wrote
straight off at a tall desk in his room.
a heap of stones, with the right elbow
He was short-sighted, and, no doubt,
leaning on a truncated stem of a tree,
bent down his head over his pages; and,
and is looking up, as if for inspiration.
as for looking up. the'inspiration flowed
The right hand holds a pencil, and the without seeking it.”
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Some Facts and Fallacies in Vocal Study
Organization

*

pianists habitually spoil the tone of

.Mir-

There is an impression, deep seated
get together on the item of “forcing."
and general, that voice teachers should
between a corn- On the contrary it is so difficult as to k
do their work better. Within the pro¬ one goes on his way and teaches as it thatt oT
fession each one thinks the injunction to best pleases him. The hope of ever fancyand a third and one of at the present time almost hopeless. It is
g .g a question of method any a fact that many voice teachers do not
do better has a special application to his getting teachers together is born of illu- pass
know when they are forcing the voice.
neighbor. From without the injunction sion Even if they all subscribed to the three oc
than is that of, the i,,„h
hand of
of two
' * to a difference of
n octave -phis is due entirely
same articles, it would be only on paper.
is a blanket that covers all.
good tone
wnar .s is*™*
- quality
Voice teachers, to a man, will say that The human race has never reached an PiathSdifficultyf r^cTVe^other an octave opinion as to what
conditions ought to be improved. If they agreement on anything and never will. Tnd a fourth with ease. The primary and what is not. This brings
It might be expected that on a matter so difference in both instances is that ot most important thing in voice training. It
f are singers they should have more
gagements and better prices. If they are important as religion there would be
is so important that in comparison with it
teachers they should have more pup'ls,
all other things are insignificant.
or if their time is filled they should be
than on
any other. It is so down the
getting more for their lesson* This » tnan
on any
The Taste of the Teacher
all very well up to a certain point, but it line through systems of government, edu¬
Musical taste, while seemingly intan¬
must be evident that if the conditions cation, politics, piano playing, and what
gible, is no less definite than is taste in
mentioned are ever to be improvedthe not. It is not right, but it is human na¬
singers and teachers must improve them, ture. Can a lusty German, a hot blooded
poetry, painting or house furnishing. It
and the only possible way to do it is o Italian, an effervescent Frenchman, or an
exists in different degrees in different in¬
improve themselves. To charge it aU up ultra practical American he made to ap¬
dividuals, for one’s taste is the measure
to lack of public appreciation is a much proach the subject of singing in the same
of his development. A reliable musical
overworked device. In most instances way ? Each one has his own mental pro¬
taste can be gained only by serious study,
such reasoning has no foundation m fact cess by which he reaches a conclusion,
and a wide acquaintance with good music
but is a sort of stock method of explain and he can reach it in no other wav.
The study of the other arts has an in¬
ing a failure to measure up to the re- This is his individuality, and to destroy
fluence in the general process of refine¬
it
would
be
a
calamity.
quired standard.
ment, but musical taste as the teacher
Singing teachers are no less conscien¬
A Standard Tone
should have it. means a refinement of
tious than other people, and while no one
The desire to "get together” is carried
one’s nature until it becomes instantly rebelieves he is teaching badly, he usually
sponsive to that which is best in musical
is willing to give respectful attention at to the extreme .in the attempt to establish
least, to a proposition, the aim of which a standard tone for singers. Considering
expression.
the
number
of
things
that
bear
directly
is to uplift the profession; and will often¬
The order of musical taste necessary to
and
indirectly
upon
the
make
up
of
the
times make a suggestion whereby the up¬
the voice teacher includes not only a re
lift may be accelerated. On such occa¬ voice it would be difficult to conceive
liable sense of interpretation, but of tone
sions as the meetings of state associations anything more impossible of attainment.
quality as well. Now the general opinion
there is such a superabundance of force¬ Let us, consider this for a moment.
would be that taste in interpretation
It is well understood that a race living
ful suggestion, definite outline, and cor¬
would carry with it taste in tone qnW
related detail that the result is permanent in a certain locality for a long period of
but nothing is further from the truth.
D. A. Clippinger.
bewilderment and things move in circles. time will develop a trend of thought from
, .
,
ii. There arc manv teachers who have mi
Some of these well-meant and wel - which will come its language, art, literand certain marked physical char- of the vocal instrument has abundant
thought-out theories seem to have only
u„to proof in the reports of scientific WmL
temperament that tam
.<Vo
TIip
lonsrcr
race
lives
““““
acteristics.
The
longer
a
iaec
im
a ghost of a chance of arriving a
s in- gators, which are as different as the plat- ‘be shghtest suggestion but who^
itself the more marked becomes
pronounced its forms of the four political parties. The to8eJer »“kmg^ a r 6
^
„lt
fruition.
dividuality and the more .
Getting Together
physical characteristics, and
these show -»“»
„H ,W
U.I voice"
I have known a considerable number in the vocal mechanism no less than in ment
Ones taste in tone quality is
of voice teachers, estimable men the facial expression. Because all people pro- thing _ i scientific voice production.
rocal instrument
instrument is
is largely by his
-- disposiuon.^^)"^''^.^
.
,
burden of whose cry was “Let us ge _ o- r'nre tone bv means of the vocal cords it namely, whether tne vocal

__ __

does not follow that their voices will be a string, a single or double reed, or the domineering and accus
,
alike when properly produced. No two lips of a trumpeter.
Considering the things by force, who is
this debate has j
been going
listen for, and expect
^ f(jer
people have exactly the same form of length of time~ j||
pharynx and mouth. Some have a high on and the little progress that has been s'nS a tone that corresponds to^^
icntality. One whose men
mcntal!j?
rte the.
there is every reason to believi '
arch in the roof of the mouth, others a made,
full
of
acid
will
demand
a
tone
»
indefinitely and we r
low arch. There is the same variation will contii
white and cutting. One with a ne»
in the formation of head cavities. Some safely leave it.
enough to enfold all humanity
people are thick skulled, others are thin.
consciously produce a sympathetic ^
\ll voice teachers have certain things These differences in the construction of
Another Phase of the Difficulty
_P
"
and demand it of Ins pupils^
in'common. For example: they will ad¬ the vocal instrument and its surroundings
mit that man has. vocal cords and a affect
aff.rt its quality
nualitv no less than a difference
We do not want the voices of all people tone Quality is a matter of rncntajs ^
breathing apparatus, and that by means in the construction of pianos results in to be alike. That is altogether undesir- respondence and it changes onf
of these he endeavors to produce to . different tone qualities. Thank heaven able. What we want is, that each singer mental concept of what is in( ^ "w.
Beyond this simple article of faith there there are as many kinds of good tone as shall produce the best tone quality of sympathetic,
and
beautiful
'
is little upon which they agree. In fact, of bad.
which his vocal organ is capable. Some Herein lies the difficulty in
*
this article of faith should be qualified,
gether,” “standardizing.” e«etc. “
1* ; .
gemer,
r r T have bv me at this moment a book
jority should rule something *
published in 1909, in which the author
would he adopted as a standard, ^
submits a lengthy argument to prove AM
those who have the right order 0 .
. Clippinger, editor of the Voice Dope
the vocal cords are not responsible either
in tone quality are greatly outno
for pitch or register. This occasions no
lio Normal Univei ''■J- ***» musical studios
by those who have not.
rthij
ind in Europe. Apart from his teaching Mr
surprise, for the authors of .scientific
were undertaken In tms country ana
To think that one can develop ^
Clippinger has been active as a writer upon vocal topics, his best known” V.n-t
books on the voice are notorious fo
his consciousness the concept of ^
being Systematic Vocal Training. As conductor of the Chicago Madrigal ri„ i,
it dU«,e»CT... ** « 1*1
he has also done much' to revive Interest in a fascinating branch of mnsl.m
singing tone, all of the elements o^,
gentlemen who are watching the voice
composition.—Editor of Tite Etude.
are mental, by the study of I \
as well as listening to it. who see the
physics. an.l acoustics, is absufW
thin" actually happen, still disagree,, it
need not be thought strange that those
ried to the nth power.

gether.” I have attended some of these
“get together” meetings and the methodkal way in which the members, go about
the business of permanently separating
themselves proves clearly that no one of
them ever intends to modify in the
slightest degree what he believes to be

The Tone is the Thing
As a study the mechanism of the human
voice is intensely fascinating. The analy¬
sis of tone, showing how different com¬
binations of fundamental and overtones
produce different qualities, is most inter¬
esting. But let us not overlook the fact
that the tone must be sung before it can
be analyzed. And if a certain combi¬
nation of fundamental and upper partials
is accepted as the standard it must be
because that particular tone satisfies the
trained ear, and if the ear must decide it,
why, pray, make the analysis ?
It has been argued that the tone must
be analyzed in order to find out what is
the matter with it. Now I admit that
there are those who cannot tell whether a
tone is good or bad any other way, and
they are the ones who are doing the had
teaching. I can think of nothing more
humiliating to a teacher than to be forced
to admit that the only way he can tell
whether a tone is good or bad is to sub¬
ject it to a scientific analysis. It is an
admission of utter incompetency. If one’s
ear does not tell him wherein a tone is
good or bad, it is proof positive that he
has no standard, no mental concept of
pure tone, and in the interest of his stu¬
dents he should go to some one who has
a refined taste and study until he has
gained the first and most necessary part
of a teacher’s equipment.
The mentality that is continually run¬
ning on what is called “Scientific Voice
Production” is mechanical, not artistic.
The scientific mind and the artistic mind
operate in different ways. The scientific
mind is always looking at the mechanism
to see how it is done. The artistic mind
concerns itself with the finished product.
The scientific mind operates in matter,
the artistic mind in the realm of the ideal.
The most deplorable thing in voice teach¬
ing to-day is the attempt to inject the socalled scientific element into it. Separate
and apart from voice teaching it is harm¬
less, hut when made a part of voice teach¬
ing the thing it' leads to is pernicious.
It develops a mechanical way of produc¬
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ing tone. It forms the habit of. direct
control instead of indirect or involuntary
control. Now it is a fact that in artistic
singing all parts of the mechanism re¬
spond automatically to the idea of the
singer. No process is right until it is
automatic. The important thing, then, is
to get rid of a universal tendency toward
direct control rather than to fasten it still
more closely upon the pupil.
The tone is the thing. When one has
expressed his ideal tone he has gone as
far as he can go until his ideal is raised.
No mechanical knowledge can be of the
slightest advantage or assistance in im¬
proving his ideal.
Voice Specialists
It is no uncommon thing to see the
words “Voice Specialist” following the
name of a teacher of singing. What does
it mean? It does not imply that the
teacher has some special system of medi¬
cation. It is intended to convey the idea
that the teacher has a superior knowledge
of the voice; a knowledge not generally
possessed by teachers of singing. This
term, I suspect, is used rather loosely.
Perhaps it is one way of making an ad¬
vertisement attractive. The only voice
specialist that is valuable to the pupil is
the one who has an especially fine sense
of tone quality and who can show the
pupil how to produce it without effort;
whose ear is so sensitive that it will de¬
tect the slightest degree of interference
and where it is located. His concept of
tone must be so clear, so definite that he
will hold his pupil to the perfect model
until he produces it involuntarily. This,
added to the knowledge of interpretation
constituted the equipment of the old
Italian masters who succeeded in produc¬
ing singers that have found their way into
the histories of music. The same thing
is possible to the teachers of to-day if
they will work in the same way. First of
all it is necessary to remember that the
process is “Psychologic rather than
Physiologic.”

For the “Never- Well but Never-Sick
Not well enough to enjoy living, yet
not sick enough for the doctor—who does
not know that dreary, depressing state
of “semi-health! ” Some of us get it
occasionally—“the blues” we call it—
others so often that they forget what it
means to be normal and healthy.
With nerves on edge, digestion uncer¬
tain, the mind depressed, our efficiency is
reduced day bjr day. Ambition becomes
stunted, our interest in things grows
half-hearted. The reason: Our ship of
life carries too.much cargo—we must un¬
load or else get more power.
Have you ever considered what Sanatogen is able to do in just such cases?
Know then that letter after letter from
carefully observing physicians has told
of the splendid effect of Sanatogen in

giving fresh fuel to the overworked
nerves, fresh building material to the fa¬
tigued cells, a fresh impetus to digestion
and assimilation.
And what trained physicians observe—
no less than 21,000 physicians have in
writing approved the use of Sanatogen—
the actual users of Sanatogen joyfully
confirm. Richard Le Gallienne, for in¬
stance, writes: “Several times I have
found myself wondering why I was feeling
more fit and then remembered I was
taking Sanatogen.”
Lady Henry Somerset, tke pr
undoubtedly
:s the i
its effect on people whose ner
a to beCmost valuable.”11

Sanatogen is sold by good dru

Head Resonance
Whether or not the head cavities act
as resonators is one of the many mooted
points in voice training. Those who be¬
lieve they, do are much in the majority,
but those in the minority are equally con¬
fident they do not. What are the argu¬
ments? That there is a sensation in the
head cavities when singing in the upper
part of the compass no one can deny.
Does it affect tone quality? The minority
offers the argument that it cannot do so
because the soft palate automatically
rises in singing a high tone, thus closing
the passage through the nose. On the
other side it is argued, and rightly, that
the soft palate can be trained to remain
low in singing high tones. But whether
the soft palate is high or low does not
settle the matter. It is not at all nec¬
essary that breath should pass through
the nasal cavities in order to make them
act as resonators. In fact it is necessary
that it should not. It is the air that is
already in the cavities that vibrates. All
who are acquainted with resonating tubes

understand this. Neither is it necessary
that the vibrations should be transmitted
to the head cavities by way of the
pharynx and over the soft palate. They
may be transmitted through the bones of
the head. John Howard proved this to
his satisfaction at least many years ago.
I recall that in working with Emil
Behnke he used- an exercise to raise the
soft palate and completely close the
channel, yet no one can deny that his
pupils had head resonance. There are
certain facts in connection with this that
are hard to side-step. Plunket Greene
once told me that at one time he lost the
resonance in the upper part of his voice,
and on consulting a specialist he found a
considerable growth on the septum. He
had it removed and at once the resonance
returned. Other equally strong argu¬
ments could he offered in support of the
claim that the head cavities do act as
resonators. At any rate the high or low
palate is not the deciding factor.

THE ETUDE Voice Department will be particularly
rich in sound, sensible, helpful articles during the ensu¬
ing months.

The Department for April will be edited

by S. Camillo Engel.

ENDORSED BY OVER 21,000 (PHYSICIANS
for The Art of Living”—a charming little book by Richard Le Gallienne, the popular poet-author touch
^SS^lPWsLndJy help and giving other interesting aids in the quest fo?contentment and bVtte
Place^NewYorL ^
Tear thls off as ‘ remmder to write TaE Bauer Chemical Co., 29 G Irvin

Oily skin and
shiny nose
?jfow ta coccecl them
That bug-bear of so many—an oily skin
and shiny nose has various contributory
causes. Whatever the cause in your case,
proper external treatment will relieve
your skin of this embarrassing condition.
Begin tonight the following Woodbury
treatment. You will feel the difference
m your skin the first time you use it.
With warm water work up a heavy
lather of Woodbury’s Facial soap in your
hands. Apply it to your face and rub it
into the pores thoroughly—always with
an upward and outward motion. Rinse
with warm water, then with cold—the
colder the better. If possible, rub your
face for a few minutes with a piece of ice.
This treatment will make your
skin fresher and clearer the first time

you use it. Make it a nightly habit and
before long you will see a marked im¬
provement—a promise of that lovelier
complexion winch the steady use of
Woodbury’s always brings.

throughout the United States and Canada/
"week' t0<^ay sample—For 4c we will send a
Woodbury's Facial Soab^Facml Cream and
Powder. Address
Spring Grove Ave., I
If you live in Ca_
Jergens Co., Ltd., ara
Perth, Ontario.
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Encouraging Song in the Home

New Etude
rize Contest
Piano Compositions,
Songs and Anthems
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World of Music

By Anne Guilbert Mahon
Do you encourage song in your home? song. Ml «
the little ones dress
It matters not whether you are espe- snatches of singing^
common gift, capable of cultivation. Lots of people could sing very
acceptably, could derive much pleasure
themselves and give pleasure to others if
they did not have the idea that everyone
ho sings must be a professional or pos-

O

UR previous contests, both for
pianoforte compositions and for
songs, have all been highly suc¬
cessful. The interest displayed in these
contests and the frequent requests
new contest have inspired the in¬
stitution of a new contest in which sev¬
eral interesting features are combined.
Undoubtedly competitions of this kind
will awaken a wider interest in compo¬
sition and stimulate to effort many
composers, both those who are known
and those who are yet striving for recog¬
nition, bringing to the winners a desirable
publicity in addition to the immediate
financial return. It seems unnecessary
note that the fame of the composer
will in no way influence the selection
and that the pieces will be selected by
absolutely impartial judges.

Six Hundred Dollars
will be divided among the successful
composers in the following planner;

place IT For the best songs suitV"labb
able either for teaching,
recital or concert use:
First Prize.$100.00
Second Prize. . . 60.00
Third Prize. 40.00
For the bes
for mixed \
able for general use:
First Prize.$100.00
Second Prize. .
60.00
Third Prize. 40.00
—CONDITIONS—
"'Kc'contTstU
Composers ma
:ripts as they se
Th0/ Conterttr

j August 1, 1916.
addressed to “Tt
’ 1712 Chestnut Si
Philadelphia, Pa., U.
't have the followil
the top
The Era
ull address of
ipon the last
lass I compositions for pianofo
a.ouc will be considered. These sh.
of intermediate or advanced grade and of
moderate length, suited either for teaching,

sing at their tas<s.
;
they all gathei
whistling. In the^eve^ g ^ ^ ^
aroundjh^P
patdotic songs, the
song,’
of the different countries,
^
songs and hymns
?"4 ™ Sund y
Friends join them.

1

g
™

'

and are hampered by the opinions and can bes to, you.
^ songs for all
traditions of their elders that this impulse ^
^ rhymes for the little tots,
f°ir„SOfogr:^ countries folk-songs are
largely indulged in and much enjoyed,
Men, women and children sing, as the
birds. Nature intended it to be so. Why
not so in our own land? Unfortuindeed, are the little ones brought
... a home where there is no song in
the family circle, where singing is not
encouraged.
The happiest families I
know are those much given to song, although not all the members have rare
voices. They love to sing, and they have
sung from babyhood. The mothers sang
soft lullabies to them and played them
on .he piano nn.il ,he bab, bp, began to

Much Interest lias been aroused In Boston
bv tbe revival of tbe Liszt tone-poem, Ce
qu'on entend sur le montagne—that which is
heard on the mountain. It Is one of the earlier
Liszt symphonie poems and as played by the
Boston Symphony Orchestra under Karl
Muck it proved very brilliant and beautiful.
Other revivals at the same concert were the
Berlioz Bob Roy overture and Schumann’s
Sprint/ symphony.

The vScels natur^fy^dlnto the head register, betransition is spontaneous,
lower auallty cannot be forced upward beyond its
otMr-ii limits which is a common fault with sopranos and
“JEJJr it wili ruin the development of upper tones. The
high tones produced by the new method^of voice placing
are not only lasting (for life) but will Improve in power
arThte woi

SiSTiS.ZLttSj
to
of part
the older ones Songs to
^ coland every tast®
and
canlections for a trifling sum, an y
not realize the pleasure they will yield
unt;i y0u have tried them and seen tor
yourself.
Cultivate this power of song. In many
cases a|j tFat js needed is a little cu ttvation Don’t be afraid to sing because
j,ave not a voice like Patti or Caruso,
^est wdF what you have and sing
pleasure of it and for the sun°
v
■
home and for
t/ach .hem. likewise,

iv Strube. Three concerts this season
ana tnree next, with public rehearsals at
popular prices is the extent of the program
for the present. It is hoped that matters
will speedily develop, and particular encour¬
agement will be given to local composers,
without neglect of the classics, and modern
works of importance. The fact that the
orchestra is to have municipal support marks
a step in advance, since It Indicates that
slowly but surely the civic authorities of the
larger American cities are coming to realize
—*-dy a pastime jnh
something to which human beings are entitled
as part of the divine right of living. The
sum of $6,000 has been appropriated.

A B C vf
OPERATIC ACTING
GEORGE E. SHEA
VOICE TEACHER
545 West 111th Street, NEW YORK
Mr. Shea is the Author of ‘‘ACTING IN 0PER
published by G. Sch.rmer, N. Y. City, and was
first American man to sing m Opera m Franc.

FOR THOSE

WHO DESIRE TO BECOME

Teachers 2E Singin
I OFFER A SPECIAL COURSE
OF TRAINING

Did Opera Have a Religious Foundation?
__j, far call from the modern
It seems
opera-house to the medieval church, but
those who mine in musical histories point
out that the connection is very clear indeed. Indeed, in some of the earliest
records of the Christian Church may be
found accounts of liturgical performances
which in the main bear a very close resemblance to modern opera. .
The earliest of the liturgical dramas
accompanied by music naturally centered
around the Passion. These were highly
devotional in their character and ev,dently made a deep impression, particularly upon the uneducated masses, who
coufd not comprehend the higher significance of theological texts.
Mr. W. J. Henderson, in his excellent
Forerunners of Italian Opera, recounts a
seventeenth century festival which took
place in Limoges, in which the congregation sung:
Saint Martial pries pour nous,
Et nous nous danserons pour vous.

already copyrighted may not be used wi
OUInPCl“sSTiTanthemsJor^ mited^oic^,
!cr ipui res* or "from hy nms^ch fefl yin four-1
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The Etude
THEO. PRESSER CO.
PUBLISHERS
PHILADELPHIA, PA,

when addressing

The congregation then formed for the
dance in the middle of the nave of the
church and thence took their way to the
cemetery where the dance was consummated. Later “the dances had instrumental accompaniment and became animat;ed even to the verge of hysteria.”
These sacred plays with music had
scenes which were changed, and elaborate
cosjumes were employed. The bridge between ^ oratorio and the opera was a
vefy slender one in those daySi and our
d
forms haye begn evolved from
ln® sa e s°
Late m the fifteenth century we find
mythological subjects being substituted
for the sacred subjects. This step once
made, the foundation for modern opera
was substantially laid, but it is nevertheless upon that foundation, reaching
tack to the Middle Age cathedrals, that
Madam Butterfly and Carmen and Siegfried rest.

Surgical Operations
The problem of tonsils and adenoids
is constantly presenting itself, together
with the question “Shall they be re¬
moved?” I recently heard a physician
say that the medical fraternity was
divided on that subject, that it was about
equally for and against. Only yesterday
a student told me that one specialist
urged her to have her tonsils removed at
once. Another specialist in the next block
warned her against it.
Some teachers have an astounding
facility for discovering rebellious tonsils
and adenoids in their pupils, and it has
been hinted that an unholy alliance
exists between them and certain throat
specialists, which is in some way sancti¬

fied to their mutual financial benefit
Comment on this is withheld. However,
of this I am sure, that in a majority of
cases of adenoids or tonsils they do not
interfere with voice production. In the
more pronounced cases where it is cer¬
tain that they interfere, local treatment is
preferable to the surgeon’s knife. When
one has permanently detached a portion
of his anatomy its place is usually occu¬
pied by lasting regret. Therefore, the
k ie-,, ,
d be the ,ast resort.
The
morbid desire to be always taking something, °r tinkering with some part of the
body is in hself a disease. Much of it is
worse than useless, and theless of it the

Well qualified vocal teachers are in roustant demand. Write for full information.
GEO. CHADWICK STOCK
VOICE STUDIO. Y.eMwChAavBLDG.onn
Author of “Guiding Thoughts for Singers”

WALTER L. BOGERT
nt of N.Y.State Musi

TEACHER OF SINGING
No. 114 We.t 72nd St., NEW YORK CITY
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TEACHER OF

SINGING
826 Carnegie Hall

New York City
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r„ )*)UE. American Guild of Organists gave a
memorial service to the late Samuel P.
Warren at the Broadway Tabernacle In New
York on the evening of January Eleventh

__| K
Honorary Presldi
In spite of the fact that the Pittsburgh
Academy of Science and Art is an old and
flourishing institc+:—
■—

Handel’s Comic Opera

Voice Production and Singing in
(Oratorio and Concert)

-GOSPEL SONG PLATE*

i . ‘V,1.?!'11,-, Spanish Universities and
lounded in lull through the plans of Miguel
Ue Benavides, O. P,, who died five years before
his project was carried out.

— —- educational program a mouui.
On Tuesday evening, January 25th, the first
program was given before a large and de.audience in the, Carnegie
Institute Lecture Hall. T. Carl Whltmer, of
the Pennsylvania College for Women, was the
Edgar Stillman Kelley’s New England mentfoi! ^|ap-ng ons"Thte £orm and D«'elopSymphony was recently accorded a very favor¬
The long-awaited production of Borodin’s
able reception In Boston, where it was played Prince
Igor, by the Metropolitan Opera Com¬
at a Boston Symphony concert.
pany in New York, has at last taken place.
The death occurred on January 17th of While the work aroused interest, it railed
Jeannette L. Gilder, distinguished as a to establish the claim to consideration which
was achieved by Moussorgski’s Boris Oodounov,
journalist, critic and author. She was
with which it invited comparison by
reason of the fact that Borodin and Moussorgski both were of the same group of
A work for piano and orchestra entitled Russian composers devoted to national ideals
Impressions In the Form of Variations on and disciples of Balakirev. Both enjoyed the
an Original Theme by Ernest Scbelling has friendship of Rimsky-Korsakov, and both are
been produced, in New York, by the Boston indebted to that composer for the finishing
Symphony Orchestra with the composer at touches in the orchestration, etc., of their
respective operas. Beyond that, however, the
will not go, for Moussorgski was
Bellingham, Washington, has a most in¬ comparison
a man of dissolute habits, addicted to drugs,
teresting Symphony Orchestra conducted by while
Borodin was a scientific investigator
a woman. Her name is Mrs. Davenport Eng- in addition
to being a musician, especially
berg and she has financed the orchestra her¬ interesting himself
in the founding of a mu¬
self, never asking for outside contributions. sical college for women;
nevertheless, Mous¬
It was started five years ago with five pupils
was the greater musical genius of
of Mrs. Engberg as tbe nucleus. The orchestra sorgski
the two. Prince Igor is based on an old
now numbers 85 and recently played to an Muscovite
legend
analogous
to the Arthurian
audience of 1700 in the Bellingham opera legends of Great Britain. The
chief interest,
house. Bellingham has a population of
for the audience, was the remark¬
36,000 people. The program given included however,
Tartar dancing in the second act. The
such works as Beethoven's Egmont Overture, able
taking the principle roles in the cast
Ponchielli’s Dance of the Hours, and Elgar’s artists
were
Pasquale
Amato,
de
Segurola,
Didur,
Pomp and Circumstunce as well as some and Madame Alda. The choral singing
is
compositions by the conductor.
highly praised, and the scenic effects were
John Towers, the well-known authority
upon musical dates has sent us a list of
the musicians who were horn upon the 29th
of February, and thereby escaped having a delphia Orchestra at Philadelphia for the first
birthday oftener than once every four years.
in America on Thursday, March 2. This
The list is P. Blaserna, 1830 ; J. H. Cramer, time
irk represents practically the most elaborate
1844; M. Dulong, 1872; Ivatherlna Haas,
-—*—| - - J *- prep1844; H. Hirschbach, 1812-1888: Rev. F. H.
Oser, 1820; G. A. Rossini, 1792-1808; A.
,
- performance.* The “orchestra
Sebmon, 1820-1887: Eva Viegel-Garriek, 1725be increased to one hundred and thirty,
1822. Very few Etude readers have ever will
and in addition will be heard a double chorus
heard of any on this list except J. II. Cramer of
four hundred voices each, as well as a
and G. A. Rossini.
chorus of children’s voices numbering a hun¬
The much-heralded Russian Ballet under dred and sixty-five. In order to ensure an
Serge de Diaghileff, made its debut at the adequate representation of the work, re¬
Century Theater in New York. The choreo¬ hearsals have been in progress, for more than
graphic effects proved somewhat disappoint¬ a year and it has taken all of two years to
ing, say some of the critics, though the make all the necessary preparations which
pictorial effects designed by Leon Bakst come have naturally included the planning and
in for a great share of praise. Four works erecting of adequate stage facilities for such
constituted the first program. These were a huge concourse of people. Three perform¬
Igor Stravinsky's L’Oiseau de Feu, Rimsky- ances are to be given in Philadelphia, and
Korsakoff’s Seheherezade, Tchaikovsky's Prin- one at the Metropolitan Opera House in New
cesse Enchanti and a fantasy with music York, for which performance, the chorus, or-adapted from Rimsky-Korsakov entitled Soleil chestra and stage accessories will nave to he
de Nuit. Though the ballet as a whole is transported entire. The two choral bodies
specially noted for the fine spirit of co-opera¬ consist of one to be known In future as tile
tion and capacity for ensemble work among Philadelphia Orchestra Chorus, and one se¬
its members, it appeared to suffer from the lected from members of three famous Phila¬
delphia Choral bodies—the Philadelphia
absence of Nijinsky and Karsavina.
Choral Society, Mendelssohn Club, and Fort¬
Etude readers concerned in the subject of nightly Club. The Philadelphia Orchestra
education in general will be interested to Chorus will be maintained as a permanent
know that the oldest University in the United body available for the production of similar
States is the Vermont University, first sug¬ works, such as the Beethoven Ninth Sym¬
gested in the Vermont Constitution in 1777. phony, in which a chorus is required with'the
The State University of Georgia was founded orchestra. Eight soloists have been engaged
in 1785 by legislative act. However, if we for the Mahler performance. The work will
may regard the Phillipine Islands as a per¬ lie conducted by Leopold Stokowski, who is
manent part of the United States there is the responsible for the inception of the scheme.
Manilla University of Santo Tomas, a cele-. In preparing the choruses he has been assisted
brated Roman Catholic Institution modeled' by Mr. Gordon Thunder.

TAUGHT BY MAIL

“to «TlS,«S!ei ta.«, even, mem- I. will .ransformjour home and make ..
ber of the family fairly awakes with a place of joy and cheer. Try it and see.

advanced grade in any style:
First Prize.$100.00
Second Prize... 60.00
Third Prize
40.00
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Voice Placing for Singers and Speakers.
A Simple Practical and Unfailing Method by
w. p. SCHILLING, Vocal Teacher
131 W.23dSt., New York.
(Price 70c)

I

I

Handel as an opera-writer is curiously
unknown to the average music lover, so
completely have his oratorios, completed
during the last few years of his long life,
overshadowed all that went before. Most
of Handel’s operas were composed in the
‘‘Italian manner,” and were correspond¬
ingly tragic or serious in intent. Like
Wagner, however, he did make one ex¬
cursion into the realms of comic opera, but
his Serse is not remembered to-day as is
Wagner’s Die Meislersinger, The memory
of Serse, nevertheless, is kept alive by

virtue of one air it contained. “It is,”
says Streatfield in his biography of
Handel, “a bustling little work, possibly
founded upon a Spanish comedy of in¬
trigue, in which only the names of the
characters have anything to do with the
classical world. Serse is now known
chiefly as containing the beautiful air,
Ombra mai fu, which in its modem
orchestral arrangement as ‘the celebrated
Largo’ is perhaps more popular than any¬
thing Handel ever wrote.”

Y
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OU should be as careful in the selection
of the piano as in the selection of the
music teacher. Not only does a cheap
piano, like an incompetent teacher, &ive the
beginner false ideas and a poor start in music,
but it discourages this &reat study as well. Ear
and finders should be accurately trained, and a
&ood piano should be used from the beginning,.

Bent Pianos
are built for tone, touch, beauty and durabil¬
ity. They are, first of all, musically correct.
The scale is perfectly balanced; the tone full,
round and rich. It remains pure under the
softest pianissimo and the crashing forte. It
is sweet and resonant. The action is sensitive
and so finely adjusted and regulated that it
responds instantly to all demands made upon
it. As one lightly touches the keys, a feeling,
of confidence and mastery is instilled — so
much so that the trained musician is led to
exclaim, “Here is a real piano.”
Send for our booklets which explain piano
value, also what to look for in the selection of
an instrument for your home. These booklets
contain real piano information, and guided by
them you are sure to
select a good piano.
I Geo. P. Bent Company -1
They are free for the ask¬
ing. Mail coupon Today.
Geo. P. Bent Company
Manufacturers
Established 1870
214-216 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago

Please mention THE ETUDE

I
Chicago, Illinois
1 Without obligation, please send
me your booklets on Tone and
I Touch, Construction and Piano
| catalogs.
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SACRED
CANTATAS
DAWN OF THE KINGDOM
One of the best of Easter Cantatas for
arch use, well within the capabilities
cu. the average choir,, brilliant and melo¬
dious throughout with plenty

Is Organ Improvization A Lost Art?
Among the large number of prominent
organists who gave recitals at the
World’s Fair, in Chicago, in 1893, there
were only three who were considered to
be particularly skilled in improvization,
though as a whole the list included many

pointed chorales. In the preparation of worked m the^ °PP°:5^e congregation in
the music for the Sunday service ti e luce
staging of hymns.
average Lutheran organist r
™
the o^nist of to-day has the same opthought of playing the compositions of
; y ' eater interest
another organist than the pastor would
as had
think of P^'^hing a sermon prepa ed by
ldSL®theran organists. Each one of

of the finest Performers
organists then living. ThlS inS‘^6 'S
probably typical of a present condition.
In the early days of organ-music all
organists were extempore players and improvization was looked upon as an metispensable element of the^orgamst s^ art.
i the
education of the organist, and in the rela¬
tions of the organ to the church service
have vastly changed with advancing
centuries, it is at least pertinent to ask
whether a revival of the art of organimprovization is now possible or desir¬
able.
Of the various branches of the Chris¬
tian Church, the Greek Church is the only
one which entirely excludes the • organ
from its services. Of the other branches
the Lutheran Church has always given
greater encouragement to the develop¬
ment of the organist’s art than has either
the Anglican or the Roman Church. The
organ has been accorded a really vital
place in non-liturgical services only with¬
in the last few decades. But what gave
such an important place to the organ and
the organist in the Lutheran service?
It has frequently been stated that or¬
ganists were compelled to improvize in
the olden days, since so little music
suitable for solo performance in the
church service was published. But in this
statement, cause and effect are really re¬
versed. The early lack of printed organmusic for church use was due rather

^ay'fuSed^J^
rich and suggestive material for working
QUt preiudes and interludes and other ingtrumental portions of the musical servThis was the organist’s personal
utterance> as the sermon was the preacher>s_ He used the same themes that the
;

Rosseter G. Cole.

d,°?li“dr*Ul£r',U”t
bilities
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
organists were as thoroughly trained in
improvization, or the art of expressing
themselves in free musical discourse, as
were the preachers in free public speech
and sermonizing. In Bach’s time and for
several decades preceding and following
the great Leipzig cantor, the organ had
assumed a certain liturgical authorization
in the Lutheran Church from its importance as an accompaniment to the
chorale—the people’s song—and as the
vehicle for the organist’s extemporization
on the chorale. So seriously did the
organist regard his art and so anxious
was he to assume a worthy place beside
the pastor as a constructive contributor
*

VICTORY DIVINE
A splendid church cantata for Lenten
Eastertide nse, consisting of »
well contrasted numbers i
ees and for chorus and diviw, ,uu,
three parts. Mr. Marks is well known
through his many successful anthems.
™ a regard this cantata as one of his

£ Ist^ently compiled hymnals of
the various denominations contains hytnnmelodies in abundance that are as rich
in melodic and harmonic suggestions for
jmprovization as were the old majestic
chora]e_tunes that inspired the organists
of the old schooi. However, if I had the

PRAYER, PROMISE AND
PRAISE

provization in the church-service under
the present equipment of the average
organist in this direction, I would cer¬
tainly prescribe small doses, and I would
brand as a serious crime against the
spirit of church-music all improvization
of the aimlessly meandering kind—the
meaningless jumbles of chords and un¬
related modulations that frequently pass
for “original themes.” But there are mul¬
titudes of organists who could, with a
little careful preparation, take one of the
hymn-tunes about to be sung and weave
it into a pleasing and musically interest¬
ing introduction to his set prelude for the
service. And there are many—a great
many—in every large congregation who
would derive genuine enjoyment from
hearing these familiar and well-loved
church-melodies once in a while from
instrument that weekly dispenses music
which they know is respectable and good,
but which does not touch them in any
vulnerable spot. It is probably true that
there are somewhere from a quarter
half of every congregation to whom the
organ and its music appeals in about the

.dUCida'e<i “d

■“”? wlndo”*

th. muHrfU,.

among the various elements of the serv- And it does not interest them, because
:e, musical and liturgical, that is almost they cannot find any point of contact
holly unknown in present-day church with it.
vice
Church musicians are very apt (and
not at all unnaturally) to plan their music
Can Olden-Time Unity Be Restored?
almost wholly with the view of pleasing
Can something of that old-time unity the musical portion of the congregation,
be brought back again into the church- with no systematic effort to make conservice? I think it can. And by the verts from the ample ranks of the sosame means that gave the Lutheran called unmusical sheep of the flock,
movement its tremendous vitality and These are very largely left out of the
un;ty ;n jts eariier years, namely, by bring- problem of church music. Yet they sin^
;ng the people’s religious song more in- the hymns and love them; and their
timatcly into the service. The Protestant familiarity with the hymns could well Ke
servjces—liturgical and non-liturgical— utilized by the careful organist in l; ■
j,ave become briefer and more concise as provization as a fulcrum bv meanV^r
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By W. H. NEIDUNGER
Price, 75 cents
This is a short church cantata for
soprano and alto (or baritone) solos ami
■horus. The words are chiefly from the
' ’
and well-known hymns. There
numbers in all and every one is
This work Is well within the
„f the average choir and may be
mg with good effect by even the double

THE REDEEMER
By JULIAN EDWARDS
Price, 75 cento
A dignified and very melodious church
ntata adapted for the entire Christian
■ar, divided into four parts: The Ad•nt; The Nativity ; The Crucifixion;
be Resurrection and The Ascension,
r. Edwards had the rare knack of
., riting smoothly and effectively for
voices without sacrificing the dramatic
quality. This is a brilliant and imposing

LAZARUS
By JULIAN EDWARDS
Price, $1.00
_red cantata cast In larger mold.
The text follows the well-known Scrip' ral parable, and the story Is told with
ue dramatic emphasis with effective
usicai tone painting. This work reiires a quartet of soloists and a good
__zed chorus, but it may be rendered
effectively with organ accompaniment.
If desired the orchestral parts may be
had from the publisher.

THE CRUCIFIXION
By JOHN STAINER
Price, 60 cento
.ne “Crucifixion’’ is one of those
works which should be In the library of
every choir ; in many churches
““
formance is an annual feature,
confident that our new edition will prove
satisfactory in all respects, it is printed
new and specially engraved plates
has been prepared with the utmost

stabaTmater
By G. ROSSINI
Price, 50 cento
sinl's “Stabat Mater” is by far the
popular setting ‘ the
" grand oil
*
ncdlieval by
mtfn text6""
.. the well-known ^English version,
our now edition both texts will appear
and a new set of plates has been pre¬
pared with the utmost care.
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4 manuals, 79 sIods: dedicated October 8th, 1914
MUNICIPAL ORGAN
licated June 25th, 1915
, W00LSEY HALL
if building. To be dedi-

The Hall Organ Co.
New Haven, Conn.

THE HOLY CITY
This church cantata is considered the
nost popular one of the day. Every
huroh choir should produce the wor.
it some time and then repeat it annually-

Srtnttjj grhnnlaf Glhurrt] fHuair
an agency that vigorously promoted the
common aims of the church ceremony.
The chorale, as the religious song of the
people, formed the central point of the
Lutheran musical service. Every Sunday of the church-calendar had its ap-

lence of the performance of the musical
Portion, of the service, as was the case
when congregational participation m song
was actually forbidden by the mediaeval
church and relegated wholly to trained
clericals. But it has equally undoubtedly

conversions. Not knowing how to listen
to unfamiliar music, they cautiously close
the doors of their minds to the unmean
mg sounds, but would gladly open wid*
to the welcome knock of a fwr
de
heard in whole or in fragments ^ tUnC’

I classes of Octavo Choruses.
:tc„ and are always pre-"•
selections to be sent f
Liberal terms to *

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, P*Please mention THE ETUDE when address’
our advertisers.

A Training School for Organists,
Choirmasters and Choristers
Headquarters, 90 Trinity Place. New York
FELIX LAM0ND, Director
Daily training in the Liturgy and Music of the
Episcopal Church. For particulars address The
Secretary, Trinity School of Church Music,
90 Trinity Place, New York City.

Suggestions for Improvization
The following suggestions may be help¬
ful. Let the organist get the hymns for
the following Sunday as early in the
week as possible. Let him study these
carefully to see if any of the hymnmelodies possess some characteristic
melodic or rhythmic design, as, for ex¬
ample, the opening measures in Onward,
Christian Soldiers (tenor), Webb, Jeru-
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The Unfortunate Layman
It is not to be inferred from the fore¬
going that any lowering of the standards
of organ-music is to be thought of, or
that the regular music of the service
should be displaced to make room for
what may seem to many organists to he
merely a catering to those who cannot ap¬
preciate the best organ-music. Yet are
these unfortunates to be left always in
outer darkness? Every organist knows
that they are present in large numbers at
the regular church-services and are absent
in appallingly large numbers whenever he
gives an organ recital. But should they
be left out of the musical equation
altogether? Indeed, have they not a right,
by every sense of justice, to be included
in this equation as a very vital factor?
I imagine that the problem would present
many more aspects favorable to a satis¬
factory solution, if it were treated, not
wholly as an artistic problem, as so many
organists insist on treating it, but partly
at least as a human problem. The
church-organist must he willing to hear
constantly in mind that, if there is any
point of contact with his listeners, it
must be at their highest point, not at his
own highest point. If he can only keep
this point of contact in constant operation,
their highest point will be gradually ris¬
ing in the direction of his own. And it
must be insistently stated that it is en¬
tirely possible for the organist to find this
point of contact without at all losing or
endangering his ideals.
I can see only two places in the church
service where the organist can use hymnmelodies to advantage as material for im¬
provization—as an introduction to his
regular prelude (or possibly as a transi¬
tion from the prelude to the Doxology
in services thus opening, or to the pro¬
cessional in the Episcopal service), and as
an occasional postlude, when the last
hymn, offers good material for free
thematic development. Possibly a ma¬
jority of organists might feel quite un¬
prepared to follow the suggestions out¬
lined above. But improvization on given
themes may be easily developed through
practice and experimentation, and it
would result in a large accession of
potential musicianship on the part of the
organist-improvizator.
Such improviza¬
tion as the writer has in mind would
need to be carefully thought out as to its
general outline before performance in
church.
The player would have to
assume the attitude, toward his public
performance, of the speaker who writes
down the principal points of an address
he is about to make on a subject well
thought-out, but who leaves the exact
phraseology of the details to be chosen
on the spur of the moment as his address
develops. The first improvization should
be thoroughly worked out as to harmonic
details, modulations, etc., and possibly
written out, at least in melodic outlines.
As his skill increases, he may trust more
and more to fewer sketches and finally
wholly to the memory of what he has
previously sketched out in his thought.
Wholly impromptu* improvization, how¬
ever, should be inadmissible in any public
service, except in the case of such a
genius as Guilmant or Saint-Saens.

salem the Golden, Portuguese Hymn, How
Firm a Foundation, Hendon, etc. Some
of the hymn melodies are exceedingly
rich in harmonic suggestion, that is, they
are capable of various harmonizations
other than the printed one. If this is the
case, discover several that are natural and
musically satisfactory, but carefully avoid
any strained or bizarre harmonies. Avoid
playing the hymn clear through just as it
is written. Either vary the melody in
certain places, or, if the general melodic
character is retained, alter the harmoniza¬
tion wherever it can be profitably changed.
Sometimes it is convenient to play the
first phrase as written, then to use the
beginning of the second phrase as a point
of departure for constructing a new
melodic idea growing out of the first
phrase, returning soon thereafter to some
clearly recognizable part of the hymn.
It may be well to sketch out definitely
the melodic motives or fragments in the
given melody that will be usable as ma¬
terial for development; memorize these,
so that, as the improvization proceeds,
they may be used wherever opportunity
presents itself. Sometimes, as in Portu¬
guese Hymn, the motive will he so
characteristic that it may appear several
times in succession, if accompanied with
sufficient harmonic or key contrast, with¬
out producing a feeling of monotony.
But, generally speaking, it is well to re¬
member the general law governing repe¬
titions, namely—a motive or short phrase
may be heard with satisfaction twice in
succession, even though in exact or slight¬
ly varied repetition, but the third time, it
should appear in some developed form,
in some different guise. The frequent ap¬
pearance of full cadences should natur¬
ally be avoided in order to preserve the
feeling of untrammelled flow in the
musical discourse.
Improvization such as here suggested
will naturally be of a wholly different
character from that of the old Lutheran
organists who worked with the old
chorales.
Chorale-improvization was
largely contrapuntal, the expression of
minds highly skilled in the use of all the
complicated devices of the art of counter¬
point.
Such improvization, however,
would scarcely enlist the interest of our
present-day congregations, even if our
organists possessed the necessary quali¬
fications, since modern music has with¬
drawn the emphasis formerly placed upon
complex polyphony and placed it upon
harmony. The organist who is gifted
with contrapuntal facility, however, will
find it an exceedingly valuable asset in
hymn improvization, in weaving his
counter-melodies around the given melody.
It may be urged against improvization
on hymn-melodies that in many cases it
would result in music of a poor quality.
Granting this to he true, it would still be
far preferable to the saccharine senti¬
mentality of much organ-music of a wellknown and much-used class that per¬
sistently intrudes itself into the churchservice. When the organist feels that he
has a hymn-melody that he can really
develop and unfold (and all melodies are
not capable of this), his improvization,
no matter what its merits may be, judged
from rigid artistic standards, will be an
honest, sincere effort to avail himself of
the divine right of self-expression. His
musical material will be appropriate to
the church atmosphere and, as soon as
recognized, will be a constant reminder
to the listeners of the sacred words asso¬
ciated with the melody. He will be build¬
ing into the church-service ideas that are
essentially churchly, appropriate and sin¬
cere—and that is a wholesome contribu¬
tion and much to he desired, from what¬
ever standpoint viewed.

Better Cocoanut in a
Better Package
Dromedary Cocoanut is a new product. New
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the one matter of perfecting the
SCHOMACKER TONE

of the instru-

construction of s<
of pianos. This a
magnificent Schomacker tone,incomparablc among musical in¬
M^nts

.

thjre

solving the problem o
ation, let the student i
painting. First, let him become keenly
alive to the properties of the prime tonecolors, and then let him ever be cultivatanfi extending his knowledge of
‘‘mixing/’
i doing so, he should i

“Much of the power of Wagner’s
orchestral music is derived from his exceed.ngly happy choice of the right tonecolor for the passage in question, and
this method may be applied to many

(a) One single color well chosen and leeling ot the phrase win otten dictate
adhered to throughout.
the tone-coloring. Certain passages will
(b) A simple contrast of prime ask undeniably for Flutes.^ whilst others

Haddorff Piano Co.
36 Ethel St.,

The first period ana me suuc m ^ .......

°* pnme't0neS C°n

(<1) lasted.

(h) Three or even four simultaneous
color lines or streams.
“Many things will guide the student in
the selection of his primes for any given
piece. The mere length of the piece will
play some part in his decision, since many
wearing for the ear than others.

TutTis a^topjon X^to^rmloul”

as volume, etc., being equal—naturally
ask for Gedackt and Flutes, whilst
Diapason, Trumpet, and Clarinet tones
appear more natural in the middle pitch,
and the String-tone defines the lower
harmony best.
We thus see that the
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“Interval Conception”
By Petrowitch Bissing

M

Department for Violinists

Ngl

Edited by ROBERT BRAINE

Baillot, Last of the Great French Classic School

hide his face and hang down his head,
as if blushing for a violinist who would
stoop to such trickery, as many violinists
of that day then considered it. In his
L’Art du Violon Baillot speaks of the
modern school of violin playing as pos.
sessing more of the dramatic element
than the 0id school, thus following the
,-*s_ ■ — j—
tendencies of modem

The four great representative masters
of the classical violin school of Paris
of Violinists
were, first, Viotti; second, Rode; third,
. .
D
. Orchestra for
a time. He made
Kreutzer; fourth, Baillot. These men
Royal
He performed a concerto of Viotti in Royal
Orchestra^for £ ^
Hol_
were all violinists of the highest rank,
England France, Switzergreat public performers, great teachers public in Paris so successfully that he s
was offered a professorship, which he ac- and, Belgium, Hng
and the authors of educational works of cepted, in the newly opened Conserva- land and Italy.
the utmost value. It is impossible to over¬
Baillot, unlike so many violinists, kept
toire. From this time on his fame
estimate their influence on the develop¬
stantly grew, until he established
^dPLWeiM2t0atthteheenadge°of171,^forking
Following the predominance of the
ment of the art of violin playing. In
European reputation.
previous numbers The Etude has treated
S p,.ns ££
3*
of the careers of the first three, and in
Baillot was a so op ay
°
ganini gradually supplanted the old school
the present sketch, a few of the leading
events in the life of Baillot, who was
tecnmc
,
■>'
nlaver win- classical school extended into Germany,
the last representative of this great
school of violin playing, are given.
nin'g a hjh tribute from Mendelssohn as shown in the playing and teaching of
Pierre Marie Francois de Sales Baillot
for his ability in this branch of violin such violinists as Spohr and his disciples,
was born in 1771, at Passy, near Paris,
playing In 1814 he established concerts
The published compositions of Baillot
where his father kept a school. As is
for string quartet playing, and other except for occasional use for educational
the case with practically all great vio¬
forms of chamber music in Paris, which purposes, are for the most part forgotten,
linists his education in violin playing com¬
were very successful. Baillot took great He published fifteen trios for two violins
menced during the age of boyhood. His
interest in writing works for the purpose and bass, six violin duets, twelve violin
great talent was at once recognized. His
of instruction. His work, intended to be etudes, nine violin concerti, thirty Airs
first teacher was an Italian named
used as an instruction book, L’Art du Varies, a symphonic concertante for two
Polidori, but at the age of nine he was
Violon, is still used to some extent at the violins with orchestra, three string quarplaced under the instruction of a French
present day. He also joined with Kreut- tets, one violin and piano sonata, twentyviolinist, named Sainte Marie. The latter
zer and Rode in preparing a Violin four preludes in all keys for the violin, >
was a severe and conscientious teacher,
Method for the use of the Paris Con- and many short violin pieces,
and the effect of his correct and artistic
servatoire.
As a teacher Baillot was very suceessteaching on the plastic mind and body of
Baijlot recognized that with the advent ful, and formed a large number of exthe boy remained with him through life.
of Paganini a more modern school of cellent pupils, including Habeneck, Mazas
In the lives of great men we often find
violin playing was gradually developing, and the two Danclas.
that their careers were influenced in the
That he did not entirely approve the i
Pierre M. F. Baillot
most profound manner by some instance
, ,
„ ,__ novations of Paganini is proved by the
in their early lives, which profoundly
During the next few years honors
when fae heard the Italian wIzstirred their ambition. Such an awaken¬ flowed upon him. He became a member
, • «
A Wonderful Tribe of
ing came to Baillot, when at the age of of Napoleon’s private band, was the ard perform some of his pyrotechnical
Instruments
ten he heard the great violinist Viotti leader of the orchestra of the grand opera feats of left hand pizzicato, double
play one of his own concertos. The lad for ten years and was also leader of the harmonics, etc., at his concerts, he would
The f0nowing description of an orwas filled with the most intense admira¬
chestra was written some sixty-five yeais
tion for the performance. Here was a
ago by a New England gentleman who
violinist who completely satisfied his
went to hear Jenny Lind sing at her first
Class Instruction in the United States
ideal, and he resolved then and there to
concert in Castle Garden, September
make him his model. Notwithstanding
A press dispatch states that class les- cessfully taught in classes than the 20, 1850.
The entire letter appeared
the fact that he had no opportunity of sons in violin playing are to be intro- mechanical part, as soon as the pupils recently in the New York Evening Post:
hearing Viotti for many years afterwards, duced in the public schools in Reading, have acquired some little technic. Still,
.... “I had to look about me only
Baillot often related in after life that the Pa. The cost to the members of the class at the worst, class instruction is much for a few moments before there came on
latter had remained his constant model, is ten cents per hour. There is com- better than trying to learn by Correspond- the stage what is called the orchestra. It
and that his playing was always the goal paratively little class teaching of the ence or without a teacher, and it has consisted of sixty mcn with instruments
towards which he looked forward in his violin in the United States, but it is on wonderfu results m making violin play- of musie
j ^
know how many
own studies.
tne
increase, ana
may in
in time
nine become
ucwmc as
ao
.
the increase,
and may
o^^tScl^ sis- diffe«nof instruments for makThe early career of Baillot was filled common as it is in other countries. In
j
common as it is m other countries. In ^m owin„
to ;tg che
It • y " ing music there are in the world, but I
with difficulties, for he lost his father at
the age of twelve, and from that time on SSt^tutSsi^lSsSrS
fmMianbuttlwhatlt ^possible^to studTthe open
open question,
question, however,
however, whether
whether it
it does
does never
“ever before
before saw
saw such
such a
“ variety
-' together
^
.
, nominal
• . 1 fees,
r . _ not
not help
helo the
the bus
np« nf
tim private
..1
here were
were many
manv of
of them
them queer
queer sM
shaped
for
business
of the
There
was dependent on friends for his educa¬ riolin under this system
bmgs and made of themselves the oddest
tion. Following the death of his father, The average size of these classes is of teacher; sln.ce 1C will get many pupils
a high French government official took ten or titteen
fifteen members,
*** ‘n
memDers, or sometimes as
‘ the classes- but who
«*•* find kind of noises.
“The orchestra had the means of pro¬
an interest in him, sent him to Rome high as twenty, but unless the pupils are that lt: wdl be necessary for them to have
with his own children, and arranged for well advanced the larger classes are un- pnva‘e instruction in order to succeed, ducing an immense variety of soundsor who wish to arrive at a more finished grotesque and natural, infernal and
his instruction under Pollani, a pupil of wieldy and little progress can be made.
A correspondent writes to know what s!yle ,
execution than i s possible with divine; so that, among them all—scarcely
Nardini. His progress was rapid and
any heart could fail to be stirred—
he was successful in many public per¬ can be accomplished under this class class lessons exclusively,
I have no doubt that there are three c. scarcely any amateur of noises fail to i)e
formances. For the following five years, system. While, of course, such individual
It is
is a
a wonder
wonder how
how such
suen a«
gratified. It
however, his career was greatly inter¬ results cannot be obtained as in cases ™ur times as many violin pupils per gratified.
than tribe of instruments
could be made to get
fered with from the fact that his patron where one pupil has the undivided atten- tb°"sa"d ?f
_ts could
had him act as his private secretary, leav¬ tion of the teacher, still not a little can be *.e are m tlle United States, this fact along amicably together.
learned, provided a teacher is secured ^eing
almost solely to the prevalence
ing him little time for his violin.
“There was, however, Signor Benedict,
who understands teaching under the class °* c*ass. instruction in that country. The
At the age of twenty Baillot went to
system perfectly, and who has had long ”lore violin pupils there are in propor- who had but to make a gesture and tro
Paris. Through Viotti he obtained a
experience in it. The mostly difficult
to tbe Population, the more there would do anything he pleased, as docile
place in the opera orchestra, but resigned
thing to teach under this method is the Tl
e for tbe Private teacher to do, and and obedient as the ponies in a circus,
it for a position which was offered him
bowing movements, positions of fingers
e m°re people there will be to attend and their voices were at times so
in the Department of Finance, where he
ini left hand work, position of the instru, vlolin concerts. I do not harmonized and blended—so aboun
had only occasional leisure hours for his
think it will be many years hence when ingly rich and transcendent—as to fib®
music. He also served twenty months in nent, etc. Every teacher will recall in- the class svstem r,f
*
■ ■
l.“?ing will be - -"ss-,
-v-v»— — ,
the army, returning to Paris in 1795. The stances of private pupils who did not prevalent- all
^ Un‘ted States, and new life. For myself I seemed
study of the works of the early Italian seem to be able to learn these things, when that da,
.tbere ^^1 be a pended between darkness and g •'
masters at this period of his life so even with the undivided attention of the wonderful
Jnter?st. ln every- hardly knowing whether I was ®
fired him with enthusiasm, that he decided teacher. The purely musical part of violin thing that certain
6 VI° ln> and to body or out of the body, in heaven o
to devote the rest of his life to music. playing can, of course, be much more sue- violin playing
earth.”—J. S. Watson.
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VIOLIN INSTRUCTION

LEOPOLD AUER

(Teacher of Elman, Zimbalist, Parlow, Eddy Brown)
Sole authorized exponent
VICIOR KUZDO, 560 West End Ave., Hew Vork City
Once a week in Philadelphia

Ear training, a most potent aid toward
development of a musical talent, is by
far the most commonly neglected factor
of the average musical education. Par¬
ticularly for violinists and vocalists, it
is positively essential to be able to as¬
certain the exact pitch of any interva
at sight. If a violin student has not
quired this art of interval conception
sight, his troubles in sight reading, ...
tonation and memorizing will never cease.
The familiar haphazard floundering about
on each new work the pupil undertakes,
supplies this hidden obstacle which
tards the general progress as, for
stance, an ample technic may’ seem to be
insufficient if the player making a vain
effort to be accurate in intonation must
feel his way over a passage containing
difficult intervals and at the same time
mar the rhythm. If necessary to choose
between two evils, we might say a scratch
perfectly in tune is preferable to a nice
tone off pitch. A scientific course in In¬
terval Conception will bring about ex¬
cellent results in a short time, while
with ordinary systems employed it re¬
quires many months and even years be¬
fore the pupil is able to apprehend the
exact pitch of a given interval.
By scientific interval training, we mean
a definite and direct process by which the
distance from one tone to another may
be determined through the sense of hear¬
ing and also by seeing, the intervals
should be taught in the order of their
difficulty with reference to location ac¬
cording to the sense of hearing. Since
nature provides us with fundamental
roots which form every inharmonic series
of partial tones to all interval required in
our modern systems of Harmony, it is
possible to achieve surprising results of
progress even with such pupils as are not
gifted with any natural ability for inter¬
val conception.
Some of these partial tones of a
generator are quite easy, even for a be¬
ginner to determine, while other partial
tones of the more remote class are very
difficult to locate. This fact proves-that
all such intervals furnished by partial
tones nearest to the generator should be
attempted first and have become a cer¬
tainty before any effort is made to ac¬
complish the more distant ones.
The following illustration (No. 1)
shows the series of partial tones from “C”
as a generator and their relationship
thereto.

The first note on the staff is the gen¬
erator; all others following in this illus¬
tration are partial tones, also called har¬
monics or over-tones.
(We find that
Paganini employed in his violin compo¬
sitions, harmonics up to the 6th partial
tone: It is possible to produce on a good
violin and a perfect string, harmonics up
to the 12th partial tone, but harmonics
above the 6th, are not practical.)
The fractions appearing below the notes
on the illustrative staff designate the
fractional portion of the entire string
length represented by the given gener¬
ator. The denominator of the fractional
figures indicate the Vibration Ratio.
N. B.—You will observe that the first
harmonic is exactly one octave from the
generator; the second harmonic is a per¬
fect 12th distant from the generator, which
reduced one octave forms the interval of
a perfect fifth; the third harmonic is a
duplicate of the-first; the fourth har¬
monic forms a major 17th to the geneiator, reduced two octaves becomes a
major third; the fifth harmonic is a du¬
plicate of the second; the sixth harmonic
forms a minor 21st, reduced two octaves
becomes a minor seventh to the generFrom the seventh harmonic to the fif¬
teenth, the partials furnish all the dia¬
tonic tones required- in either the C or
F major scales. From the seventh har¬
monic to the 23rd we find all the inter¬
vals required for the formation of chords
in the “C” major, minor, and chromatic
No. 2.
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Free Trial!
V^ES we will send’
A you the violin
of your choice
for the full ten days’
trial. Play on it—
test it in every way
before you decide
whether you wish
to buy or not.
Compare it
with other in¬
struments—
then if you are
not more than
satisfied
send it back at
our expense.
You do not
pay us a penny
for the use of
the violin. Write
today for special
new violin circular.

Your Choice of Violins
Write today for our new Violin
Circular and see handsome illustrations
in full color of all superb instruments
that you have to choose from. There
you will find illustrated the products of
the leading violin makers of the world
—Farny, Baader, Glier, Heberlein,
Fiedler, Wurlitzer, and many others.
Violins of the highest grade, as well as those
of moderate prices — all special values.
Priced from $2.70 to $50 and from $50 to $250.
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Get the benefit of our mammoth
facilities for buying in large quantities.
The house that now supplies the U. S.
Government now makes a startling money¬
saving offer direct to you. Write for circular.

*oo years of instrument making
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In example No. 2 we have the partial
tones of C as a generator forming the
complete chromatic scale; the upper
staff showing the harmonics (partial over¬
tones) as they are supplied by nature and
in such order as will when reduced to
the proper pitch, construct the chromatic
scale in rotation as given on lower staff.
The minor second is a contraction of the
original minor 17th; the major second
reduced from the original major 9th, etc.
The intervals should not be taught in
rotation as they occur in the chromatic,
major or minor scale but rather ac¬
cording to the succession of intervals
formed by contraction of their original
distances as they occur in the harmonic
series. The first harmonic is a perfect
octave and should be well established in
the pupil’s mind above and below the
given generator; then the perfect fifth
above and below the generator, as given

10c a Day
Lyric'cSSweExqa?
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is good with
of Wurlitzer.

Send the Coupon!
Put your name and address on
the coupon now and indicate catalogue
matter yon wish us to send yon. Absolutely no
obligations in sending the coupon. Do it now.
Find out about the startling

money-saving offers we are
Send tile coupon^a £ The Rudolp!
letter or a post-card.
Wurlitzer Cc
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The Rudolph
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Wurlitzer Co. /
Dept. 2293
^ out^livaUoo, free and prepaid tt
E?.t 4th Street, /
Cincinnati, 0.
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in Example No. 3 which furnishes all the
intervals of the C chromatic scale, the
order in which they should be taught,
This illustration No. 3 serves as a complete guide for actual practice, but illustrations 1 and 2 should be thoughtfully
studied to be able to understand the derivation of these intervals.
It may seem to the average student
that the major and minor seconds and
thirds are easier to comprehend than
fourths, fifths, sevenths, etc., which are
farther away from the generator, but this
is only true as regards the practice of
naming the intervals after hearing them;

For the proper appl^ati
f^
as
tice the mstructo s
hear
a generator, the pup.lmustte aWe^ ^
mentally and then
,
nd below,
given in the senesN 3
Each one shou d
derstood before
times, or until it 1 .”
Nowreverse
attempting succes
. ct^r sounds the
the Practic<”
;ntervals (out of
generator and ^
^_
below, the
° order) above and below, the
written
o name them by hearing
pupil learning
3 afforded practice '
only. So far
,
constitute twotermining skips w
tone chords
tone chords after w
.
manner :
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The teacher sounds one
and requires the pupil U hum the
iing tones
tones to complete the triad, first
N,0, 3‘
, ,. . .. . ,
. missing
The quarter notes indicate the intervals ....
, major
•
+ :.
triad
on the different degrees
of the scale above the given tone, after
this the minor, diminished and augmented
triads.
.
,
When the triads in their direct form
arc so mastered above and below the
given tones their inversions, the 6/3 and
6/4 chords should be practiced, then re¬
versed as before sounding the tones that
make up the chords and requiring the
pupil to name the intervals as he hears
them, thereby learning to distinguish in¬
tervals by hearing and also by sight.
If the exercises up to this point are
thoroughly mastered we have a solid
foundation for unfailing intonation, hut
if further study is desired the more com¬
plicated chords of 7th, 9th, 11th, and 13th,
may be carried out in the same manner.

Example No. 3 alone, s practical.

THIS NEW POPULAR-PRICED
HORNLESS TALKING MACHINE
NOTHING LIKE IT IN THE WORLD

Rector Phonograph Co.
106 Park Row
Dept. 215
New York City

teMONLYB!
Violin Questions Answered
E. R. L.—Each o£ the violin methods you
name contains much excellent material,
The average violin pupil might like the
Danela method best of those you name. A
great deal depends on the talent of the
pupil. After studying the greater portion
of the Danela method, the pupil would be
ready for the three hooks of Ivayser, Op.
e followed by Kreutzer.
■s and
hand, y
lect to
thods
dies of
some of the composers, some of whoc l wrote
many different works for the violin, How, Friendship Jewelry Co.. 83Chamber»SL.Dept.llO.N.Y.
ever, at a rough guess you might irrange
a course from the studies you have o_-,
*
’
something like the following: “Danela,
Kayser, Wohlfahrt, De Beriot, Kreutzer,
Dont, Fiorillo, Rode.” The Blumenstengel
scales and Schradieck technical studies
should be used at all times in connection
with the other studies. If you have a first
A
ANTHEM MANUSCRIPTS
iolin teacher you should let hi
,Pjethe order of your studies, since this
snX ESS&SSSffiS ^STpSKS.
important as .it js for a. physician to
TULLAR-MEREDITH CO., 265 W. 36th St., - New York prescribe
. patient. In the absence of
you will find it very difficult
to study the
iterial in the proper
_la,y com'
petent advice without 1
i play.
•rROLLED GOLD. STERLING SILVER.
oMer for one or mor^Unl^w^sencMFR'EE^YeiutL

rfiO COMPOSERS

MUSICIANS DOUBLE INCOME
Learn Piano Tuning at the Original School
A paying profession, not overcrowded andean ideal

POLK’S PIANO TRADE SCHOOL, Valparaiso,

(Cents for a Set of Six .

are u ?d. This can only he ascertained b;
expert lenting, which should ie done by ai
experi violinist. A dealer o vioiin maker
seldoi has the knowledge nei sssary for this
work, Take yonr violin to a good violinist,
and : it him to experiment and fit it with
strins of the proper size. Then ascertain
the f„ uge of each string, and always use
the same gauge thereafter.
I. G.—1. Many brands of violin A and D
strings are sold in 2 lengths, although it
has been a custom with many manufacturers to make these strings slightly longer
and call them 2% lengths. 2. The left
elbow should be placed far under the violin.
- eminent
—
many
teachers insisting that it be
held
’ ” unde
‘ r the right edge of the violin. This
throws the fingers of‘the left hand high
over the finger-board in correct position. On
acount of the fatigue, many players hold
the left elbow too far to the left, and
move it towards the right, under the v
__it is necessary
_ in
__
when
reaching the higher
positions. It should always ”be "held'
under the violin. 3. Many eminent teachers
in Europe
i d also in the United States
"
insist on studies
*" such as those of Kreutzer
being committed tio memory, while others do
P.ot. demand so much memory work from
their pupi
It is beneficial, in the highest
?morize such studies as those
of Kr'euts
Fiorillo, Rode, Paganini, etc.,
e solo compositions which are
The purely technical
bowing e

D. L. F.—1. The age at which a child should
take up the study of the violoncello varies
according to its development, as regards
height, strength, length of arms, fingers.
etc. If a child has well developed ^ouirbeedp,aUyedTtyih!
fingers, the cello might *— x~’— ~
tempo from a musical standpoint, as
as the age of twelve, . even earlier in
some cases. Cellos of half and three quarters
size, can be procured from the music dealers.
Specially made cellos of less than half size,
which have been made to order can some¬
times be procured. The prospective pupil . J H. A — 1. The bow quits the string slightly

rTopfr MThe^^a ” * £S
can beTaT“own®"as”'to^tat*'Rug expeHenc^and"much^uctlon^ef’""
ment should be chosen for a child of a a violinist acquires the judgment1 necessary
certain age, since children vary so much in to handle the various kind? nf
n!
size at the same age. 2. Where a child is Bouncing bow is used il „i
!
2destined for the profession it is not a bad ages, say in sixteenth or thirty second* P+SS‘
idea to have him take up the study of the where a verv orisn H
note.sviolin, at the age of six or seven, before is reqi
much efsier than the cello by a young child, played wi'th ’thiTYowing Unless8 snootfld
nn<3 as the technic of'both instruments is marked. 3. Spiccato
*\uSp!:Clflca*ly
similar, the child gains ideas in playing bow. In slow spiccato
i bouncing
■ - which, will prove of the greatest arm as well Z
,_sl^

jfpsaapiPilg*
1

H£5mro5‘.oino|

• being produced by the
•atinn of
...,
4. No exact rule can be laid doi-„
ing strings to suit every violin, since
violin sounds best when strings of the p__ „ „„ „
size to suit Its peculiar tone characteristics teacher.
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Publications
Issued February, 1916
>[ our works sent on inspection to lead
request, at our usual large prolesi
mnts. Use the number, not the till,
PIANO SOLOS
Title
r Grade frit,
No.
13502 Little Boy Blue,
O. D. Martin 2
13536 From the Golden Age,
R. Pickard 2
13522 Annie Laurie.M. Greenwald 2
3523 My Bonnie. .M. Greenwald 2
13524 The Loreley.M. Greenwald 2
13525 Drink to Me Only with
Thine Eyes,
M. Greenwald 2
13527 Long, Long Ago,
M. Greenwald 2
13528 Santa Lucia.M. Greenwald 2
3429 Brahms. . .G. D. Spaulding 2%
Wild Bide.D. Rowe 2%
13501 Dance and Play.P. Renard 2Vi .25
13503 Wood Fairies. . .P. Renard 2%
891 Rustic Polonaise,
E. P. Christiani 3
13419 Fen Follet, Op. 29, No. 2,
H. A. Wollenhaupt 3
.3#
13443 A La Tarantella, Op. 128,
No. 1.G. Horvath 3
13447 Chimes at Twilight.

13516 In Gay Seville,
H. Engelmann 3
13412 For You, Op. 320,
C. W. Kern 3%
13440 By the Fireside,
G. N. Benson 3%
3416 Arabian Dance.P. Brounoff 4
Hindu Dance. .P. Brounoff 4
13418 Song Without Words, Op.
97, No. 3. . L. Streabbog 4
13425 Petite Berceuse..E. Schuett 4
3448 Maybells, Op. 135.C. Bohm 4
13446 In Fond Remembrance, Op:
71.J. R. Morris 4%
13519 The Spinnei
A 4%
13431 Bolero, Op. 27 . . . .T. Lark 5
13376 Les Arpeges, Op. 61, No. 3,
C. Mayer 6
13380 La Campanella—N. Paga-

G. L. Spaulding 2
13504 We Went Sailing,
G. L. Spaulding 2
13437 Conestoga.A. Geibel 2% .60
13438 Under the Orange Blossoms,
Engelmann
PIANO STUDIES

VIOLIN AND PIANO

12553 It Was a Dream.
W. H. N
Old Lad,,
W. H. Neidlinger 3
12596 Saviour. Breathe An Eve¬
ning Blessing.
W. II. Neidlinger 3
13441 For You, Dear.
T. Grsndfield 3
lUaby,
13442 A Twilight Lullaby,
!. F. Widener 3
12299 Be Strong,
L. Baumgartner 4
12369 To-morrow. ,C. W. Cadman 4
13483 Carmena.. .H. Lane Wilson 4
OCTAVE CHORUSES, SACRED
10769 No Evil Shall Befall Thee,
M. Costa 3
10784 Kyrie Eleison, in E flat—
in F.R. Gill 3

THEO. PRESSER CO., PKW*1*’ Pi

New Etude Prize Contest
In another column of this issue will be
found full particulars regarding a new
Prize Contest which we are .just starting.
Previous contests having proven so pro¬
ductive, and so much interest having been
aroused, we have in response to numerous
demands undertaken another contest. This
one will be different from those of the
past in that it is not devoted exclusively
to piano pieces or to songs, but it includes
piano pieces, songs, and anthems, grouped
into three principal classes with a first,
second, and third prize in each class.
In a Contest of this sort almost every
composer may be represented, since those
working along special lines must surely
find something to their liking in one or
another of these classes.
The prizes, which are generous in their
amounts, should prove additionally stimu¬
lating. As before, composers of all nation¬
alities are welcome, a new writer as well
as the experienced writer, and all com¬
posers may be represented in any or all
of the classes by as many manuscripts as
they may see fit to submit. Every manu¬
script will receive due attention, and in
each case an impartial judgment will be
rendered.
Easter Music
This year’s offerings in the way of new
music for Easter will be found interesting
to all persons responsible for the musical
part of the service' for that day. Aside
from the standard numbers and estab¬
lished favorites of former seasons we are
pleased to announce the addition of several
worthy and interesting novelties, such as
new anthems and cantatas for mixed
voices, also compositions and arrangements
for women’s voices and men’s voices.
The new cantatas are: “The Greatest
Love,” by Petrie; “The Dawn of the King¬
dom,” by Wolcott, both of which are al¬
ready being rehearsed by various choirs.
They are melodious and effective without
requiring highly trained singers for their
performance. For women's voices, Brander’s “Alleluia, Alleluia!” three part chorus,
and Granier’s “Hosanna!” two part chorus,
are well worth trying, and either one will
add pleasing variety to the day’s program.
For a choir of mixed voices, Stuff’s “Alle¬
luia, Alleluia!” and Morrison’s “Song of
Triumph,” are among the leading new ad¬
ditions to our catalog of church music.
The same may be said of the new numbers
for men’s voices, “Alleluia, Alleluia!” by
Brander, “Behold, I Shew you a Mystery,”
by Solly; “Christ is Risen,” MinshallNevin, and “Sing with all the Sons of
Glory,” by Brackett.
We shall be pleased to send any of these
works for inspection, but suggest that the
request for copies for that purpose should
mention the voices (mixed, women’s or
men’s), for which the music is desired.
Anthem Treasury
We will continue during the current
month the special offer on our new anthem
book. This will very soon be off the press.
We have endeavored, in this new collec¬
tion, to use anthems of bright and cheer¬
ful character, such anthems as may be
used successfully at the opening of service
°J .f°r offertory purposes. They are all
°f intermediate difficulty and all will prove
effective with choirs of any size. It is
just such a hook as should'be in the li¬
brary of every choir, to afford appropriate
selections for general use. All the best
owdern anthem writers are represented.
. e special price in advance of publication
15 18 cents, postpaid.

Grove’s Dictionary of
Music and Musicians
The leading music teachers and every
musical library of consequence, have pur¬
chased a set of Grove’s Dictionary as the
one and first requisite, just the moment
that they could afford it, or at the moment
when they heard that such an encyclopedia
of music was obtainable.
This firm has naturally, through its con¬
nection with educational musical circles,
been the medium through which many
thousands of sets of this work have been
sold, and it has always been our aim and
hope that it would be possible at some
time to be the publishers of it in order
that we could so control its publication as
to be able to bring it out at a price which
would not be almost prohibitive.
That opportunity has arrived. We have
arranged for the largest edition of Grove's
Dictionary ever printed at one time, and
we are the exclusive agents for it in the
United States and Canada.
Grove's Dictionary is an English work
made by Sir George Grove, with the help
of experts in every line. Four thousand
large, rather closely printed pages are in¬
cluded in the five large volumes. Me¬
chanically our edition is exactly the same
as the original, except that we think it is
more attractively bound.
Heretofore the price has always been
$25.00, and held most strictly in the usual
book publisher’s way. We now make the
price $15.00 net. While we have not the
facilities that subscription book publishers
have for payment by the installment
method, to those that feel that this method
is necessary, we shall be very glad to
open an account on our books and allow
them to pay for it at their convenience,
within a reasonable time.
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Standard First Piano Pieces
This is a new volume in our series of
collections printed from special large
plates. All the preceding volumes in this
selection have proven very successful.
This new one should be found especially
valuable, since it contains only the easiest
pieces. There is a constant demand for
volumes of this grade. In the selection of
these easy pieces only the very best will
be included. The pieces will lie in grades
one and two and none will go beyond
grade two. All will be found well adapted
for small hands. They will combine at¬
tractive melody, general musical interest,
and real educational value in equal pro¬
portion. Our special advance price for
this volume will be 20 cents, postpaid.
Melodious Four=hand Pf. Pieces
—The Primo Part within a
Compass of Five Notes
By Carl Koelling
This is a new teacher and pupil book
by this popular writer. Mr. Koelling has
been very successful with this style of com¬
position. His previous teacher and pupil
books have met with much favor. In this
new one the material is entirely fresh and
original, and it will prove no less inter¬
esting than the previous volumes. The
teacher’s part is exceedingly effective and
richly harmonized throughout, and it is
really astonishing to note what very pretty
melodies the composer has been able to
evolve within the compass of five notes.
This work may be taken up as the very
first four-hand book for the student, be¬
ginning in grade one. Our special ad¬
vance price is 20 cents, postpaid.
Easy Octave Studies
for the Piano
In pianoforte study the art of octave
playing should be taken up just as soon
as the hand of the pupil has acquired the
necessary span. Consequently at the be¬
ginning a set of easy octave studies is ex¬
ceedingly desirable. In the new work
which we have in preparation the studies
have been selected from many sources.
They are about the easiest octave studies
that may be found anywhere, and they
may be used even in the second grade.
Care has been taken to select only such
studies as have musical qualities in addi¬
tion to the necessary technical value. This
volume should prove most welcome. Our
special introductory price in advance of
publication is 15 cents, postpaid.

Grove’s Dictionary as an
Fantasy Pieces in Etude
Etude Subscription Premium
Form by Gustav Lazarus
No more valuable premium, either in
An excellent new set of studies of inter¬
contents or as regards its reward or profit, mediate grade, combining in goodly pro¬
has ever been offered by The Etude than portion, technic, rhythm, phrasing, and ex¬
our present giving of a complete set of pression. The demand for studies in the
Grove’s Dictionary for the sending of but intermediate grades is practically endless,
fifteen Etude subscriptions to us at $1.50 since it is necessary to have variety, both
for the teacher and the student. Mr. Gus¬
This magazine, with its wealth of music tav Lazarus, who is himself a teacher and
composer of long experience, knows just
alone, not 'to mention the many other fea¬ what is wanted in this line and has the
tures of enormous value—we honestly requisite musicianship to produce it.
believe there are few issues that are not Aside from their educational features his
worth in actual value the full year’s sub¬ studies are all melodious, original, and
scription price—finds ready sale when very gracefully written. The practice of
enthusiastically presented to the music them will prove real pleasure. Our spe¬
lover or the music student. By music cial introductory price is 15 cents, post¬
lover we mean merely a player. There paid.
are numerous copies of The Etude which
furnish the best of musical recreation to
whole families throughout the entire year. Progressive Piano Student
Moving picture players find enough ma¬ By Theodore Presser
terial in its pages to supply them with
Mr. Presser’s Beginner’s Book has been
all the music that they need. It will not one of the most successful of all elemen¬
be found a difficult task at all to obtain tary piano instructors. We are having
fifteen persons who will find The Etude constant demands for the continuation of
useful and valuable to them, and for this book, which is to be known as the
fifteen subscriptions we give a full set of Progressive Piano Student, and we are
Grove’s Dictionary, which up to a few happy to state that the new work is now
months ago was costing everyone $25.00. well under way. The Progressive Piano
If it is not possible to get the entire Student takes up the subject just where
number we will make very liberal arrange¬ the Beginner’s Book stops, and follows
ments with regard to the proportionate right on, beginning with the scales, which
value not covered by the premium. It may are treated in a simple, yet exhaustive
be interesting to our readers to know manner and are taken up one at a time,
that this offer has been well appreciated interspersed with some exceedingly inter¬
by the musical public of this country. esting materials of a general nature all
There have been as many copies sold since progressively arranged.
Our advance
December 1st as we sold at the old price price for this new volume is 20 cents, post¬
during the previous four years.
paid.
Fluia mention THE ETUDE wh«n iddrgsrtr
•« UvtrtiMri.
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You and I, Four-Hand
Pieces for the Pianoforte
This novel work is now ready for the
press, but the special offer will be con¬
tinued during the current month. These
little four-hand pieces are among Mr.
Spaulding’s happiest inspirations. Every
piece is a genuine duet with independent
parts for the two players, with verses for
singing if desired. The pieces all lie in
grades one and two. Some of the titles
of the pieces are “Come to School,” “In
the Attic,” “Sing Ijttle Birds,” “In the
Bright Moonlight,” “We Went Sailing,”
“Garlands of Roses,” and others. All are
exceedingly attractive, just the thing for
young duet players. Our special price in
advance of publication is 20 cents, post¬
paid.
New Four-hand Album
The special offer on this new collection
will be continued during the current
month. This volume is a new one in our
series of volumes printed from special
large plates. It will be a miscellaneous
collection of four-hand pieces chiefly of
intermediate grade, all effective and play¬
able, with plenty to do for both players,
and interesting throughout. The pieces
will all be of plain and cheerful character
with not a dry number in the book. This
volume may be used for practice in en¬
semble playing, for sight reading or for
amusement. Any of the numbers will be
found suitable for recital purposes. Our
special introductory price in advance of
publication for this volume is 20, centa
postpaid.
Part Songs for Men’s Voices
The special offer on this new work will
be continued for one month longer, as we
have been unavoidably delayed in getting
it out. We feel sure that none who order
advance copies will be disappointed. It is
a splendid compilation of part songs for
men, including program numbers, humor¬
ous numbers, folk songs, and sacred num¬
bers. There are altogether twenty-three
pieces, and each one is either original or
else specially arranged for this book. Mr.
Robinson’s long experience as a composer
and quartette singer specially fit him for
the compilation of a work of this charac¬
ter. He has given it his best efforts. The
special advance of publication price for
this collection is 13 cents.
Choir Movement Selections
We have on hand a limited number of
copies of a volume containing five splendid
anthem numbers bound up together sub¬
stantially with a neat paper cover. The
five anthems, each of which is complete
in itself, are “It is a Good Thing to Give
Thanks,” Patty Stair; “Joy to the World,”
E. A. Mueller; “Rejoice, the Lord is King,”
Berwald; “He Watching over Israel,”
from “Elijah,” Mendelssohn; “Jerusalem,
the Golden,” March from Athalia,” Men¬
delssohn. This compilation was made for
a special occasion, and it will not be
reprinted after the disposal of the present
number of copies. This is a real bargain
for choir leaders in search of something
new and inexpensive. We are offering
copies of the book at the special price of
15 cents each. The titles of these anthems
speak for themselves.
Secular Part Songs
For Mixed Voices
This new collection is very nearly ready,
but the special offer will be continued dur¬
ing the current month. As we have had
practically unlimited resources for the
compilation of a work of this character,
the selection and arrangement of the num¬
bers has taken considerable time, but we
feel sure that we have made up the very
best possible hook of this nature. It is
an excellent all round collection of part
songs for mixed voices, containing num¬
bers suitable for all occasions. Every
number has an appropriate pianoforte ac¬
companiment. None of the pieces will be
found in any other collection. They will
prove available for large or small choruses
or even for quartets. The special intro¬
ductory price in advance of publication is
15 cents.

EVERY TEACHER’S
MUSIC STORE
get what one v
There is real fun in buying where
t the
right price
and with
lie iisui
uriee aim
wiui the
v»»v, right service.
»v.. .- . . .,
„
. „
This accounts for much of the fascination that the great s
___
it is the Bon Marchfi in Paris,
Self ridge’s in London, Wertheim’s in Berlin, Marshall Field’s in
Chicago, Altmann’s in New York, Wanamaker’s in Philadelphia or
Gimbel’s in Milwaukee, there are the same crowds of busy people ail
attracted by the necessity for buying, and kept good-natured by t e
excellence of the service.

Profitable Long Distance Shopping
Thousands of people, however, must do their shopping at a dis¬
tance from the actual tradesman's counter and there comes the reason
for the modern mail order service.
With the Theodore Presser Co., buying music by mad comes as
near buying music in person in the large Philadelphia retail store ot
the Company as can possibly be. Indeed there are many advantages
which the mail order shopper has that the ordinary buyer does not
possess.

The Secret of Satisfaction
The satisfaction you get from a purchase depends upon the
resources of the store and the service of the store. It is largely a
matter of the individual clerk behind the counter. If the clerk who
waits on you has a large stock to draw from, if he is intelligent,
experienced and obliging he will let nothing stop until he is himself
convinced that you are satisfied. The mail patron of the Theodore
Presser Co. does not deal with one clerk alone but with a staff of
experts if necessary. These experts have at their command one of
the largest stocks of music supplies in the world. Your smallest wish
is given prompt, accurate, courteous attention.
Thousands of teachers have taken advantage of this satisfactory
and economical method of buying music. By dealing directly with
headquarters you wipe out overcharges and delays in time. The
.Theodore Presser Company endeavors to make every purchase a
mutual pleasure.

The Trial That Convinces
Just send a postal saying, “please send me full particulars of
your mail order plan of purchasing music,” and you will get full
information. We will send a copy of the useful Year Book for
Music Teachers gratis with all such inquiries. Better still, send
a trial order, no matter how small.

Beeinner’s Harmony
Wrifind Rook
vviiiiiig ouinx
By JOS. 11. Moore
This is an exceedingly valuable book
for the student of elementary theory. In
the beginning one scarcely ever obtains
sufficient practice in the writing of intervals and the indispensable knowledge of
intervals, which comes only from continued
practice. The same may be said also of
chord and scale work in the various keys,
The use of this writing book should proie
of great help in these particulars. Series
of intervals are given to which the names
are to be supplied and space is given for
intervals to be formed by the student,
Chords and scales are treated in a similar

manner. In addition there is a useful set
of definitions covering all of elementary
theory. This work will soon be ready,
The special introductory price is 15 cents.

,VOCal

aynr„i »iu.
A“18tU'
Album
This will prove to be the finest collection
of songs that we have ever offered. It
is a large and handsome volume gotten
up in the very best style, containing some
of the most popular songs by modem and
tontunpoiary writers, such songs as will
not be found in any other collection
Every singer, student, and teacher should
possess a copy of this volume. The special
introductory price in advance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid.
*

Coal and Ice
OW often have you seen the above sign?
The coal dealer is busiest in Winter while the ice dealer is busiest in
bummer. 1 he natural thing was to combine the two occupations in
one business as thousands of merchants have done.
Many teachers meekly accept the long Summer vacation as a kind of neces
sary business evil. Some lack sufficient ambition to prompt them to emnlov
the Summer profitably.
py
The successful teacher of to-day is as busy in Summer as he is in Winter
How does he accomplish it? By Planning right and Advertising right"
By persistent, result-bringing, methods, Small Summer Schools with realW
efficient, earnest teachers have grown into big institutions.
y
If you have planned a Summer School which really deserves attention and if
you propose to make it a regular institution which will net you a nr fir •
stead of a loss every Summer, it will pay you to advertise in THE Etude'""
There is no better time to start than the present If
, j. .■
received before the end of this month it can go in the May^ssueT^THE
ETUDE. Rates sent upon application.
3
OI 1 Ht-
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18 Short Melodious Studies
For the Pianoforte
By Max P. Heller
We have in preparation an edition of
Max Paul Heller’s Opus 10. This is s
set of 18 studies which are just right to
be taken up by second grade students.
There is always a demand for new ma¬
terial in this grade as both teachers and
students tirtj of playing and hearing the
same studies from lesson to lesson. These
studies by Heller are of a general nature,
giving plenty of work for both hands and
embodying a variety of technical rhyth¬
mic, and harmonic features. Each study
is for some special purpose, such as a
quiet hand, passing the thumb, staccato,
broken chords, the thrill, the turn, legato,
melody in the left hand, two against three,
syncopation, etc. The studies are all mel¬
odious and adapted for small hands. This
is one of the best books of the kind that
e have seen in a long while. The special
Ivance price will be 15 cents, postpaid.
School of Violin Technics
Book 1
By Henry Schradieck
The great increase of interest in violin
playing due to the simplification of the
technic of the violin has inevitably created
a great demand for a new edition of
Schradieck’s well-known School of Tech¬
nics. This work has long held a leading
place among technical works on violin
playing, due to the catholicity of its
authors pedagogical outlook.
Henry
Schradieck was trained both in the Ger¬
man school and in the Franco-Belgian
school—the two schools which more than
any others have produced the greatest de¬
velopments in violin playing. His esti¬
mable work has been thoroughly revised
and brought up to date by Frederic Hahn,
a highly successful violinist and teacher.
Book I of Schradieck’s work contains
finger studies graded from first to seventh
positions, double-stoppings and a variety
of bowings. Advance of publication offer
on Book I of Sehradieck’s School of Violin
Technics is 20 cents.
Children’s Harmony Book
By Preston Ware Orem
The interest which has been aroused hy
the announcement of this new elementary
work in harmony has proven very flatter¬
ing. The preparation of this book is prooe<‘ding satisfactorily, and we are continuinK the special offer during the current
month. It has been the aim of the author
°* this work to present all the essential
facts in as simple and logical a manner
as possible, omitting all unnecessary complications. Each of the elementary subjects is treated at length with the idea
that no new step shall be taken up before
the preceding one is thoroughly conquered,
a number of novel and attractive features
will bTfound^^ This took Zv be
as
I ireMrXn for anv metl ifor cdur™ in
eJ>ara^I10.^ ..r. any
0
"
^-date
^The
special
inlVoductoV^rfceSl
to-date. The special introductory price in
lh SPecial introductorv p
advance of publication is 30 cents, post¬
paid.
The Child’s Own Book of
Great Musicians
Six or more books have been planned
for this series but two have already been
published. They deal with the biographies
of Bach and Mozart, and are gotten UP
in such form that the child virtually
makes his own hook. He receives a serW
of loose pages with the places for the pkj
tures marked but' with none inserted.
After he has studied the little book, put
in the pictures and written in some an¬
swers to interesting questions he binds tne
book with needle and thread provide*
The series will also include MendelssW*
Schumann, Schubert and Handel. J*
price for each book is ten cents, but
you order the entire set we will send ) f
the two volumes now published and tj1
others upon publication for fifty cen
cash in advance. This is part of our sy
tern of offering teachers, who have CO
fidence in our publications a reduced r
for introductory purposes.

of
40

Brooms

1 thrown a4
4- --ness saved;
P Bisseli's does the work of 40 or 60 brooms
i —the dustless, efficient, thorough

Bis SELL’S
Carpet Sweeper
a
,
|
I

Now this cleaning stand-by has a companion
in Bisseli's Vacuum Sweeper that Is easy to
dustbag, without soiling the hands; that in
every detail oBera the general mechanical
aU$se the Vacuum Machine for general clean-1
ine, the Carpet Sweeper tor daily sweeping—
The Ideal, dustless, sanitary, efficient Btssell
Carpet'sweepere are *2.76 to $5.75; Vacuum
iweepers and Cleaners (with and without
irush) *7.50 to *9.00. Slightly higher in the
Vest. South and Canada. Sold by dealers
verywhere. Booklet on request.
(253) ,
BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.
Largest and Oldest Eiclulve Manntaetnrera
or Carpet Sweeping Device* in the World
Dept. 147, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Made in Canada, too
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March Renewals
flave you placed your renewal order
yet. To delay in doing so robs you of
the incalculable benefits to be derived
from articles now in course of prepara¬
tion and to appear during the next twelve
months. These articles by the world’s
greatest musical writers are the result of
no small effort on the part of our Edi¬
torial Department, in some cases having
taken years to secure.
When taken into consideration that for
less than one-half cent per day, one may,
aside from the sheet music value of not
less than twenty pieces a month, of a
year’s subscription to The Etude, enjoy
instruction of an inestimable value—a
value far in excess of the purchasing
power of the average musician or student
—can you afford to let your subscription
drop here?
Why not send in your renewal to-day?
See our low-priced magazine clubs on the
third cover page. We are going to make
a special offer here to those who renew
before March 31st, no matter what the
expiration date, past or future.
Send $1.65 and we will renew your sub¬
scription for 12 months and send post¬
paid a copy of our new album entitled
“Standard Brilliant Album,” a collection
of 27 Showy Drawing Room pieces. Send
$1.70 and we will renew your subscription
and send one pure linen crash pillow top
outfit. This includes top 17 x 22, back,
diagram lesson, and the silk for working.
Send $1.75 and we will renew your sub¬
scription and send without extra charge
postpaid 8 hardy, ever-blooming roses, a
very attractive assortment of red, pink,
white, and yellow.

Shopworn Music
We are repeating our offer of last month
to fill orders for music no longer in regu¬
lar demand at the astonishingly low price
of $5.00 per foot. The music is not really
shopworn in the sense that it shows signs
of wear or deterioration from handling,
but we do not know of any descriptive
term that will express exactly the charac¬
ter of the stock. The copies are all com¬
paratively fresh In appearance, and in
most cases have never been handled by
customers.
A pile of sheet music twelve inches high
is offered for $5.00, or we will sell six
inches for $2.50. Our object is to reduce
a general stock containing many duplicate
copies of music formerly in general de¬
mand hut now forced into the background
by newer, but not necessarily better,
from whatever cause. Apply
pieces. A fair estimate of the retail price
“Mum” after the morning
of a foot of music is about $500.00, and
even when the most liberal discounts are
bath, and be free from em¬
taken into consideration, $5.00 per foot
barrassment all day.
bears only a very small ratio to the ordi¬
25c at nine out of ten drug- and department-stores. nary selling price; in fact, it is about
only 1 per cent, of the retail price. Con¬
“MUM” MFC. CO., 1106 Cheetnat St„ Philadelphia
sequently, even though a foot of this music
contained a large number of pieces of no
immediate practical value to the purchaser,
it is safe to say that the greater part
would be found useful, either for teaching
or for recreation purposes, and will fill
a want among teachers and pupils who are
unable to pay the ordinary prices for their

“Mum”

neutralizes all
odors of the body

The packages are made up ready for
shipment, either six inches or twelve
inches, and each package contains music
exclusively for piano, or for voice and
piano.
The price named does not include the
transportation, which must be paid by the
customer.
Patrons located at distant
points should bear this in mind, and should
also remember that even though the ex¬
press charges will have to be added to the
cost of the music, the net cost of the latter
including transportation is nevertheless
only a fractional part of the regular cost
of the music. In consideration of the ex¬
tremely small amount asked for the music,
we request teachers to send a remittance
of either $2.50 or $5.00 with each order
for six inches or one foot respectively.

s*nd for a copy of
THE ETUDE Premium Catalog
any valuable articles easily earned
.JjTE ETUDE, Philadelphia
He*,e mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.

Rewards for Our Readers
Our latest Premium List is just now
off the press and presents some of the
most unusual rewards we have yet been
able to make our readers for securing the
subscriptions of friends.
A postal card will bring you a copy.
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expert, the finished player, the beginner—
everyone who delights in tone purity out of the
ordinary owes it to themselves to investigate this
magnificent instrument. The

Jesse French & Sons Grand
represents an honest and successful endeavor to produce
an instrument as near artistic perfection as is possible
of attainment.
The Grand is the ideal instrument for all artistic
interpretations.

JESSE FRENCH & SONS
PIANO CO.
1803 Seventh Avenue

SPECIAL PREMIUM REWARD

EIGHT SURE BLOOM ROSES
FOR

ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION TO THE ETUDE
To show our appreciation to those who influence new sub¬
scribers to take THE Etude regularly, we have arranged
a special premium reward of Eight Everblooming Roses
for One New Subscription to THE ETUDE-.

OUR OFFER
For one new yearly subscription to The
Etude at SI.SO, we will deliver this entire
collection of eight hardy everblooming roses
to you, shipping charges prepaid, and will
enclose special printed directions for plant¬
ing and culture. The subscrip¬
tion to The Etude will start
as soon as order is received.
The Roses will be sent ac¬
cording to planting schedule
shown opposite.
Do not fail to take
advantage of this splendid offer, it is
the finest ever made.
The roses are all strong, well rooted
plants, which have been
grown for us by one of
the largest rose growers
of America. They are
well packed and guaran¬
teed to reach their desti¬
:er April IS
nation in good condition.
Roses will not be shipped
ifter May 1
until the proper time.
SEND ORDERS ONLY TO

Dates to Plant Roses

THE ETUDE, Philadelphia, pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

THE
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GRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL
SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

“The Foremost Musical Institution of Americ

NEW YORK CITY

ALL BRANCHES TAUGHT BY EMINENT PROFESSORS
Boarding Accommodations for Students in Building
.nrTAD inimn
..
BESSIE CLAY
yiCTOR KUZDO
..
WRITE FOR CATALOG
!!
Principal
Music teaches most exquisitely the art of
development.
—D’lSRAELI

SUMMER
NORMAL COURSES
Chicago, Illinois
JUNE 26 - JULY 28
(Twenty-Eighth Season)

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY

Music

Fall Term begins Sept. 27th,

1915

FOR INFORMATION WRITE

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director

to players and comfort

STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL "he?Dperaona5y
elves all Instruction and corrects all
rates. Composers’ MSS. corrected
ALFRED WOOLER, Mu*. Doc.
322 W. Utica St., Buffalo, N. 1

I

the household.
Appreciated by teachers,
pupils and artists.
Saves wear of the piano.
19 reasons why it excels
the piano for practice.

CATIONAL AGENCY
MRS. BABCOCK
/"OFFERS Teaching Positions, ColL' leges. Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church and Concert Engagements

Address MRS. A. M. VIRGIL

-

11 West 68th Street, NEW YORK

THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF CINCINNATI, Elm St., opp. Washington Park, Cincinnati, Ohio

Centralizing School of Acting
Edward Dvorak, Director
Departments: Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin,
Violoncello, Expression. Send for Booklet.
3ox 26, 20 E. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten

Cosmopolitan School of Music
and Dramatic Art

116 Edna Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

ALBERT ROSS PARSONS
Qualified

as Concert Pianists
and Teachers

:

:

Music
Training School for Supervisors of Music
BOTH SEXES

53 MAIN ST.,’

POTSDAM, NEW YORK

AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The opportunities of the Institute are intended only for students of natural ability
with an earnest purpose to do serious work, and no others will be accepted. For catalogue
and full information address SECRETARY, 120 Claremont Avenue, New York.

NEW YORK SCHOOL

THE NEW VIRGIL
PRACTICE CLAVIER
Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

V

/MUSIC

Central Park West, cor. 95th St., New York City

WINTER SESSION IN ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.
For Particulars address Secretary

IRGIL Executive Office, 567 Third Ave., New York City
OR A. K. VIRGIL, ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

STERNER, Director
Unsurpassed
scene, facing
Central
which is thebeauty
finest oflocation
in New
York PA
Gtt

AU Branches of Music and Arts Taught from the Beginning to the Highest Artistic Finish by»
■.
_,
Faculty Composed of

Many

DETROIT INSTITUTE
OF MUSICAL ART
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin,
Organ, Public School Music, Diction,
1- ramatic Art, Languages, etc. Diplomas
and Degrees. Located in finest residen¬
tial district. Excellent dormitory.
Address Secretary for catalog

Detroit, Michigan,
67-69 Davenport St., Box 22

Private Teachers

ALBERT A. STANLEY, A.M., Director
Ann Arbor, Michigan
“A GATHERING PLACE FOR
ADVANCED STUDENTS”

Fall Semester begins October 4
“Ann Arbor—An ideal city lor summer study"
Send for announcement
CHARLES A. SINK, Secretary

Be a Teacher of Music

Louise Burton
SOPRANO

The Secretary,3029 West Grand Boulevard,Detroit,Mich.

COLUMBIA
SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
15th Year
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director

A^superior school for desirable students. Eminent faculty of 60 teachers. Offers a complete education in
PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN, THEORY and PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC,

BURR0WES COURSE

THE BREWER TEACHERS' AGENCY

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
1303 Auditorium Building
Established 1882
CHICAGO

THE MARY WOOD CHASE SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS
MARY WOOD CHASE. DIRECTOR—Author of “Natural Laws in Piano Technic.”
STUDENTS MAY REGISTER AT ANY TIME
Complete Courses in all branches of music and dramatic art. Coaching students for
concert stage. Special Normal Course for Teachers.
„„„ „
For Year Book address the Secretary.
_
630 FINE ARTS BUILDING
CHICAGO

BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY MjaffiSSr51

of music study

Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction
”***’*”

c.a.-c-j n

.

r»

""

her*. Classes are doubled by use of this method

KATHARINE BURROWES

For catalog address the School,
Box 73, 509 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

European Celebrities and Eminent American Teachers
^
INCLUDING
V-TrT~By3Ur, Frefdkeim. The Great Virtuoso. Liszt's greatest pupil.
v/olin-cKl^/Sn -y.—.Celebrated Vocal Teacher. 8

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

cate,

OF MUSIC AND ARTS
RALFE LEECH

A.
K.

AMERICAN

CONSERVATORY

Crane Normal Institute of

OF THE CITY OF
NEW YORK
k Damrosth, Directo

&elikeb^S8d/Jof»a
and
fiomefike school devoted S»thtjmost
to Music bea,
andutiful
the Arts

e from the Effa

Minneapolis School of music, oratory and dramatic Art
• A ,42 J44 EIGHTH ST., s. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
«.zed Leading Institution of the Northwest
SCHOOL OPEN ALL THE YEAR
lies ot Music, Oratory aud Dramatic Art, from Elementary to Post-Graduate equal i„ sta
i on ^Recital0 Hall seatlng^fw'^T riC8 °f Mrat rrtnk' Facu,lY °f Forty-four. Each departme

Auditorium Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART “

t?
ay Haltriol1 E. 14th St.
New York City.

Em»hp»fieStMu»krtScho

THE EXCEPTIONAL FACILITIES, COMPLETE ORGANIZATION end COMPREHENSIVE COUFP5ES°MAKE THE

Assisted by eminent faculty of 50 ar¬
tists. Offers to prospective students
courses of study based upon the best mod¬
ern educational principles. Diplomas and
degrees conferred. Many free advantages.
Students may enter at any time

Students Accepted
at Any Time

Students

DIPLOMAS

PrM.*E. H.°SCOTT“&,i “ Mailer, Bldg., Chicago

MOTHERS—MOTHERS—MOTHERS

Effa Ellis Perfield

of THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF CINCIN-

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

EXPLANATORY CATALOG ON REQUEST

thei^cUHrenln1 nSstc?” APSStaOpportttnity*fory Mothers,P Special Advance Price. This course is
entirely separate from the regular Kindergarten System. Write for full particulars.
MRS. LILLIAN COURTRIGHT CARD

of

Gertrude Radle-Paradis

MRS. W. S. BRACKEN, President

THE “TEK” is The “real

Learn Harmony and Composition

MAKE the M0SI of YOUR MUSICAL TALENT!

Voice Teachers

Imund Burke, Baritone, Covent Garden, Lon-

thing” for piano practice.
Of the greatest advantage

Centralizing
School of
Music

DEANE DOSSERT
FRANK DOSSERT
Formerly of Pari.—Now in New '
Suite 1204- 1205 CARNEGIE HALL
Residence Studio
No. 2 WEST 88th STREET
Artist pupils in leading Opera Houses
Mile. Jeanette Allen, Grand Opera, Berlin
Mme. Marguerite Sylva, Opera Comique, Parc
Chicago Grand Opera.
Mr. George Feodoroff, Solo Tenor, Grand 0
r. Basso, La Scala, Milan and
At. Henr

Famous for Instruction in Technic, Pedalling, Interpre¬
tation, Theory and Harmony Playing.
Special Courses for Teachers.

STbTc

u&utujuk ha aiJSIC, TEAOHI
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, N!

FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet
CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK

(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
New York City
212 West 59th Street
Pomnlete courses
courses in Voice,
organ, Piano,
Stringed branch®
Instruments, Public
Complete
T’heoretical
and Historical
30th Season—September 28, 19IS. Send for circulars am. t„lu,ugue
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., Pres.
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean

560 WEST END AVENUE (Corner 87th Street)

MUSIC-EDUCATION

Teachers’ Training Courses

k The American Institute of Applied

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
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Conservatories—Schools —Teachers C WESTERN

Conservatories—Schools —Teachers

THE von ENDE SCHOOL of MUSIC

ETUDE

GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS

ARTISTIC PIANOFORTE Pm.-r^.nT. VALUABLE COURSE IN MODERN PEDAGOGY

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC
T

Accredited
VALPARAISO, - INDIANA.
joI of Music offers courses in Piano Voic
in, Organ, Theory and Public School Music.
Students may attend the Music School and also take the regularwork at thTlJiriversitv
ttenn
™E EXPENSES are the l5WESt

)ataktgue°wi’n be mahed free^^ddre^Henr^B Browri, President^or Oliver1 pf Kinsey ^Vice^Presid'
43RD YEAR—STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.
YOU WANTED THAT POSITION

One of the oldest and best Music Schools in the United States N. W. Cor. Taylor and Olive Sts., St. Louis, M.
arnette Brower, Harold A. Fix, S. Reid Spencer, Frank Howard
Warner, and many others.
Open the Fnti ^“m,,orl®s “ School Buildings and Proper Chaperonage
P
Entire Year. Pupils May Enter Any Day. Two Public Concerts Eyery Week.
Terms, including Tuition, Board, Practicing, etc, „„ application
,
W for Bookie, and Book o, H-

Consider the advantage of having your name and address here where probably three-quarters of
million musical people will read it just as you are doing* Then write for rates. THE ETUDE PHILADELPHIA, ^
Please mentionn THE
_ advertisers.
.
THE ETTTDP.
ETUDE whan
when ndds-noo,-—
addressing our

M'CH'co"sFSKATOR?oiFAMUsScLLECE|Deh°it Conservatory of Mfisk
ypsilanti,

Fran-:,
C£n8ervatory
in the West-42nd
Year
Francis ,L. York, M. A..
Pres..
Students may
enter at any time
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Public
PubHc°school miiric’^iG^ad*’ ationrieads^to a^ffe certifi'cate^aUtiln most states of the^nhan^Vfotaf liri
etc. Academic Department. Send for Catalog.
expenses need not exceed five dollars per week. Tuition and
** ^
of Music, Box 9, Ypsilanti, Michig
JAMES H. BELL, SECRETARY,
, 1013 Woodward Ave., Detro
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertise:

THE
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Musical Tablets

Conservatories—Schools—Teachers

Prescribed by C. W. Fullwood
Dissolve n enthusiasm, and take before
practice.
No. 1.
Study the music page before touching
the piano. Note key, time, rhythm and
scale passages. Read it throughout.

dunning system

THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD

....

The Original Musical Kindergarten and Simplex Method of America
Brought to America through the interest of the New England Conservatoryeighteen years ago; and during that time taught to over 700 music teachers (every one
of whom could be employed in Boston alone); the demand is growing rapidly lor
Fletcher Music Method teachers in spite of the many cheap copies of this system.
The next class opens in January, 1916. Applications should be made early.
Read, “What is the Fletcher Music Method?” price 82.00.
For full information regarding Normal classes and lectures for Educational,
Musical, and Mothers’ Clubs, apply directly to

No. 2.
Know the technic and expression of the
etude or piece before you practice it.

_

_

Hose
Supporter

for Women, Girls and Boys

MRS. EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP
31 YORK TERRACE

Preferred for 20 Years.
The OBLONG Rubber Button Clasp g
is a sure protection for the stocking.

BROOKLINE, MASS.

Summer Course for Piano Teachers

July 26th to August 12th
Suite 800, Lyon and Healy Building, Jackson Blvd.

No. 3.
Concentrate your mind on the work
before you to the complete exclusion of
all other thoughts.
No. 4.
Notice the composer. Go to the refer¬
ence library and look up his history.

No. S.
At night. Silent practice. Think about
your music. Visualize the technic, form
and plan of your music. Analyze the
Baas composition when you are away from the
piano.
Directions.
Repeat doses daily until you get the
habit. While taking the tablets be care¬
ful of your diet. No missed lessons, no
sweets of idleness, no dessert of rag-

BLANCHE DINGLEY MATHEWS
CHICAGO

ALL DEPARTMENTS OPEN THROUGHOUT ENTIRE YEAR.
SPECIAL SUMMER COURSES
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory and PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC.
FACULTY OF EXCEPTIONAL REPUTATION AND ABILITY.
DORMITORY FOR LADIES.
If you are really serious about a^ mustcrt education and y0Ur
I FREDERIcTA^COWLES^Director
214 W. Broadway. Loui.ville, Ky.

For circular and further information
Address, BLANCHE DINGLEY MATHEWS

PEABODY

In addition to his regular artist and student classes, will conduct i

CONSERVATORY

Aiqouni’s Practical Method for the Young
Violinist Is especially to be recommended for
the work for the four fingers, first on the
A string before using the other strings.—C. E.
Pemberton, California.

BALTIMORE, MD.

HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSE FOR TEACHERS
res by Mr. MacBurm
i Fine Arts Building, Chica

A Summer Session in the Cool Ozarks

WARREN, OHIO

WINTER TERM OPENS NOVEMBER 22d

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Faculty of Artist-Recitalists. All departments
complete. School Orchestra and Chorus. Public
School Music. Oratory. Languages.
FALL SESSION BEGINS September 6th, 1915
Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Peachtree and Broad Streets,
Atlanta, Georgia
MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C. : CHICAGO, ILL.
June 15-28
July 27-Aug. 9
Write for booklet containing outline and strong
letters irom Teachers who have taken the Course.
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA

NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL

PIANO TUNING

“MUSICAL BIOGRAPHY IN
PICTURE AND RHYME”
Unique plan for teaching Musical History
to Children. Material for a season’s work
for one pupil, 75c postpaid. Discount to
Address FLORENCE E. HAMMON
Musical Art Building
St. Louis, Mo.

™ Musical Leader
Published Weekly, $2.50 a Year

THOSE INTERESTED SHOULD WRITE AT ONCE FOR INFORMATION

Forty-seventh year. Daily instruction in all branches of music. Chorus, Orchestra
and Military Band. Dormitories for ladies and gentlemen. Weekly Concerts.

.. ...lCONSEKVATOBT

In contracting for a supply of these books, we were limited as
to numbers, but successfully secured 2000 sets, and while these
last they are offered The Etude readers in conjunction with a yearly
subscription (new or renewal) at the unheard of price of $0 A 6
all delivery charges prepaid.
^

-

Hahn Music School
3919 S. Junius St.
Dallas, Texas
Session also in Dallas, Texas.
::
Terms very reasonable

The Recognized Authority on all Musical
Matters for the Central and Western States

College of Fine Arts —

Musical Leader, regular price \ Club Price
32.50 for year.( <t»«, rn
And ETUDE, regular price, 1 «p4-.«)U
81.50 for year./FOR BOTH

Syracuse University
Unexcelled advantages for the study of music. Facul¬
ty of 20 specialists. Regular four-year course leads
to the degree of Mus. B. Special certificate courses.
Special students may enter at any time of year.
For catalogue and full information, address.
Registrar, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.

P CHEPARD
1 ^ QYSTEMS
A Kj SIMPLIFY
School for Teachers and Performers
N TrainingCourses
Personally and by Mall
O Shepard School of Music, Orange, N. J.
RIESLING’S TEACHING
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PIECES

K1ESLING, Composer, 1035 Gates Are., Brooklyn, N.Y.

-

Frederic Woodman Root
ANNOUNCES THE TEN-DAY SESSION OF A

NORMAL CLASS
For Singers and Teachers of Singing,
to be held on alternate dajs from
July 5th to 26th, 1916
Mr. Root’s teaching places voice teaching ™
foundations^ whic^ arc but Uttte undc”‘“„- The
one cannot”workout and*proveSIo^UhimKlI sales
he have extraordinary opportunities and «PeD
Mr. Root’s class is to equip ,in*"su3"d "*,?$
exemplification of them.
Circulars upon application
KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, 1H-,

YOUR SUMMER CLASSES WILL GET A GOOD START
IF YOU BEGIN YOUR ADVERTISING IN THE APRIL ETUDE
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o

Address THE MUSICAL LEADER
McCormick Building, Chicago

Kindergarten
n—,
uv.«uc, otan r
Boards, Keyboard Diagiaili
^
tractive things. Send for Catalog.
DANIEL BATCHELLOR & SONS
R. F. D. No. 1
.
.
Chester, F

CCMn F0R THESE PIECES THAT
dCiIYU have just been published

“Arrival of the Victors.” March
Two-step.10 cts.
Visions of Hope.” 9-page Medi¬
tation, difficult - ... 25 cts.

u

SUMMER SCHOOL ADVERTISING
IN The Etude IS INDISPENSABLE
TO A SUCCESSFUL SEASON
SPECIAL RATES FOR

April, May, June and July Issues
P1Mse mention

The “Ten Progressive Studies, Op. 61-70”
by Sehmoll are sprightly and pleasing, not
overly difficult, and are good stepping stones
to more advanced work. I shall use them
a great deal.—Iola M. Gilbert, California.
As a teacher of a musical kindergarten I
can sav that “The Child’s Book of Great
Musicians” is a very fine work and will be
a great help to me In my teaching during the
coming term.—Sarah G. Wokmell, Penna.

The value is incalculable

The Etude
Theo. Presser Co., Publishers

The children enjoy Very First Duets very
much and have taken a renewed Interest In
their music.—Elsie Block, Mississippi.

Its endowment enables U to offer exceptional adoaniages In music culture in all grades and branches

THE DAILY LESSON SCHOOL

Send for Catalogue and Blue Book-

astoundingly low figure
Nelsons, the famous Bible publishers, found their European
market destroyed by the present war, and turned to this country
for buyers, which has opened the way for this great opportunity
presented YOU.

Letters from
Satisfied Music Workers

ESTABLISHED 1857

THOMAS NOBLE MacBURNEY

::

IMPORTED DICKENS SETS
TWO THOUSAND sets direct from European Pub¬
lishers offered THE ETUDE readers at an

Grasp this opportunity TOD A Y.

29 East 18th Avenue, Denver, Colorado

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE

A WAR TIME BOOK BARGAIN

Philadelphia, Pa.

EASTER CANTATAS
NEW

ATTRACTIVE

SINGABLE

THE GREATEST LOVE
CANTATA FOR EASTER OR GENERAL USE
Words by R. BRONNER

Music by H. W. PETRIE
for performance by any quartette or c

Price, 75 cents

n poetic language : ud the music is appropriate throughoi
, not difficult of ren
ve pleasing to the cc
I THINK the “General Study Book” by
Mathilde BUbro Is fine. It Is original and
artistic as well as practical and will solve
many difficulties for teacher and pupil.—
Nellie Albright Weber, Penna.
The “Lessons In Voice Training” by
Alfred Arthur are concise, yet comprehensive
and very useful for their grade and especi¬
ally good for ease of tone-production.—Iola
M. Gilbert, California.
Mb. Thos. Tappeb, one of America’s deans
of music, gives meat to the many in his “Edu¬
cation of the Music Teacher.” This book
contains a liberal feast not for the music
teacher alone but for teachers in every walk—
advice so full of wisdom that not teachers
only but any layman, from the most complex
to the simplest life, will Increase his mental
wealth and be greatly benefited by a thought¬
ful readiDg of it. Its message is truth, long
and well known, but newly and interestingly
expressed. One Is loath to lay down the
book, unfinished, for every page has a par¬
ticular fascination. It is a scholarly work.—
Lucketia Frances Paekee, New Jersey.
Player,” is, in my estimation, one
choicest collections of gems, etc., by o
most standard composers that has
ap¬
peared in press, and as to its style, taste and
general character, cannot be excelled, and will
undoubtedly fill a long felt need in the musi¬
cal field. It cannot miss its noble object in
nutting in the hands of the amateur organ
rxv. ti-io mnilpm nrernnist a rpnertoire

Bugbee's Second Grade Melodic Studies
are just what I have been looking for. Such
a variety of technical work and also much
material for interpretation.—Mbs. J. E.
Higley, Vermont.

THE DAWN OF THE KINGDOM
EASTER CANTATA
Text by Rev. PERCIVAL HUGET, D.D.

Music by J. TRUMAN WOLCOTT.

Price 50 cents

Dawn lid the Snecfion.’ The Dawn MtS’KbSfTh^texf
sleeted chiefly Iron
with verses from a few well-known hymns. The solo work is mostly «« uautouc auu tenor. jl ne principal
charm in Mr. Wolcott’s music lies in his smooth and easy melodic flow. His writings are all singable and
effectively by anyun(j ersttood ^ readil3r appreciated by the general listener. This work may be rendered
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Three Complete Easter Services for Sunday Schools
HAIL FESTAL DAY

THE RISEN KING

DAWN OF HOPE

By R. M. STULTS

By Various Composers

ByR. M. STULTS and others

ie high plane of excellei

.11 of the music is easy to

PRICE OF EITHER SERVICE
- dozen (prepaid), 55 cents. Per hundred (prepaid), $4.00
n z-cent stamp will bring a sample of all.
THEO. PRESSER CO., Publishers, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Single copies, 5

ARE YOU BUSY ALL DAY?
LET US EMPLOY YOUR SPARE TIME
~
vn J own'TY eaS‘Jy be bad by reP«f enting The Etude in
mu/h tTmeTou cL |ve The E™£.ITE N°W‘ Be
*° ^ yOUr
°CCUpation and b™
Address: Etude Dept., THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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FOR PLAYING THE

Picture-Play Pastime

Name the song or poem title
that fits it best

eastern

MOULTON rsfr=affic: deJjUICHARD“'“cSS5^
NEW YORK ■*S£&&r~ FALK ITSaasSSSS

lew YORK

$4,000

both in pubii°

ThesCAlVTHROX _

Simply selecting, from an
alphabetical list of song and
poem titles, those that form
the best titles or names for
a series of plain, simple
pictures.

- KRIENS

thunitiaandieHve31aoh 8tS
15 Exhilarating Shampoos for 50c at Your Druggist’s
dlsso™l1teasSSm?il^I0cIanth?M^nf^cup^lhStwatwMdySS?rtiSioo™reldy0™ ea8UyU8ed' J“St

Some Facts About Military
Music
tookk beheved1^t^have
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“As a Man Thinketh, So
Plays He”

thTuTe of

LC_omsg
ble strength, whilst the voice of the god

BRYANT =!-S”» BURROWES SSSSECONVERSE COLLEGE
C0URTR1GHT
'
PEABODY
•»*-. KERN
S.C.I^^ia~ SKINNER.Iil:|Si:i'S

“I Have Ended Corns Forever”
troop.

A WEDDING SONG OF UNUSUAL EFFECTIVENESS

“O PERFECT LOVE”

Our chief chemist, years ago,
:ame to us and said:
“I have found a way to wipeout

rIwT»t^t,T™k.Safo

’ We doubted it, as you do. But he
ns 25 years, so we

By H. T. BURLEIGH

d part of the festiv.t

of one large, two small, three or more

Mr. Burleigh’s song has especially appropriate and beautifu
ming indeed. It is easily one of the very best of all v

SffiSSSSS

PRICE 60 CENTS

Mulsified Cocoamit Oil .vowed
For Shampoo

R . ow,„ as

*0 musi.

gS^SSSS

BIue=jay c”™

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 CHESTNUT STREET

15c and 25c at Druggists

PHILADELPHIA, PA
^D.No.State.

of his troops preceded by a Turkish band.
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C

Tchaikovsky also employed E minor for

C is the keynote of the natural scale,
This is the favorite scale of young piano
students because it has no signature. The
scale of C is not easy to play. It is, in
fact, one of the difficult scales and not
nearly so easy as E or B.
Schubert’s great symphony is written
in C. The three Leonora Overtures of
Beethoven are in C, and his great Fifth
Symphony is in C minor. Mozart used
the key of C for the Jupiter Symphony,
There is a clef called C. Who knows it
and who can draw a picture of it? C is
the pitch note of horns, trumpets and
other wind instruments. A ’cellist’s music
is sometimes written in the C clef, and
music for the viola always is. If you
know this clef at all you may have
wondered why it moves around. Sometimes you see it on one line and then on
another. The C clef never changes,
different portions of the grand staff are
arranged around the clef. You remember
the grand staff has eleven lines and not
five.
D
D is the second note of the natural
scale. The D scale is one'of the first you
learn, for it is not very difficult. Beethoven wrote his Second Symphony in this
key and Brahms chose it for the key of
his Second’Symphony also.

his Symphonic Paf/sefu/MC.
•
ous
On the other hand
Eroica
list to its credit
Beethoven *
Symphony, his Ft
two Sonatas Op. 31 and
Bach, Mozart and Haydn also loved th s
key. Liszt wrote a piano concerto in t
key. Do you know any piece m the k y
of E flat? The scale of E flat is sometimes difficult for young ^ students to
remember.

E
Now we come to E, the third note of
the natural scale. E is also the first string
of the violin and the fourth string of
the double bass. There are three famous
overtures written in E.
Beethoven’s
Fidelio;
Mendelssohn’s
Midsummer
Night’s Dream and Wagner's Tannhawser.,
Bach’s Fugue in E is one of the most
widely known of the Forty-eight (Bk. 2).
Though these famous works are in E, we
find that this has not been a favorite key
with composers. Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Spohr, Schubert,
Schumann have written no symphonies
in E, though Mendelssohn wrote his
famous violin concerto in E minor and

Mysterious Musical Terms

Physical
Victory!

The Cupid Grand

(For the History Club)

B is the seventh note in the natural
scale. It is called H(Ha) in German and
B flat is called B, sometimes this is very
confusing to American students, for we
have no H in our musical alphabet. In
Schumann’s Carnival there is a sketch
called Dancing Letters. The letters are
A, S, C, H, and S. C. H. A. These letters
spell the name of a small town in Austria,
where Schumann’s sweetheart, Ernestine
von Fricken, lived. They are also the
principal letters of Schumann’s name. In
German they would be A, E flat, C, B
flat.
Our modern flat sign comes from the
letter B. The scale of B is not hard, in
fact I believe it is one of the easiest to
play, see how the three long fingers of
the hand lie over the three black keys.
They take their place without effort.
B flat is an important key, it is the
natural key of the trumpets, cornets and
clarinets.
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The Musical Alphabet

It seems a pity that A does not come
first in the musical alphabet, it is awk¬
ward to think of C as the first letter. A,
as you know, is the sixth letter or note
in the natural scale, but if A has to take
sixth place in the scale it is also of first
in importance in music. Who can re¬
member why A is important? I see some
of you have guessed it already. Wc tune
by A; it is the note given out by the oboe
for the orchestra to tune to and it is the
note you give out on the piano when you
are playing chamber music. All stringed
instruments have one string tuned to A;
it is the second string of the violin, the
first string of the viola and 'cello and the
third string in the four-stringed contra¬
bass. One of the clarinets in the orchestra
is set to A. So you see why A is im¬
portant. The scale of A is easy to play.
Mendelssohn seemed to be fond of the
key of A. Look over the Songs Without
Words and notice how many are written
in the key of A.

etude

sohn for every piano student knows about
it already.

F
.
F is the fourth note of the natural
scale. This letter gives its name to the
. , ..
,
bass clef> the sl^ of the basS clef E=
COmes from the letter F. The keys of F
and F minor were great favorites of
Beethoven. F sharp is not used so often,
Haydn uses it in his Farewell symphony
an(j Schumann’s charming Romance, Op.
28, No. 2, is written in F sharp. Some
Hay you will be playing this beautiful
piece and will need to- know the key of
F sharp if you learn it well. Chopin
used the key of F sharp in the wonderful
Barcarolle, Op. 60, and also in the
Impromptu, Op. 36.
G
Here we are to G, the fifth note of the
natural scale and the last note in our
compact little alphabet. G gives its name
to the treble clef and the treble clef sign
is an outgrowth of the letter G. The key
of G has not been greatly favored by
the masters of music. Out of the twelve
Grand Symphonies of Haydn there are
but two in G. There is not a remarkable
symphony in this key by Mozart, Bpethoven, Schubert, Schumann or Mendelssohn. Out of the sixteen quartets of
Beethoven there is but one in G, of eleven
overtures there is one (Ruins of Athens),
one pianoforte sonata, two violin sonatas
and one pianoforte concerto. Beethoven
seems to have avoided this key. G minor
has a long list of works. I need not mention the G minor concerto of Mendels¬

A Helpful Plan
So we get our twenty-four letter scale
from this small alphabet and if you
are studying music this year a good plan
would be to keep an account with your
musical alphabet. This is the plan;
Buy a little note book and letter the
pages so: A, A minor, A flat, B, B minor,
B flat, and so on throughout the keys. Of
course if you are beginners you may nit
be studying the scales of A flat and E
minor for some time. However, it is
just as well to have them written oat
As you learn your scales write them out
on the pages to which they belong. Do
not try to write them on the staff, write
them out in letters. Do you know scales
always seem so much easier when written
out in letters. The scales are a musical
text at the top of the page, the key that
opens the door to musicland. After you
have written out the scales then you can
begin to post your account. Under the
scale write the name of the piece you have
played in that key, also the name of the
composer; star the pieces you have mem¬
orized, for this will help you to recall
them. You will be surprised to see the
book grow, and when you can say "I
know a piece in every key” you will feel
proud and happy. When you can say “1
have memorized a piece in every one of
the twenty-four keys” you will be a
capable little player.
If you have read this article carefully
you will have noticed that the famous
composers have had favorite keys; no
doubt you have your favorite key, too.
Why should we not he tuned to different
keys? Nature tunes her things to dif¬
ferent keys; have you noticed how the
reed sings in one key and the waves in
another and how the wind whistles sometimes in major and sometimes in minor.
At the very next club meeting we are
going to find the key in which we are
tuned; be thinking about this until we
meet again.

The first small grand piano ever made was the
product of Sohmer. That was over twentynine years ago. In this over a quarter of a
century we have been constantly striving to
perfect this type of instrument. The result is
a piano without an equal among diminutive
grands in which tone is in no manner sacrificed
to architectural requirements. Length 5ft. 4//,
width 4ft. 5//— price $675. Terms arranged.
Send for illustrated catalog and full information.

315 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

SUBSCRIBE FOR CHRISTENSEN’S

RAGTIME
REVIEW
Popular Mu*
deville and Hcture nano naying—Edited
and Published by Axel Christensen, the
“Czar of Ragtimo.”
Contains piano music every month — new and
snappy rags, songs and popular music—lessons in
vaudeville, ragtime picture piano playing, review of
all the new popular music, etc.

Itmntains nothing dry, nothing classic, only that
tippy, pulsating “rag” and the songs and melodies
that make for happiness and delight.
You can get the “Ragtime Review” for only 50
cents a.year—sample copy for ten 1-ccnt stamps—
so send along your subscription. It will be the
biggest money’s worth you ever received.
CHRISTENSEN'S RAGTIME1 REVIEW
Room 930, 526 S. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Piano teachers write for “Teacher’s Proposition.”

The BOYS’ MAGAZINE at HALF PRICE!

Name a musical term that’s a part of a
_senile.
' Something that’s worn by a man—tie.
What most people wish to do with
their wealth—treble.
A ball game name if you can—bass.
Name something the farmers use to
sell grain—measure.
The part of a story we like—end.
A fee that one pays for speeding his
c£*r gne
And a principal part of a “bike”—pedal,
Name an ugly remark that everyone
Fates_slur.
An instrument used to catch fish—
line.
Name something that every pussy-cat
has—(paws) pause.
sharp.
hold' nLsTant f
Jre,,,froln BouseAnd something the weary all want—
Something red that grows in the garden
t was he aUern"1
1 CaUed’
rest
patch (beet)—beat.
°n °f a club meetinffall like to see— 'LTJl T~ ‘
Name a message that often is written
The manners w
iidu
Deen 2a^ed
bad bee"
to invite one guest each. This was a
in haste—note.
natural.
fine

way to spread the fame of the club.
let me say it was really a famous li
club and even grown-up people were
hghted to be asked to the programs.
The afternoon of which I speak
evidently to be devoted to some Ameri
composer, I knew that bv the decorati
of flags. There was an air of myster;
1 cntered and 1 wondered if this'«
thing. Miss Brewster was «
dainty white dress; she had a garlam
autumn leaves about her neck, some*
after the manner of the Honolulu
sicians. She was charming and sot
the girls who trooped in at a given *
these were the pupils, but not dressef
ordinary pup;ls at all
Thcre were
woolen, every-day frocks—instead 1
wore an Indian costume; some
With beads and 'very girl had an
feather above her ear? They hr
circle about Miss Brewster and ■
(Continued on page >39)

been doing before, and in
himself to emerge from tin
to progress.—Cyril Scott
Short Cuts in Music Study
It’s not the lazy roan that “cuts 'cross
lots,” but the eager and alert one. It's the
sensible man who takes tbe shortest way
between two points. Tbe only question is,
does he arrive at the desired place? If he
docs, he gains time over the old-fashioned,
conservative fellow who goes ’round by the
cowpatlis of his ancestors. In music, if there
is a shorter wav to your goal, take it. But
lie sure it really brings you to tbe goal and

A GIFT for EVERYONE
The Initial Napkin Holder
I makes an ideal gift for any
member of the family or any
friend old or young.
a constant reminder of
\ the donor. This is the very
9 latest thing in napkin holders.
7 Itis beautiful, serviceable and
inexpensive. Made in all letters.

the Georgian company, inc.
Jewelers and Silversmiths
SALEM, MASS.

You Can Weigh What You
Should Weigh
I no longer need to say what “I can
do,” but what “I HAVE DONE”. I
have helped 75,000 of the most cultured,
intelligent women of America to arise to
their every best—avhy not you?
No Drugs—No Medicines
I think I do not exaggerate when I say I have built up
the vitality and strength of more women during the past
my pupils—the medical magazines advertise my work.

rliurch—and, secondly, the Yiddish folksongs*
the musical expression of the Jew in Bussia,
who lives a life apart from the rest of his
world, thrust back upon himself, shut in with
himself, forced to find in his own life tile
material of the songs he himself shall make
and sing, and perhaps himself alone shall
“These songs are seldom irresponsibly gay,
though there are many cheerful and merry
ones. Their key-note is rather that of a
jjjjl
strange and
mgs “of hearty outdoor occupation,
such as we find among other peoples. The
whole trend of thought and expression is sub¬
jective, rather than objective. The AngloSaxon, seeing a flower lying by the wayside,
picks it up without more ado; the Italian
picks it up on a high B natural, and puts
it in liis buttonhole: but tbe Jew, looking at
the blossom lying in the dust, shakes his
head sadly, saying; ‘Little flower, thy name
is Israel; like my race, thou will be trodden
in tlie earth, and none will have pitv on
«■—
”
. *• Gideon
l interview in Musical Amcr

them" Now we get the same results in a
quarter of the time, away from the key¬
board
We used to construct interminable
harmonies without much melody. Now we
harmonize melodies. We used to hear but
one or two good concerts a year in the small
towns. Now we have tbe best artists play¬
ing and singing in our own homes, no matter
how remote from musical centers. “There is A Memory of Mendelssohn in England
no royal road to learning”—but there are a lot
“I have been persuaded to write a little
of short cuts in modern pedagogy. A short
cut—once proved that it IS short and leads of what I can remember of Mendelssohn. T
to the desired point without loss—Is^a tirne^ am ninety years old and one of tbe privileged
few that are left that sang in bis Elijah
conseanent?v°noneSahns’ just that much more when he brought it to the Birmingham
Time and 'Money and Nerve for the Other festival. Never shall I forget that happy
Things of Life.—W. Francis Gates, in The time. We were anxiously waiting for the
copies to come from the printers. Of course
Music Student (Los Angeles, Cal.).
they did not print them as they do now.
When the copies did arrive we were afraid
our fingers would go through—they were so
Verdi and The Voice
damp—and the scent'not quite like lavender.
Verdi must be regarded s the most human When Mendelssohn arrived amongst us, we
He insisted, be looked, and I think one and all fell in love
and natural of composers
in the spot. Ilia lovely eyes,
it remembered, on the rineiple that the
...At expressive and
soft and beautiful, could
tw
— twinkle
deal : trumeuts, and tlie merrily lit Limes, r ue easy grace with which
"* ’ means
he walked. His utter freedom from pride
most persuasive or imperious musical
m
at rehearsals. There was no distinction in
nf reaching and dominating oui emot
what we mav call the musical physi- his manner towards the highest singer or
Jriogv of The voice to tbe last fact, having tbe lowest choristf
lie would
learnt by vast technical experience where lay Madame Grisi. ‘Now
the actual, theatrical and emotional^effeeUviv ,Chip
—^ tbe
--- drumm
.. i half-a-beat
....L-a-iirai behind,
iieinna,
he would say ‘Oh, Chip,' but only a look of
a^^one^has1 ever °written’ since, inspiring love seemed to go Willi tbe reproach. The
equally his singers and tlieir listeners. Ail way he used Iris baton was ease and grace
this is in proof of what has been said of itself. Then, when the vast hallful of people
his humaneness. It was his instinct to rely heard his grand music, they waved their
n„ fir as possible on humanity rather than programs for him to come before them. Tic
on mechanism or intellectual, trick. So he bowed his acknowledgements again and again,
realized in his own sphere the truth of the very gravely. Each time he would turn to

1

Miss Brewster’s Music Story Class

“Them is a way of telling things,” said
Miss Brewster, a way that touches the
Something told by the old kitchen clock imagination Then, of course, there is the
other way that doesn t.”
time.
. iss rewster was a teacher of piano
The part of the cell the prisoners hate
in a country town. She and her pupils
—bar.
.
And something that goes with a lock— have been a part of that town so long
that
they seem more like an institution
key.
Name something essential to every
RrTwft rTi CkSSi' ,Pe°Ple qU°te M!ss
bank note—signature.
u
b
I! I,"1? ue Sam,C C°nfidcncc
A streamlet that flows through the
deed MF
'
P^sident, and inland—run.
need Miss Brewster is different from the
A crevice or fissure i mountain c
ordinary country town teacher; first of all
rock (cleft)—clef.
she has not grown down with the years,
What the lame ; n should have in h
she has s
tply grown up with her pupils,
hand staff.
I recall verv vividly
_
the afternoon I
Name a place of dwelling the city folks
spent in lier studio—by
ho—w *h„
the Wav, she
sue js a
like—flat.
What all little students should be— firm believer in the separate studio. ^llc
She

By Lucretia M. Lawrence

have already mentioned the fact that an
«i nst imitates himself, and at moments -when
<me would wish him to invent something new
Nevertheless, there is a time at the beginning
bappening. Flanders (in peace)
or a composer’s career—the time when ho is
-..■resting old country through which
hut learning to toddle towards a style that
„„ a-roamiug” and to browse around in,
discovers ™n<wllVS e-SK<.'ntiaI- A composer aud its present lighting interest to the world
perhaps is enhanced as the dying place of an¬
other older fighter who 1ms gained an im¬
if ’for a time, employing itPineverythingUho mortal
fame—not by fighting, but by writing,
writes. But then there ought to conie a and giving to the world Annie Laurie.
moment when he tires of this and searches
According to tradition the song was written
further afield t ■ still j
by William Douglas, a Scottish soldier “fight¬
ing in Flanders,” and, as everybody “kens,”
too begins to pall, when a third search is the lyric was a fervid aud rhapsodic outpour¬
made, and so on and so forth, until a com¬ ing of the fighting minstrel’s love and adora¬
plete style is evolved. There are, however, tion for his “bonnie” lady-love in far away
stylists of a sort who, having made but one Scotland. The “lady-love" was Annie Laurie,
or two of these searches into the realms of and one of tbe four daughters of Sir Bobert
I.aurie of the now famous “Maxwelton,”
novelty, rest content with these and imitate whose
“braes are bonnie,” and the spot where
themselves until they have no longer a brain she “gave
her promise true.” Yet the singing
to imitate with. They possess, in fact, enough soldier never wed with the fair lady of his bal¬
perspicacity not to imitate others, vet too lad. for, if tradition be true, she was led to the
little courage not to imitate themselves, the altar in 1700 by Alexander Ferguson of
result being for the listener a feeling that, CraigdaiTOeh, and the soldier-troubadour had
having heard one of their works, he has “lain him doon to dee.” in old Flanders. After
hoard all—paradoxical though it may sound. all. “one touch of (music) makes the whole
Now, if one compares a very great man like world kin,” and to-day we of the far western
Wagner with a man like Grieg, although both continent seem to know Flanders better
of these men were undoubtedly stylists, one through association with the undying strains
is a style with great branches in many di¬ of Annie Laurie.—Jacobs Monthly (Boston).
rections, the other is a style with no branches
at all. For one sees, with Wagner, that once
he started inventing he went on doing so Folk Songs of the Jews
until the decline of his faculties, whereas
“The Jews, as a people, have no folk-music.
Grieg invented but at the beginning and IIow
can they have? Tile Jew in Germany
merely composed afterwards—in short, he lias long since become a German; in Ungland
’imitated himself from tlie moment he had bo has become an Englishman; in America
found himself. This tendency, then, it may an American. And so he sings the songs
be noted, is one of the great dangers that of the country of his adoption, and his
beset tbe budding stylist; and when a cor specifically Jewish contribution is lost forself obsessed by o
of li
o that :
’Tbe only characteristic songs of the Jews
“ ~t, a few liturgical fragments from
rales tine—cantillatio
"*"*“’*"-~'ich are probably
closely akin to the <
of Biblical times,
but cannot be classed as folk„-■ e they

It means that you
can be Strong, Vig¬
orous— full of Life
and energy—Realize
The Best Within Your¬
self for yourself, your
family and friends.
You can be free from Chronic Ailments.
You can have a Clear Skin, i
You can have a Good Figure.

MMSa nCjihnMilton said ?b£tthTidea! us to say, ‘What do you think 'of that?'
Of poetry was (hat it should be “simple, sen- When he went home I suppose his beloved
sister asked him what lie thought of the
deserintion of Verdi at his best.—Ai.uf.iinon Birmingham people—he sat down to tbe piano
St! John-Brenon, in The Musical Quarterly and played his thoughts to her.”—Emma
Stanley, in the Musical Herald (England).
(New York).

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept.29,624 Michigan Avenue, Chicago

•or sale at all booksellers.
Fasciraiing io Music Lovers

OPERA
BOOK
EDITH B. ORDWAY
8vo, cloth, gilt top, with 32 full-page

Boxed, net, $2.50.
Tillustrations.
HIS Book contains practically all of the operas
played in the four opera centers (New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston) during the
past five years, and some of the leading novelties
and revivals announced for this season. A brief.

OUR “SPECIAL”
OCr 10 Tested Lengths,
^J^Silk Violin E, for^DC
Send far Violin and Cello Catalogue
MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.
60 Lagrange St., Boston, Mass.
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IMPORTANT RECENT PUBLICATIONS
THE MERMAID
Cantata for Women’s Voices
By FANNIE SNOW KNOWLTON Price, 50 cents
splendid p
1 chorus, chiefly

-known verses by TennywXEnJ!

PANDORA
AN OPERETTA
By C. E. LE MASSENA
Price, $1.00
. brilliant operatic setting, suitable for
ng people, of the old Grecian myth as
>ld by Hawthorne. The work is divided
iuw) three short acts, seventeen musical
numbers in all. By omitting he his^t niSta or one-act operetta. The choruses are
almost entirely in unison. The music is
sprightly and tuneful throughout and easily
learned.
The costumes, properties and
sceneries are such as may be easily pre¬
pared. The dialogue is not lengthy, but it
is sparkling and telling throughout.

WELL-KNOWN PIANO SOLOS
AND HOW TO PLAY THEM
By C. W. WILKINSON
Price, $1.50
In this valuable work many of the standd teaching and recital pieces are analyzed
an able manner both from the technical
id the esthetic standpoints. Tht
'
pieces about whit’
—s

? special needs of America

MUSICAL IDEAS FOR
BEGINNERS
ON THE PIANOFORTE
By MARION RALSTON
Price, $1.00
A valuable elementary work. The result
of many years of practical experience in
'
' '
' handling younr
XT~i
1 ilWlTl
It I
„„
good advantage in eoiwith any elementary method. The material
is of decidedly attractive character, the
intention of the writer being to develop
technique and musicianship hand in hand
from the very beginning.

GENERAL STUDY BOOK
By MATHILDE BILBRO
Price, 50 cents
A very useful book of studies and recrea¬
tions, well adapted to accompany or to
supplement any instruction book or method.
The pieces are for both two and four
hands. In the four hand numbers the
teacher is supposed to play the Secondo
part. The pieces for two hands and the
Prlmo parts of the duets are all in the
treble clef throughout, this being a genuine
first grade book. Many of the little pieces
have appropriate words, adding much to
their interest. It is one of the best books
of its kind, certain to prove attractive as
well as instructive to young students.

SUTOR’S NOTE SPELLING

STANDARD STUDENT’S
CLASSIC ALBUM

SCHERZANDO

A Musical Game
Price> 30 ^nt*
Elementary staff notatioi
Price, 50 cents
mis new dgame
’" “simple hut interestplayed in
in a manner similar to all card
I’bls is a volume made up of teaching ing,
games in which the pairing of cards into
au lying in the inter- hooks is the primary object.
ite grades. It is a large and hand- wnt|h°tendSto Induce "familiarity with clefs,
.... volume, one
signatures, note names, and note values.
tin large plate
educational
interest of the piec(
be larger clasin preparation for v
, leading to the master pieces of the
OLD FAVORITES
•eat composers. There are 48 pieces in all.
Album of Pieces for the Pianoforte
Price, 25 cents
MAJOR AND MINOR
In this volume many of the fa vorite ole
tunes have been gathered together m new
Studies, Exercises, and Preludes for and
effective arrangements. We refer espe
the Pianoforte in all the Major
dally to some of the old dancesL such
"Fisher's Hornpipe,"
and Minor Keys
■Cortege Hornpipe
Heel," etc., and some patriotic
Reel,”
By C. ROLLING
Price, 75 cents “Virginia
melodies, such as "Columbia, the Gem ot
One of the most valuable study books the Ocean,” "Red, White and Blue,’ Starhat has been published in a long time, pangled Banner,” etc., also some of the
.'here are twenty-four studies in this work, raditional melodies, such as 'Washingach study being preceded by an appropri- m’s March,” "The Plow Boy,” “The Spante preparatory exercise containing finger .„h Patriot,” etc. It is a volume which will
rork, scales and arpeggios, and followed prove pleasing to both young and old.
ly a prelude in the same key. All the
wenty-four major and minor keys are exmplified, following their regular order. In
iddltion to their technical value these
TOY SHOP SKETCHES
itudles are all very musical throughout.
They are of intermediate grade.
Tuneful Melodies for Little Folk
for the Pianoforte
By J. H. ROGERS
Price, 75 cents
THE GREATEST LOVE
A most artistic set of pieces for young
Cantata for Easter or General Use players
gotten out in an elaborate manner
Words by R.BRONNER Music by H.W.PETRIE with illustrated borders printed in two
colors. Mr. Rogers, one of the foremost
Price, 75 cents
American composers, is at his very best in
A fine new church cantata suitable for writing for the young. These pieces are
performance by any quartette or chorus valuable for teaching, yet at the Same time
choir. It is of just about the right length their melodious nature and characteristic
for use at any special musical service — vein will appeal to young players. The
of the several pieces are “Jolly Tedd'
it might be included in the program of
choral society. There are twelve nun
divided up between the four soloists
the chorus. The Easter story is tol_ ...
poetic language and the music is appropri¬
ate throughout. It is all of the-1
melodious character, not difficult of r_
tion, but brilliant in effect. This cantata
STANDARD BRILLIANT ALBUM
is sure to interest the choir and it
prove pleasing to the congregation.
Price, 50 cents
We give a partial list of contents,
follows: “Shower of Stars.” Wachs:
LITTLE FOLKS’ SONG BOOK as
“Love Dreams,” Brown: “Dixie Land,”
By WM. H. NEIDLINGER
Price, 75 cents Goldbeek : “Dance of the Winds,” Peabodv :
“1/ Tosca,” Tourjee: “Valse Venetienne.”
A unique book of Children’s Songs by one Ringuet; “Coming of the Band,” Engel .most composers. In addi- mann ; "Beetles’ Dance,” Holst; “Serenade,”
_
..
... cal attainments Mr. Neid- Herbert; “Roses de Boheme,” Kowalski;
linger is also an authority on child psy¬ “Silver Chimes,” Wettach ; “Dancing Rivu¬
chology. Hence he knows just what is let,” Drumheller; “Delta Kappa Epsilon,”
wanted in the line of Children's Songs —
Pease; and others equally attractive.
just how
__charmingly origins... AU. c!
. _
.eristic or descriptive. The tunes are simple
yet delightful, and set to very pretty rhyr—

IN THE GREENWOOD
Characteristic Pieces in Lighter Vein
for the Pianoforte, Four Hands
By MATHILDE BILBRO
Price, 50 cents
Good easy duets are always in demand.
These are original four-hand pieces, and
they are not teacher and pupil duets. They
may be played by two students of almost
equal grade. None of the duets go beyond
second grade either In the prlmo or secondo
parts, and the earlier part of the book
starts in grade one. The duets are in
characteristic vein, each bearing an appro¬
priate title, such as "The Piping Thrush,’'
"Bobolink,” "Message of the Violets/'
"Pixie Dance,” etc. A good book for the
beginning of sight reading.

THE LITTLE ARTIST
Miniatures for the Pianoforte
By FRANCES TERRY
Price, 50 cents
A set of five teaching pieces lying in the
first grade, suoli pieces as may be used for
the verv first instruction after the student
has mastered the rudiments and the pre¬
liminary finger work. The composer is
well known as a writer of educational
pieces for young players, and her work is
invariably pleasing. The pieces in The
Little Artist are genuinely melodious
throughout and are contrasted in style.
Thev are characteristic pieces rather than
dances. Their titles are as follows: “The
Echoing Bugle,” "Little Southern Melody,"
“Who Knocks at the Door,” “In a Rose
Garden,” “Sailing.”

ORGAN MELODIES
Gems from Classic and Modern
Composers compiled and arranged
for the Pipe Organ
By C. W. LANDON
Price, $1.1X1
A veritable mine of good things for the
busy practical organist. Not a dry or
tedious number in the book. Some of the
greatest melodics ever written arranged as
preludes, postludes and offertories. All are
of moderate difficulty, suited to the average
player and adapted for two manual organs.
All of the transcriptions are new and r ’
especially for this book.

A ROSE DREAM
OPERETTA FOR YOUNG FOLKS
By MRS. R. R. FORMAN
Price, 50 cent.
iis operetta is bound to he popular; it
all the elements to make it a success—
stood sparkling music, an interesting plot
- 1 easy to stage. The dialogues tend to
ig out the plot. The whole perform.
take more than thirty minut

THE LIGHT EVERLASTING

CHURCH CANTATA
DICTION FOR SINGERS
THE FIRST PROGRESS
J. R. GILLETTE
Price, 50 cents
AND COMPOSERS
By THEODORA DUTTON
This work is unusual
.. while
that
exceptionally difficult, it has a full,
This is a ’
By H. G. HAWN
Price, $1.50
•haracter and IsTevangeiistic
character
is evangelistic in‘
in spirit. Al¬
grade pieces,
A book of this nature is indispensable to
though only thirty-nine pages in length
perienced, c
and suitable for use in a short musical all singers and to those who write for the
-‘“i music ...
rvice, this work traces in its text the voice. Correct diction is the result of
all in chara
thorough schooling and intelligent practice.
their easv grade they are effectively life of Jesus Christ from the Shepherds in at*.
«-..
complete ln all respeots.
:ten throughout. They cannot fail to the Fields to the Ascension. The simplic¬
asterly exposition of the subject.
... _ -e interesting to young students. The ity of the music, the number of good
I
““
" “t book and as study of pieces of this type tends to de¬ strong chorus effects and the delicate pas¬
e cannot fail to
reference,
sages make it.a work which will surely be
velop genuine musicianship.
of real benefit.
demanded by innumerable choirs.

RHYMING TUNES FOR LITTLE
PLAYERS

By HANNAH SMITH
Price, 75 cent.
BOOK
This new work should prove one of the
A Writing Book for Learning the
best efforts of an unusually successful ei
Notes
poser of pieces for the very young.
By ADELE SUTOR
Price, 50 cents
The work is largely melodic, the tii....
The best book of its kind ever offered. being divided up between the hands with
The note spelling book as an aid to the very little harmony. It-may be take!
anjunct a witt a
of ins
teacher has come into practical general use.
The young beginner needs assistance of this ion, and the various numbers may be used
kind. All children love original work and is the very first pieces.
Each piece has appropriate verses which
hv this method readily acquire a thorough
knowledge of the notes, leger lines and clefs.

MUSICAL SKETCHES
By ELISE POLKO
price, *1.25
One of the most popular collections of
ThTllv ? §l'eft composers ever written,
transited* hT
tS *Among”<il<the fi^ar^S
to possess in its masters the most nictmofqbookfoffath!sanaturCareer.S- P* readinS

VERY FIRST DUET BOOK
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price, 50 cents
A collection of easy four-hand pieces, snital>le
for students in the First and Second Grades,
These are not “Teacher and Pupil Ducts, but
they are duets whicli may be played by
Btudenta of very nearly equal attainments.
duets are all of melodious character and *ntw
or arranged by standard and contemporau
writers. Each piece is a gem. complete in itseu.
The book is carefully graded throughout ana
arranged in progressive order. It is the b®8

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE FOR ALL MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS
Any of our stock or publications sent on inspection for teaching purposes.
Discounts and terms the best obtainable.
Catalogues and guides for everv claedfi_.
very ciassitication m music sent upon request.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA

O-Cedar Polish
does more than
give your furnia high lustre.
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Department

(Continued from page 236)

&d/f/on Wood

incouldnn
ThVmiCh
graCe their
and ease
^andon.
could not
help admiring
eedom in the presence of so many

***

Sw
1 kept had
wonderi"s
^ese IndianstlU
costumes
to do with

a
music club. The girls took places on the
noor in a circle about their teacher.
Miss Brewster said she believed they
M “cleans as it pol- knew something about the opera, at least
ishes”andremoves they knew the stories of the famous
dust and grime. operas, and now she would begin on the
stones of the symphonies and other
orchestral works, and she went on to say
that the work she had chosen for the
afternoon was MacDowell’s Indian Suite
so this was the reason for the Indian
atmosphere.
I doubt if any girl present will forget
the Indian Suite, for they helped create
an illusion that has remained with 1
ever since.
“I am not going to tell you everything
in words,” said Miss Brewster. “I have
the piano score here and I will play and
talk. MacDowell prefaced the score with
these explanatory remarks : ‘The thematic
material of this work has been suggested
for the most part by melodies of the
North American Indians.
If separate
titles for different movements are desired
they should be arranged as follows:
I Legend; II Love Song; III In WatTime; IV Dirge; V Village Festivals.
The first movement. Legend, is headed;
will make you look many
‘Not Fast, with much dignity and char¬
years younger.
acter.’ The second movement, Love Song,
Won’t you let me tell
is to be played ‘Not Fast, Tenderly.’
you how you can remove
The third movement, In War Time, is
wrinkles and restore the
marked: ‘With rough vigor, almost sav¬
fresh complexion and con¬
agely.’ The fourth, Dirge, ‘Dirge-like,
tour of girlhood as thou¬
sands of others have done?
mournfully.’ The fifth. Village Festival,
Write today for my new
‘Swift and Light.’”
FREE booklet. If you will
And then Miss Brewster played and
tell me what improvements
talked. It was delightfully informal and
you would like, I can write
I
wondered why more teachers did not
you more helpfully.
explain things; you know so many of
KATHRYN MURRAY
them take too much for granted.
Suite J-3, Garland Building, CHICAGO
Miss Brewster said, “Above every
The firtt woman to teach Sc
other American composition I believe the
Indian Suite is the most truly American;
with MacDowell it was a labor of love,
of that I am certain. Nothing has a
longer life than beauty, so this work will
live after other popular American com¬
positions are forgotten.
Most of the
tunes are Zuni, all of them are true
tunes, not changed in the least, and they
are spread upon a beautifully new har¬
monic background.”

My Facial Beauty
Exercises

Special Notices

FRYSINGER—Music MSS.
'OlnTrteb; University School of Music, LincometArt3 "R'TTBN to words. Manuscripts
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.."sss
nnd experience. Ad-

fi7atwywtralninS
—— ’ ucare of The Etude.
0uhSL^IiES’ Sol° Mandolins, Violins,
ing1 J/L™, moderate. Scientific repairrago. W ' BuslaP> 3731 Concord Place. ChitjE0" BUILDING.

Twelve systematic

^Auditorium Bldg., Chicago. Ill._
wSanAarriBJ? POSITION as teacher of piano.
South nr
?ry- Fifteen years experience.
The Etude1 preferred- c- J- £•> care of
ky^OT?«S,DrEame6t Students of Harmony
ttorolh P0J?den^ Method simple, logical,
^^gnelafanSdfDNatijDS- ^ ^
N>w'wE5pPosttIon as Church Soloist In
or Methnsi.Jty for coming summer. Science
Eluni.
st Inferred. L. H., care of The
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825 Volumes
The Best Series of Standard Musical Works, including Studies,
Recreations and Classics.
Carefully edited, perfectly engraved,
printed and bound. Teachers, Students and Music Lovers admit
the superiority of this edition.

Easy Educational Music
The Largest Catalog in the World of easy teaching pieces of
the kind constantly needed by teachers.

IMPORTANT TO PIANOFORTE
TEACHERS!
Teachers whose names are enrolled in our Publicity Depart¬
ment, have just received without charge, three excellent teaching
pieces. If you are a regularly established teacher, it costs you
nothing to have your name entered in this department, whereby
you receive from time to time valuable information concerning new
material for teachers’ use. Simply send us your address, and the
name of the dealer from whom you are accustomed to purchase
your music.
THEMATIC CATALOGS AND CATALOG CF EDITION WOOD ON REQUEST

$. K

Mxxmt (Urnttpami
Dept. P.

246 Summer St.

-

BOSTON

Also at New York, London and Leipzig

Polish Stamp Fund Committee
MADAME HELENA PADEREWSKI, Chairman

Aeolian Building, 33 West 42nd Street, New York City
To

the Lovers

of

Chopin and

the

Musical World

Buy our Booklet of Stamps and Save a Life

FOR POLAND’S SAKE
WE NEED YOUR CONTRIBUTION

Poland’s Prayer

ONE DOLLAR
Poland, the land of Chopin, Borowski,
Paderewski, Sembrich, Szumowska, Stojowski and others who have added inPayable
, finite joys to work of music lovers the
world over, has suffered more in this
hideous war than any other country. All
of the foremost Polish musicians in
America have been working like demons
trying to raise funds to help their un¬
fortunate fellow-countrymen ground be¬
tween two warring powers. Mr. Pader¬
Send for Itemized Price List and Samples
ewski has gone the length and breadth
of the land giving his costly services in
COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST.
PHILADELPHIA,
the aid of the cause. Count up the hours
of soul delight you have had from Chopin
alone and then read the appeal in the ad¬
joining column. The Etude inserts this Be Healthwise—Guard Yourself
advertisement without cost in aid of a
desperate cause nobly _ sponsored by Against Coughs and Colds With
Polish musicians in America.
• I -,Jj'■ T T
MENTHOL CANDY
EXPERIENCED PIANO TEACHER,
O COUGH DROPS
Toseffv pupil, wishes location for private
class orwouid try established studio. Pre¬
Give quick relief and aid
ferably in South Atlantic Coast States. Address C. B.. care of The Etpde.__
the voice. LUDEN’S
“^TEACHER WANTED.
Music school
^
have many uses. Recogniz
seeks young man piano teacher over twenty
and of successful experience. Must play
\ for purity.
well and have pleasing personality. Such a
one wishing college position in Chicago write
full qualifications to \\. E. C., care of Ihe
etupk.
Please mention THE ETUDE

to.—“THE POLISH STAMP FUND”

ZABEL BROTHERS
MUSIC PRINTERS M. ENGRAVERS
PA.
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LOW PRICED MAGAZINE COMBINATIONS
Subscriptions are for one year, new
or renewal, and can go to different
addresses (except where stated otherwise)
The Modem Priscilla

$ J 60

THE ETUDE .
McCall’s (free pattern) ....
ancy Work, Fashions,

Fashions.

^Free patteri

THE ETUDE.1*1 6
THE ETUDE.
People’s Home Journal . . .
Housewife.
THE ETUDE.
Woman’s Home Comp.
.
THE ETUDE.
Woman’s Home Comp. .

s2112!
,*3“
Save $1.25

THE ETUDE.j
Illustrated World . . .
Woman’s Home Comp. . ]

1’3-

Magazines in these offers are
not interchangeable. Canadian
and foreign upstage additional.

EXTRAORDINARY COMBINATION
THE etude ...... A$rtcft
Mother’s Magazine . (must go '
w —
McCall’s (free pattern) to same!
Ladies’ World . . . (address ) save $2.00

Save 40 cts.

THE ETUDE.] $ J 60
The Housewife.i Save 40 cts.
THE ETUDE .
McCall’s (free pattern)
. . .
To-day’s (free pattern)
. . .
THE ETUDE .
Mother’s Magazine.

! $175
J
) Save 75 cts.
1 $ 2 22
\ Save $1.00

THE ETUDE . j *2“
Modern Priscilla. 1 Save 40 cts.
THE ETUDE .
McCall’s (free pattern) ....
Modern Priscilla.
THE ETUDE .
Pictorial Review.

j $2«

THE ETUDE.) $ .|50
Review of Reviews . .
Woman’s Home Comp.

/ Save 55 cts.
) $ 2 22

Delineator

) Save 50 cts.
THE ETUDE. ($300
Delineator I must go to l . .
Everybody’s l one address 1
. . 1 Save $1.50
THE ETUDE . j$375
Woman’s Home Companion . .
Pictorial Review.

THE ETUDE
Housewife

;2-

.

Ladies’ World

THE ETUDE .
.
.
McCall’s pattern) .
To-Day’s (pattern) .
Housewife
....

Ylz

THE ETUDE
Designer
THE ETUDE
Mother’s Magazine
Pictorial Review
THE ETUDE .
To-day’s (pattern)
Woman’s World
f, the McCall’s (pattern)
THE ETUDE .
Today’s (free pattern) j g
THE ETUDE . .
Collier’s Weekly . .

$2oo

THE ETUDE.
World’s Work

85
■ L“j0cta

. 0 $025
. .)
25

. .1$025
THE ETUDE. . .) $035 THE ETUDE
Youth’s Companion
>i°n • | .Save
*5 ,
Woman’s Home Ci
ah els.
Little Folks . .
SEonlyRDERS

I

THE ETUDE,

Theo. Presser Company, Publishers,
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Special
Price
$2.75

THE ETUDE,

Free pattern.

THE ETUDE

.

.

.

'($085

Mother’s Magazine .
.

.

.)s»ve$i.is

.j $2<>o

THE ETUDE .
Christian Herald

"j Save $1.00

THE ETUDE.) $971
Designer (fashions) ... . >
Modern Priscilla.I Save 55cts

17—Boys’ Life.
17-Boys’ Magazine
55-Current Opinion
25—Everybody’s
70—Harper’s Magaa
70-Harper’s Week!
25—Illustrated Wor

50—Outing. •
50—Scribner ’
50—St. Nich(
55—Travel
40- World’s
12—Woman’s

-tments.

Modern Priscilla .

THE ETUDE
LIE...
■Uc\lla
. . . . POl?
Modern Priscilla
Ladies’ World .
SaveS1.25
Pictorial Review

Save85cts.

.
60 THE ETUDE
Home Needlework

00
J<V$1.00

The Etude with
Reg.
Price
mture.$3.00

$222

. >
.)saye$i.5o

.. 3.00

Special features and p

2.40

THE ETUDE
.
Modern Priscilla
Home Needlework
in be added to the spc
■**"“ f«»- the additii
ined by mi

plying the class number by fiv

CounTrIBCeniUmM ,L $ l'-o’0f MeClur™,1 ’$1 '.00
Evenins posl> $1.50.

THE ETUDE
American
Everybody’s
Woman’s Home

.) $951
. ^
. I Save vscti

THE ETUDE . .)$O00
Ladies’ World Jrag“ >
—
McClure’s
(address ) Save $1.00

Pictorial Reviewi any two, $2—
Delineator
(a
three $0 75
Illustrated World!
’ *
Save
Companion
/ anY four,
5— 5100

Theo. Presser Co., Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The beauty,>—
the tenderness—
the healthfulness—
the delidousness of

unkist
California's Select

Oranges
should make you want more of them.
Fresh from California with its wonderful sunshine,
this sweet, juicy, luscious fruit brings to your home
one of Nature's richest bounties.
To salads and desserts—to hundreds of them—this
orange lends a flavor and a healthfulness that not all
foods contain.
Free peeling, firm but tender—it stands alone—the
ideal orange—for culinary uses.
And your whole family would be better for more
oranges. Why not serve them every day—at every meal?
Sunkist Oranges are picked fresh every day the
year round in California.
You can buy them fresh
daily from first class dealers everywhere.
Sunkist are shipped to every market by th^California Fruit
Growers Exchange, a strictly non-profit, co-operative organiza¬
tion of eight thousand growers whose sole purposes in organ¬
izing are to grow better fruit, and distribute it so economically that
every family may have oranges at a reasonable cost.
Look for the tissue wrappers marked “ Sunkist ” and save
these wrappers for beautiful silverware.

California Fruit
Growers Exchange
Co-operative—Non-profit
Eastern Headquarters
Dept. B1
139 N. Clark Street
Chicago

Send Now
for This Book
Send a post card to
the address above and
we’ll mail to you free a beau¬
tiful recipe book called “Sun¬
kist Salads and Desserts.” It will
tell you how to make delicious dishes
with oranges and lemons. Every house¬
wife needs just such a book. Every fam¬
ily will delight in the new dishes it suggests.

